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Architectural Systems
Facility Analysis
Introduction

Wells High School

Harriman, Architects and Engineers, of Auburn has been retained by WOCSD to
prepare a facility analysis of the existing Wells High School. The intent of the
analysis is to evaluate the condition of the existing building components and
systems and to identify and prioritize potential maintenance or replacement over
the next ten years. The analysis was prepared by Dan Ellingson, Architect, with
the assistance of Keith Brenner, Structural Engineer; Rick Miles, Mechanical
Designer; Susan Hathaway, Plumbing Designer; and Peter Arnold, Electrical
Designer. Also assisting with the review were Elaine Tomaszewski,
Superintendent; Bruce Rudolph, Director of Finance and Human Resources; Jim
Daly, Principal; and Jere Pierce, Head Custodian.
History of the Building

The existing Wells High School was constructed in 1977 on what was
originally a 31.7 acre site off of Sanford Road in the town of Wells. The
high school serves the towns of Wells and Ogunquit and is part of the
Wells-Ogunquit Community School District. The original building was
designed for about 400 students in grades 9 through 12.
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Architectural Systems

First Floor

Third Floor

Second Floor

The high school is about 89,600 sf, with three overlapping sections. The central
area consists of an entry lobby alongside administrative offices, a central multipurpose section with cafeteria, band room and auditorium organized around a
central stage, and second floor classrooms. A classroom/library section adjoins
the central area and was expanded with a partial third floor of classrooms and an
addition to the library in 1988. Opposite the classroom section, the third area
includes the gymnasium and lockers, kitchen, custodial and technology spaces.
The Bridges program is located in the original woodworking classroom and a
classroom and wrestling area have been enclosed in what was originally an open
storage mezzanine for wood and metal shops. There are also three out-buildings
on the high school site: a 2,400 sf fitness center; a 1,000 sf cottage; and a 1,000 sf
garage.
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Architectural Systems
Overview

A VFA report produced in July 2004 provides a broad analysis of the building
systems (structural, mechanical, plumbing, electrical and interior and exterior
finishes), building structure and other code-compliance deficiencies. Briefly
summarizing the report, some of the critical or potentially critical items that have
been identified are attributed to the age and intense use of the building, as well as
discrepancy from current codes/accessibility requirements. Some of the items
include asbestos mastic, lighting, inadequate power and technology, poor
ventilation, old steam piping, worn out plumbing fixtures and piping, lack of a fire
protection system, toilet rooms that are not ADA accessible, and interior and
exterior building finishes that are beyond their rated life. Some of the deficiencies
have been remedied since the report.
Refer to Part 4, Appendix for a copy of the VFA Report.
Following is an analysis that provides a general overview of the existing
architectural components.
Architectural Components

Building Exterior

The exterior of the building is brick veneer with small areas of sheet metal
mansard roof and punched window openings. The 1991 third floor and library
expansion were built with brick to match the original. Many of the original
windows have failed seals, showing condensation and streaking. A few of the
windows have been replaced in the second floor over the main entrance. Some
exterior doors don’t seal properly at the threshold and are susceptible to ice
buildup. Overall, the brickwork is still in satisfactory condition. A portion of the
third floor exterior wall adjacent to the second floor roof is concrete masonry
units with badly peeling paint.

Exterior

Fitness Center

Roofing is primarily EPDM rubber roofing, and roofing has recently been
replaced over the gymnasium with Thermoplastic Overlay (TPO). The EPDM
roofing is about twenty years old and is nearing the end of its useful life. Roof
joints at the third floor and library additions that had been prone to leakage have
recently been repaired, although some leaks still occur at the library.
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Architectural Systems
Security System

The building has an intrusion system but lacks a central electronic security system
with door monitoring, which is a vital part of a 21st century school. Occasionally,
doors at the gymnasium exit near the parking lot are propped open by students
for easier access over the lunch hour. Recommended is a security system which
monitors doors throughout the building, equipped with buzzer access at the main
entry. Surveillance cameras at strategic locations would help monitor activities
around the building and record information digitally. Card access would require
replacement of doors and is not included in the cost estimates of this study.

Building Interior

In general, the interior of the building is in satisfactory condition and consists of
walls of painted concrete masonry or sheetrock on metal studs, flooring of vinyl
tile, ceramic tile (in the main lobby), carpeting or exposed concrete floors, doors
of wood or metal, and ceilings of either suspended acoustical tile or exposed
construction. The gymnasium floor is PVC on concrete and is in need of
replacement and is prone to cause injury. The third floor addition does not have a
janitorial closet and supplies need to be brought up from the second floor.

Gymnasium

Typical Corridor

Asbestos

An AHERA report produced by Eastern Skies Environmental Services in June,
2011 notes asbestos occurring in floor tile mastics and at a fume hood. The
materials are periodically monitored and are noted to be in good condition. For
short-term maintenance of the building, continued monitoring of the materials
should be adequate. In the event of a major renovation/expansion, all asbestoscontaining materials should be removed. Refer to Part 4 Appendix for the recent
AHERA report.

Accessibility

The high school falls short of the requirements of ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) for handicap accessibility in several respects. The elevator does
not meet current size requirements for the State of Maine. There is an inadequate
quantity of handicap parking spaces. The second floor art and science classrooms
are not accessible to some special education students. Some doorknobs that
require tight grasping have been replaced with lever-type knobs, but many still
need to be replaced. Restrooms on the first and second floor classroom wings
have been upgraded with accessible fixtures but those on the third floor and
adjacent to the cafeteria are not. Refer to Part 1 for an analysis of accessibility.
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Architectural Systems
Codes

A few areas of concern related to compliance with the current building code have
to do with the exit stairs, the lack of a sprinkler system, the lack of an elevator or
elevators and the allowable building area for a non-sprinklered building. Refer to
the Plumbing section of this analysis for additional information on fire protection.
The handrails in the stairs are non-compliant for height and spacing. Guardrail
extensions have been added at top landings and some stairwell doors were
observed to be held open, in violation of code. Several doors requiring a rating
have been compromised with penetrations. The English Classroom and Wrestling
Room in the technology area are accessed through other classrooms and access
stairs have only one handrail.
The auditorium ramp has a slope of 1:10 which is steeper than current code
requirements and there are inadequate rails to the stage as well as no landing at the
bottom of stage stairs.
Refer to Part 1 of this study for IBC 2009 and NPFA 2006 codes studies.

Stairwell handrails

Stage stair

Recommendations
Baseline








Complete replacement of windows
Repair Rated Doors, Frames and Hardware
Add Access Control System
Re-roof and add tapered insulation, excluding the gym
Install Accessible Door Hardware
Complete upgrading of accessible restroom fixtures
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IBC 2009
Wells High School
Wells, Maine
Project No. 11690
Section

Building Area: 89,600 sf
No. of Stories: 1 to 3 stories
Construction Type: IIB
Requirement

Date: 01/17/12
Phase: Pre-Concept
Prepared By: DRE
Comment

Chapter 3: Use and Occupancy Classification
Section 302.2.1 and
Table 302.3.2

Mixed Occupancies: Separate uses in accordance with Table
302.3.2
Separation between A-2/A-3/A-4 and E: 2-hour rating
Exception 1: Reduce to 1-hour where building is fully sprinklered.
Section 302.2.1 – Assembly is an accessory to Education uses, not
a separate occupancy.

Table 302.3.2: Assembly uses are
accessory to Group E and are not
separate occupancies. Therefore,
separations are not required. Note:
NFPA 101-2006 requires a
separation between Assembly and
Educational uses.

Section 303

Assembly Group A-2: Cafeteria
Assembly Group A-3: Libraries/Lecture Halls
Assembly Group A-4: Gymnasium w/spectator seating

Note: Classify entire building as use
Group E. Compare this to NFPA
101-2006.

Section 305

Education Group E: Educational building through grade 12

Chapter 4: Special Detailed Requirements Based on Use and Occupancy
Section 410.2

Stage: Defined as a stage because of curtains, overhead drops and
scenery, etc.

Section 410.3.1

Stages shall be constructed of same materials as required for type
of construction of the building.
Exception 3: Finished stage floor shall be constructed of wood.

Section 410.3.4

Rated proscenium wall not required.

Note: Stage height is less than 50'.

Section 410.3.5

Rated proscenium curtain not required.

Note: Stage height is less than 50'.

Section 410.3.6

Stage Scenery: Combustible materials used in sets must be
rendered flame resistant.

Review issue with the Owner.

Section 410.3.7

Emergency ventilation is not required.

Note: Stage area is less than 1,000 sf.

Section 410.5.1

Separation between stage and other rooms - storage rooms,
dressing rooms, etc: 1-hour rating

Note: Stage height is less than 50'.
Does not comply.

Section 410.5.2

Separation between dressing rooms and storage rooms: 1-hour
rating

Not Applicable.

Section 410.5.3

Stage Opening Protectives: Doors from accessory rooms
cannot open directly onto the stage except for storage rooms.
Any doors opening onto stage must be fire door assemblies.

Not applicable.

Section 410.5.4

Minimum of one exit required from each side of stage.

Section 410.6

Automatic sprinkler system required for stage.

Compare this to NFPA 101-2006.
Does not comply.

Section 410.7

Standpipe system required for stage with hose connections on
each side of stage if stage is over 1,000 sf.

Not Applicable. Stage area is less
than 1,000 sf.

Chapter 5: General Building Heights and Areas
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Code Study
IBC 2009
Section 503

General Height and Area Limitations: Shall not exceed the
limits in Table 503 for Type IIB Construction.
Group
Base Height
Base Area
A-2/A-3/A-4
2-stories, 55 ft
9,500 sf
E
2-stories, 55 ft
14,500 sf

Section 504.2

Automatic Sprinkler Height Increase: Increase base height by
one story and 20 ft.

Section 506.1

Increase base area due to frontage (506.2) and automatic
sprinkler (506.3) using Equation 5-1.

Section 506.2

Frontage Area Increase: Increase base area in accordance with
formula: If = 100 (F/P-0.25)W/30 = .75 when W/30 is 1
maximum.

Height increase permits up to 3-stories
and 75 ft in height.

14,500 sf x .3 = 4,350sf

If = area increase due to frontage
F = building perimeter which fronts on open space of min. 20ft.
P = entire perimeter of building
W = width of public way

Section 506.3

Automatic Sprinkler Area Increase: Increase base area by
200%

E: 4,350 sf x 2 = 8,700 sf

Section 506.1

Total allowable area per floor Equation 5-1
Base area:
14,500 sf
Street frontage increase:
10,875 sf
Sprinkler increase:
8,700 sf
Total allowable area per floor:
34,075 sf

Actual Floor Area:
First Floor .......................57,450 sf
Second Floor...................24,350 sf
Third Floor........................ 7,800 sf
Total .................................89,600 sf
Note: Actual floor area of the first
floor exceeds the allowable area per
floor. Therefore, a minimum of one fire
wall would be required. Review with
the local code official as it appears that
the existing building does not have any
firewalls.

Chapter 6: Types of Construction
Section 602.5

Construction Classification: Type IIB
Table 601 (for Type IIB)
1.
Structural Frame
2.
Bearing Walls
Exterior
Interior
3.
Nonbearing Walls/Partitions
Exterior
Interior
4.
Floor Construction
5.
Roof Construction

Rating: 0 hrs
Rating: 0 hrs
Rating: 0 hrs
Rating: *
Rating: 0 hrs
Rating: 0 hrs
Rating: 0 hrs

* Based on Fire Separation. See
Table 602:
>10 ft
Rating: 1 hrs
<30 ft
Rating: 0 hrs

Chapter 7: Fire-Resistance-Rated Construction
Section 705.2.1

Projections from exterior walls (cornices, eaves, etc.) shall be of
noncombustible materials or approved combustible materials per
1406.3.

Section 705.8

Exterior Wall Openings permitted to be unlimited in area –
Table 704.8 note g.
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IBC 2009

Section 706.2

Fire walls to be structurally stable for the duration of the
required fire-resistance rating.

Section 706.4

Fire resistance rating of fire walls: 2-hours

Section 706.5

Horizontal Continuity of Fire Walls:
Exception 3 - Fire walls permitted to terminate at the interior
surface of a non-combustible exterior sheathing if buildings on
both sides of the fire wall are sprinklered.

Section 706.6

Vertical Continuity of Fire Walls:
Exception 3 - Two hour fire walls permitted to terminate at the
underside of roof sheathing where the roofs of both buildings
have not less than a Class B roof covering.

Section 706.8

Openings in Fire Walls: Must be rated and the aggregate width
shall not exceed 25% of the length of the wall.
Area of Opening Exception 2: Not limited to 120 sf in area if
buildings on either side of fire wall are sprinklered. Two hour fire
wall requires 1 ½ hour rated openings Table 715.3.

Section 708.4

Shaft Enclosures: Shaft enclosures through floor/ceiling
assemblies required to be one hour rated if less than 4 stories in
height or two hour rated if 4 stories or more in height.
See Exceptions described in 707.2.

Section 708.8

Penetrations: Protected in accordance with Section 712.

Section 708.12

Enclosure at Top: Same fire rating as shaft enclosure.

Section 708.14, 708.4

Elevator Shaft Enclosures: Elevator shaft enclosures required
to be rated one hour rated if under 4 stories or two hour rated if 4
stories or more.

Section 713.3, 713.4

Penetrations: Penetrations through fire-resistant rated walls or
floors require an approved fire-resistant rated assembly or
approved penetration firestop system.

Section 715.4

Fire Door Assemblies: Table 715.3
Fire Walls & Fire Barriers – 2 hours
Shaft Enclosures – 1 hour
Other Fire Barriers – 1 hour
Fire Partitions (corridors) – 1 hour

1 ½ hour rating
1 hour rating
¾ hour rating
20 minute rating

Section 715.4.6

Labeled Protective Assemblies: Fire door assemblies shall be
labeled by an approved agency with labels permanently affixed to
the door or frame.

Section 715.4.7

Glazing Material: Fire-protection-rated glazing to conform to
Section 715.3 for ratings in fire doors.

Section 715.5

Fire-protection-rated glazing: Table 715.4
Fire Walls
Smoke barriers – 1 hour

Section 715.5.5

Not permitted
¾ hour rating

Many doors are not labeled or have a
frame that has been compromised.

Note: Wire glass will no longer be
permitted.

Nonwired Glass: Comply with NFPA 80 for size limitations.
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IBC 2009

Section 715.5.8

Interior Fire Window Assemblies:
In fire barriers Section 706 and fire partitions Section 708, fire
window assemblies can be no larger than 25% of the area of a
common wall with any room. The rated wall cannot exceed a one
hour rating.

Chapter 8: Interior Finishes
Section 803.9

Interior Wall and Ceiling Finishes: Table 803.5
Interior wall and ceiling finish requirements for a sprinklered
building:
Group
Vertical Exits
Exit Corridors
Rooms
A-2/A-3/A-4
Class B
Class B
Class C
E
Class B
Class C
Class C

Section 804.5.2

Floor Finish: Interior floor finish for vertical exits and exit
corridors: Not less than Class II

Section 806.1

Decorations and Trim: Curtains, draperies, hangings and other
decorative materials suspended from walls and ceilings shall be
flame resistant.

Chapter 9: Fire Protection Systems
Section 903.2.1

Group A: Automatic sprinkler system required throughout in
Groups A-2, A-3, and A-4 buildings.

Does not comply.

Section 903.2.3

Group E: Automatic sprinkler system required throughout in
Group E buildings.

Does not comply; minimal areas
sprinklered (i.e. janitor’s closets).

Section 903.2.11.5

Commercial Kitchens: An automatic sprinkler system shall be
installed in commercial kitchen exhaust hood and duct system.

Does not comply.

Section 903.3.1.1

NFPA 13: Automatic sprinkler system to be installed in
conformance with NFPA 13.

Section 903.3

Fire Department Connections: Location to be approved by the
local official.

Standpipes in Stairwells.

Section 903.4.1

Monitoring and Alarms: All valves controlling the water supply
for the automatic sprinkler system shall be electrically supervised.

SGH?

Section 904.2.1

Hood Suppression System: Each commercial kitchen exhaust
hood shall be protected by an approved automatic suppression
system.

Does not comply.

Section 905.4

Standpipe Locations:
1. Class I standpipe hose connections required in every
stairway at each floor level above or below grade. Locate
at an intermediate floor level landing.
5. Provide a hose connection on the roof or at the highest
landing of a stairway with stair access to the roof.

#5 – does not comply.

Section 906.1

Portable fire extinguishers required per IFC.

Minimal fire extinguishers provided.

Section 907.2.1 and 3

Fire alarm system required throughout in Groups A and E.

Chapter 10: Means of Egress
Section 1003.2

Ceiling Height: Minimum ceiling height in a means of egress is
7’-0”.
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IBC 2009

Section 1003.5

Elevation Change: Use sloped surfaces where changes in
elevation of less than 12” occur. Use a ramp where the slope is
greater than 1:20. Provide handrails or floor material contrast if
the elevation change is less than 6”.

Section 1004.1.1

Table 1004.1.2: Maximum floor area allowances per person
Assembly w/fixed seats ....................................... # of fixed seats
Assembly w/o fixed seats
Concentrated - Gymnasium ..............................7 sf/person
Unconcentrated - Cafeteria............................. 15 sf/person
Offices ...................................................................... 100 sf/person
Classrooms................................................................. 20 sf/person
Shops/Vocational ..................................................... 50 sf/person
Library Reading Room ............................................ 50 sf/person
Library Stack Area .................................................. 100 sf/person
Locker Rooms ........................................................... 50 sf/person
Stages .......................................................................... 15 sf/person
Storage/Mechanical ............................................... 300 sf/person
Kitchen ..................................................................... 200 sf/person

Section 1004.3

Posting of Occupancy Load: All assembly occupancies shall
have the occupant load posted near the main exit from the space.

Section 1004.4

Existing from Multiple Levels: Where exits serve more than
one floor, only the occupant load of each floor individually shall
be used in computing the required capacity of exits.

Section 1005.1

Table 1005.1: Egress width per occupant served (with
sprinkler system)
Stairways ...................................................................0.3"/occupant
Other Egress Components...................................0.2"/occupant

Section 1005.2

Encroachment: Doors opening into the path of travel shall not
reduce the required width by more than half. When fully opened,
the door shall not project more than 7” into the required width.

Section 1006.1

Illumination: The means of egress shall be illuminated at all
times while the building is occupied.

Section 1006.2

Minimum illumination: Minimum illumination level to be 1
foot-candle at the floor level.
Exception: Illumination level can be reduced to .2 foot candles at the
floor level during performances in auditoriums.

Section 1007.3

Accessible Exit Stairs:
Area of refuge required at stairs.

Section 1008.1.1

Size of Doors:
Minimum width of door: 32"
Maximum width: 48”
Projections into required clear width:
Below 32” no projections
From 32”-80” only 4” max
Swing Direction: Doors to swing in direction of travel when the
occupant load exceeds 50 persons.

Section 1008.1.1.1
Section 1008.1.2
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Section 1008.1.5

Floor Elevation: There shall be a level floor landing on each side
of the door at the same elevation of the door.
Exception: Exterior landings are permitted to slope a maximum of ¼”
per foot.

Section 1009.1

Minimum width of stairs: 44"

Section 1009.2

Minimum headroom: 80” (measured vertically from the nosing)

Section 1009.4

Maximum stair riser: 7"
Minimum stair tread: 11"

Section 1009.5

Provide a landing at the top and bottom of each stairway. Width
of landing to match width of stairs. Length of lending to equal
width of stairs except in a straight run.

Section 1009.6

Stairs to be constructed of same materials permitted for the
construction of the building. Handrails may be of wood.

Section 1009.6.2

Exterior stairs to be designed so water does not accumulate on
the walking surfaces.

Section 1009.7

Maximum vertical rise between landings: 12'

Section 1010.2

Ramp maximum slope: 1” vertical in 12” horizontal.

Auditorium slope: 1:10

Section 1010.4

Maximum rise of ramp: 30"

Auditorium rise: 34” +/-

Section 1010.5.1

Minimum width of egress ramp: 44" same as minimum corridor
width Section 1016.2.

Section 1010.6

Provide landings at the top and bottom of each ramp, at points of
turning, entrances, exits and at doors.

Section 1010.6.1

Maximum slope on ramp landings: ¼” per foot.

Section 1010.6.3

Minimum length of ramp landings: 60”

Section 1010.6.4

Minimum size of ramp landings at change in direction: 60” x 60”

Section 1010.7

Ramps to be constructed of same materials permitted for the
construction of the building. Handrails may be of wood.

Section 1010.8

Handrails required on both sides of ramp where rise is greater
than 6”.

Section 1010.9

Edge protection required on each side of ramp or landings that
are open. May be railing or curb.

Section 1012

Handrails required on both sides of stairs.

Section 1012.2

Handrail height above nosing: Min 34"/Max 38"

29” existing

Section 1012.9

Intermediate handrails are required if stair width exceeds 60”
wide.

Does not comply.

Section 1013.1

Guards are required on open sided walkways, platforms, stairs,
ramps and landings which are located more than 30 inches above
the floor or grade below.
Exceptions: Guards not required on loading side of loading docks and
on audience side of stages.

Section 1013.2

Minimum height of guards: 42”
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Section 1013.3

Opening limitations: Required guards shall not have openings
which allow passage of a sphere 4 inches in diameter.

Section 1014.2

Exiting Through Intervening Rooms: Permitted if adjoining
rooms are accessory to main area, not high hazard, have
discernable path to exit, do not pass through storage rooms,
kitchens, etc., and cannot be locked to prevent passage.

Section 1014.5

Guards are required where serviceable equipment is located
within 10’ of the edge of a roof.

Section 1014.3

Common Path of Egress Travel: 75’ max

Section 1015.1

Table 1014.1: Two exits required from any space where the
occupant load exceeds 50 persons. Separation required with
sprinkler system is one third the max diagonal dimension Section
1014.2.1.

Section 1016.1

Table 1015.1: Maximum travel distance with a sprinkler system:
250'

200' per NFPA 101

Section 1018.1

Table 1016.1: Corridor fire-resistance rating without sprinkler
system: 1 hours

Does not comply.

Section 1018.2

Minimum corridor width (Group E): 72" for over 100 people
Minimum corridor width (Offices): 44"
See also Table 1005.1.

Section 1018.3

Maximum dead end corridor: 20 feet

Section 1018.4

Exit access corridors shall not serve as supply, return, exhaust,
relief or ventilation air ducts or plenums.

Section 1021.1

Table 1018.1: Minimum number of exits required:
Occupant Load
Number of Exits
1-500
2
501-1,000
3
>1,000
4

Section 1022.1

Interior exit stairs enclosures:
Under four stories
Four stories or more

Does not comply.

Gym
4 exits req.
Cafeteria
2 exits req.
Auditorium
2 exits req.
All other spaces with more than
50 occupants to have minimum
of 2 exits.

1-hour rating
2-hour rating

Section 1022.4

Penetrations into and openings through an exit enclosure are
prohibited except for exit doors and ductwork, piping or conduits
serving the exit enclosure.

Section 1022.6

Where nonrated walls enclose the exterior of the stairway and the
walls are exposed to other parts of the building at an angle less
than 180°, the exterior walls within 10’ horizontally of a nonrated
wall to be a minimum of 1-hour rated. Rating to be full height of
wall.

Section 1022.8

Provide signs at each floor level designating the floor level where
exit enclosures connect three or more floors.

Section 1028.1

Assembly: Assembly spaces are accessory to the Educational
function – see Section 302.3.
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Section 1024.2

In Group A occupancies greater than 300, provide a main exit
that can accommodate no less than one-half of the occupant load.

Applies to gym, cafeteria and
auditorium.

Section 1024.7

Maximum travel distance: 250’

Applies to auditorium.

Section 1024.9.1

Minimum aisle width:
Seating on both sides:
Seating on one side only:

Section 1024.10

48” wide
36” wide

Minimum clear width of aisle accessways: 12”

Chapter 11: Accessibility
Section 1101

Accessibility: The existing school and site shall be fully
accessible.

Comply with ADA requirements.

Chapter 12: Interior Environment
Section 1203.1

Building shall be provided with mechanical ventilation in
accordance with the International Mechanical Code.

Chapter 15: Roof Assemblies and Rooftop Structures
Section 1505.1

Table 1505.1: Minimum Roof Covering Classification
Type of Construction
Classification
Type IIB
Class C

Chapter 30: Elevator and Conveying Systems
Section 3006.2

Venting: Provide independent ventilation or air-conditioning
system. Maintain temperatures established by the equipment
manufacturer.

Section 3006.4

Machine Rooms: Enclosure to have same rating as shaft
enclosure.
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NFPA 101, 2006
Wells High School
Wells, Maine
Project No. 11690
Section

Building Area: 89,600 sf
No. of Stories: 1 to 3 stories
Construction Type: IIB
Requirement

Date: 01/017/12
Phase: Pre-Concept
Prepared By: DRE
Comment

Chapter 4: General
Section 4.6.7 Building Rehabilitation
Section 4.6.7.1

Building Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation work on existing buildings
shall be classified: Repair, Renovation, Modification,
Reconstruction, Change of use or Addition.

Section 4.6.7.2

Rehabilitation work shall comply with Chapter 43.

Section 4.6.7.3

Except where a feature is exempted by another section of the
code, the resulting feature shall be not less than required for an
existing building.

This project combines additions and
renovation work.

Review existing features with the local
code official.

Section 4.6.10 Construction, Repair and Improvement Operations
Section 4.6.10.1

Buildings or portion of buildings shall be permitted to be occupied
during construction only where required means of egress and
required fire protection features are in place and continuously
maintained or as approved by the local authority.

Chapter 6: Classification of Occupancy & Hazard of Contents
Section 6.1 Classification of Occupancy
Section 6.1.1.1

Occupancy Classification
Existing Assembly (Chapter 13) – Gymnasium,
Cafeteria, Auditorium
Existing Educational (Chapter 15)

Note: An educational occupancy is
distinguished from an assembly
occupancy in that the same occupants
are regularly present. Local authority
can rule on classification of occupancy
6.1.1.1.

Section 6.1.2.2

Small Assembly Uses: If a room has fewer than 50 persons and is
incidental to another occupancy, then use the provisions of the
other occupancy’s rules.

A classroom with 50 or less
occupants is classified as an
educational occupancy, not assembly.

Section 6.1.14.1.2

Multiple Occupancies: Where exit access from one occupancy
traverses another occupancy, the multiple occupancy shall be
classified as a Mixed Occupancy.

Egress from the classrooms, gym,
cafeteria, offices all mix together in
the Lobby.

Section 6.1.14.3.1

Mixed Occupancies: Each portion of the building shall be
classified as to its own occupancy.

Section 6.1.14.3.2

This Mixed Occupancy is a combination of Educational and
Assembly occupancies. The most restrictive fire and life safety
requirements of either classification will govern the occupancies
involved.

Section 6.2 Hazard of Contents
Section 6.2.1.1

Hazard of Contents: Most items in a school are classified as an
ordinary, not light, hazard.

Arch and Owner to review with the
local authority. Chemicals in the
science labs?

Chapter 7: Means of Egress
Section 7.1 General
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Section 7.1.2

Special Definitions:
1. Area of Refuge – 3.3.18: Provided by a sprinklered
building and access to two rooms separated from each
other by smoke resisting partitions. Each story of the
building is recognized as an area of refuge because of the
protection of sprinklers.
2. Accessible Area of Refuge – 3.3.18.1: Accessible by a
person in a wheelchair without traversing stairs.

Section 7.1.3.1

Exit access corridors: Corridor walls to have minimum 1-hour fire
resistance rating.
Exceptions: Not required for existing buildings. Not required if building
is equipped with an approved supervised automatic sprinkler system.

Rated corridor not required if a
sprinkler system is installed.

Section 7.1.3.2.1

Exits: Where required by the code, exits shall be separated.
1. The separation shall be not less than 1-hour rating where
exit stairs connect three stories or less.
2. The separation shall be not less than 2-hour rating where
exit stairs connects four stories or more.
(b) Exit enclosures in existing buildings equipped with
an approved supervised automatic sprinkler system
shall have not less than 1-hour rating.
4. Doors in separations to be self-closing.
5. Openings in exit enclosures limited to egress doors.
6. Penetrations into or openings through an exit enclosure
assembly are limited to:
(a) Required egress doors
(b) Electrical conduit serving the stairway
(d) Ductwork for stairway pressurization
(e) Piping for heating of stairway
(f) Sprinkler piping
(i) Fire alarm circuits in conduits

1-hour rating required at exit stairs if
a sprinkler system is installed.

Section 7.1.3.2.2

Exit enclosure to provide continuous protected path of travel to
an exit discharge.

Section 7.1.4.1

Interior Finish in Exit Enclosures: Class A or Class B

Section 7.1.5.1

Minimum ceiling height in means of egress shall be not less than
7'-6" with projections from the ceiling not less than 6'-8".

Section 7.1.5.3

Minimum headroom on stairs shall be not less than 6'-8" when
measured vertically from the nosing.

Section 7.1.6.2

Abrupt changes in elevation of walking surfaces shall not exceed
¼”. Changes between ¼” and ½” shall be beveled.

Section 7.1.6.4

Walking surfaces in a means of egress shall be slip resistant under
foreseeable conditions.

Section 7.1.7.2

Changes in level in means of egress shall be by ramp or stairs.

Section 7.1.8

Provide guards at open sides of means of egress that exceed 30"
above floor or grade below.

Section 7.1.10.2.1

Means of egress shall be maintained free of obstructions.
(Furniture, decorations, etc.)
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Section 7.2 Means of Egress Components
Section 7.2.1.3.1

Elevation on both sides of a door shall not vary by more than ½".

Section 7.2.1.3.2

Maintain elevation on both sides of a door for not less than the
width of the widest door leaf.

Section 7.2.1.3.3

Thresholds at doors shall not exceed ½" in height.

Section 7.2.1.3.5

In existing buildings, doors opening to the outside, the floor level
outside may be one step lower but no more than 8”.

Section 7.2.1.4.2

Doors shall swing in the direction of egress where serving a room
with an occupant load of 50 or more.

Section 7.2.1.4.4

Any door in a means of egress shall leave unobstructed at least
one-half of the required width of an aisle, corridor, or landing.
Doors shall not project more than 7" into the required width when
fully opened.

Section 7.2.1.4.5

The force to open any door in a means of egress shall not exceed
15 lbf.

Section 7.2.1.7.1

Exit devices to be mounted between 34" & 48".

Section 7.2.1.8.1

A door required to be kept closed shall be self-closing or
automatic closing.

Section 7.2.2.2.1
Standard Stairs

Table 7.2.2.2.1(a) New Stairs
Minimum width............................................................................ 44"
Minimum height of risers ............................................................. 4"
Maximum height of risers ............................................................ 7"
Minimum tread depth ................................................................. 11"
Minimum head room ................................................................ 6'-8"
Max. height between landings ...............................................12'-0"

Ok if door does not need to be
considered as an accessible exit.

Existing devices may be mounted
from 30” to 48”.

Table 7.2.2.2.1(b) Existing Stairs
Minimum width............................................................................ 36"
Maximum height of risers ............................................................ 8"
Minimum tread depth ................................................................... 9"
Minimum head room ................................................................ 6'-8"
Max. height between landings ...............................................12'-0"
Section 7.2.2.2.1.2 (D)

Stair width shall be based on the total number of occupants from
the stories above.

Section 7.2.2.3.1.1

Stairs shall be of permanent construction.

Section 7.2.2.3.1.2

Stairs shall be of noncombustible construction, except handrails.

Section 7.2.2.3.2.2

Stairs and landings shall continue with no decrease in width along
the direction of egress travel.

Section 7.2.2.3.2.3

Every landing shall have a dimension measured in direction of
travel equal to the width of the stair.

Section 7.2.2.3.3.1

Stair treads and landings shall be solid.

Section 7.2.2.4.1.1

Handrails required on both sides of stairs and ramps.
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Section 7.2.2.4.1.2

If stairs exceed 75" in width, intermediate handrails shall be
provided within 30" of the required egress width.

Section 7.2.2.4.2

Guards and handrails shall continue for the full length of each
flight of stairs. Inside handrails shall be continuous between flights
at landings.

Section 7.2.2.4.4.1

Handrails on stairs shall be not less than 34" or more than 38"
above the nosing.

Section 7.2.2.4.4.5

Minimum clearance between handrail and wall to be not less than
2 1/4".

Section 7.2.2.4.5.2

Guards shall be at least 42" high.

Section 7.2.2.5.1.1

All inside stairs serving as an exit shall be enclosed in accordance
with 7.1.3.2.

Section 7.2.2.5.1.2

All other inside stairs, not serving as an exit, shall be protected in
accordance with 8.6.

Section 7.2.2.5.1.3

Enclosed, usable space within exit enclosure is not permitted,
unless separated by a rating equal to stair enclosure with access
from outside the enclosure.

Section 7.2.2.5.2.1

Where nonrated walls enclose the exterior of the stairway and the
walls are exposed to other parts of the building at an angle less
than 180°, the exterior walls within 10’ horizontally of a nonrated
wall to be a minimum of 1-hour rated. Rating to be full height of
wall.

Existing stairs, handrails to be
within 44”.

30” to 38” for existing
stairs.(existing are 29”)

Existing guards on existing stairs
shall be not less than 30” high.
(okay)

Not required for existing stairs.

Section 7.3 Capacity of Means of Egress
Section 7.3.1.2

Section 7.3.3

Table 7.3.1.2: Occupant Load Factor
Assembly w/fixed seats ....................................... # of fixed seats
Assembly w/o fixed seats
Concentrated - Gymnasium ..............................7 sf/person
Unconcentrated - Cafeteria............................. 15 sf/person
Offices ...................................................................... 100 sf/person
Classrooms................................................................. 20 sf/person
Shops/Vocational ..................................................... 50 sf/person
Library Reading Room ............................................ 50 sf/person
Library Stack Area .................................................. 100 sf/person
Locker Rooms ........................................................... 50 sf/person
Stages .......................................................................... 15 sf/person
Storage/Mechanical ............................................... 500 sf/person
Kitchen ..................................................................... 100 sf/person
Table 7.3.3.1 Capacity Factors
Stairways ...................................................................0.3"/occupant
Other Egress Components ...................................0.2"/occupant

IBC 2003
Storage…………….300 sf/person
Kitchen…………….200 sf/person
IBC 2003
Stairways .................... 0.2"/person
Other ........................0.15"/person
NFPA is more restrictive.

Section 7.4 Number of Means of Egress
Section 7.4.1.1

The minimum number of means of egress from each story shall be
two.
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Section 7.4.1.2

Number of Means of Egress: Not less than 2 except as follows:
Occupant load is more than 500 but less than 1000 - 3.
Occupant load is more than 1000 - 4.

Gym
4 exits req.
Cafeteria
2 exits req.
Auditorium
2 exits req.
All other spaces with more than
50 occupants to have minimum
of 2 exits.

Section 7.5 Arrangement of Means of Egress
Section 7.5.1.3.1

Exits shall be located remotely from each other.

Section 7.5.1.3.3

In sprinklered buildings, exits shall be placed at a distance from
each other equal to one-third the length of the maximum diagonal
dimension of the area to be served.

Section 7.5.1.5

Exit access shall be arranged so there are no dead end corridors.

Section 7.5.1.6

Exit access from rooms through adjoining spaces are permitted
that such rooms are accessory to the area served.

Section 7.7 Discharge from Exits
Section 7.7.1

Exits shall terminate directly at a public way or at an exit discharge.

Section 7.8 Illumination of Exist
Section 7.8.1.3

The floors and other walking surfaces within an exit shall be
illuminated as follows:
Stairs ........................................................................Min 10 ft-candle
Floors ........................................................................ Min 1 ft-candle
Assembly during performance........................... Min 0.2 ft candle

Section 7.9 Emergency Lighting
Section 7.9.1.1

Emergency lighting for means of egress shall be provided.

Section 7.9.2.1

Emergency illumination shall be provided for a period of 1-1/2
hours in the event of failure of normal lighting.

Initial level of emergency illumination
to be not less than an average of 1 ftcandle.

Section 7.10 Marking of Means of Egress
Section 7.10.1.2

Exits shall be marked by an approved sign readily visible from any
direction of exit access.

Chapter 8: Features of Fire Protection
Section 8.2 Construction and Compartmentation
Section 8.2.2.1

Building shall be divided into compartments to limit the spread of
fire and restrict the movement of smoke.

Not required if building is equipped
with a sprinkler system.

Section 8.3 Fire Barriers
Section 8.3.1

Fire barriers used to provide enclosure or protection shall be
classified as follows:
3-hour fire resistance rating
2-hour fire resistance rating
1-hour fire resistance rating
1/2-hour fire resistance rating
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Section 8.3.3.5

Fire protection rated glazing permitted in fire barriers rated 1 hour
or less.

Section 8.3.3.9

Total Area of Glazing not to exceed 25% of the fire barrier that is
common with any room.

Section 8.3.4.2

Table 8.3.4.2: Minimum Fire Protection Ratings for Openings:
Component
Door Rating
Window Rating
2-hr barrier
1-1/2-hr rating
Not permitted
1-hr barrier (shafts)
1-hr rating
Not permitted
1-hr barrier (other)
3/4-hr rating
3/4-hr rating
1-hr smoke barrier
1/3-hr rating
3/4-hr rating
1-hr exit corridor
1/3-hr rating
3/4-hr rating

Section 8.3.5.6.1

Membrane Penetrations of Fire Barriers: Where pipes, conduits,
wires, ducts, etc., pass through one side only of a fire barrier, the
space between the penetrating item and the fire barrier or the
penetrating item and a sleeve, shall be filled to maintain the fire
resistive rating of the fire barrier.

Section 8.3.5.7

Openings in fire barriers for air-handling ductwork shall be
protected in accordance with 9.2.1.

Note: Wire glass is no longer
permitted by IBC.

Section 8.4 Smoke Partitions
Section 8.4.2

Smoke partitions, where required, shall be continuous from floor
to floor or underside of roof deck through any concealed spaces.

Section 8.4.3.3

Doors in smoke partitions are not permitted to have louvers.

Section 8.4.4.1

Membrane Penetrations of Smoke Partitions: Where pipes,
conduits, wires, ducts, etc., pass through one side only of a smoke
partition, the space between the penetrating item and the smoke
partition or the penetrating item and a sleeve, shall be filled to limit
the transfer of smoke.

Section 8.5 Smoke Barriers
Section 8.5.2.1

Smoke barriers, where required, shall be continuous from an
outside wall to an outside wall, from a floor to a floor, or from a
smoke barrier to a smoke barrier.

Section 8.5.2.2

Smoke barriers shall be continuous through all concealed spaces.

Section 8.5.3

A fire barrier shall be permitted to be used as a smoke barrier if it
meets Section 8.5.

Section 8.5.3.1

Doors in smoke barriers shall close the opening with only a
minimum clearance necessary for proper operation and shall be
without undercuts, louvers, or grilles.

Section 8.5.4.4

Doors in smoke barriers shall be self-closing or automatic closing.

Section 8.5.5.2

Provide smoke damper where smoke barrier is penetrated by a
duct or air-transfer opening. Provide combination fire/smoke
damper where smoke barrier is also a fire barrier.

Section 8.5.5.3

Exemption:
(5) Where ducts penetrate floors that serve as smoke barriers.
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Section 8.6 Vertical Openings
Section 8.6.1

Every floor that separates stories in a building shall be constructed
as a smoke barrier.

Section 8.6.2

Openings through floors shall be enclosed with fire barrier walls,
shall be continuous from floor-to-floor or floor-to-roof, and shall
be protected as appropriate for the fire resistance rating of the
barrier.

Section 8.6.5

Required Fire Resistance Rating:
(1) Enclosures connecting four or more floors: 2-hour
(2) Enclosures connecting less than four floors: 1-hour
(3) Existing enclosures in existing buildings:
½-hour

Chapter 9: Building Service and Fire Protection Equipment
Section 9.1 Utilities
Section 9.1.1

Gas equipment and piping to comply with NFPA 58.

Section 9.1.2

Electrical wiring and equipment to comply with NFPA 70.

Section 9.2 Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning
Section 9.2.3

Commercial cooking equipment to comply with NFPA 96.

Section 9.2.4

Ventilating systems in laboratories using chemicals to comply with
NFPA 45.

Section 9.4 Elevators
Section 9.4.2.1

New elevators to comply with ASME A17.1

Section 9.4.2.2

Existing elevators to comply with ASME A17.3

Section 9.6 Fire Detection, Alarm and Communications Systems
Section 9.6.1.3

Fire alarm system required for life safety to comply with NFPA 70.

Section 9.7 Automatic Sprinklers and Other Extinguishing Systems
Section 9.7.1.1

Each automatic sprinkler system to comply with NFPA 13.

Chapter 13: Existing Assembly Occupancies
Section 13.1 General Requirements
Section 13.1.1.1

This chapter applies to portions of existing buildings currently
occupied as an assembly occupancy.

Section 13.1.1.3

Additions to existing buildings shall comply with 4.6.7.

Section 13.1.3

Special Definitions:
Regular Stage: Section 3.3.255.2 - height less than 50’.
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Section 13.1.6

Table 13.1.6: Minimum Construction Requirements
For Type II (000) Construction:
Occupancy load of more than 1000: LED
Occupancy load of less than 300: One level above LED

Section 13.1.7

Occupant Load: Comply with Table 7.3.1.2.

LED: Level of Exit Discharge
Existing gyms and cafeteria are at
the level of exit discharge.

Section 13.2: Means of Egress Components
Section 13.2.1

General: Comply with this chapter and Chapter 7.

Section 13.2.2.2.1

Doors: Comply with 7.2.1.

Section 13.2.2.2.3

Panic hardware required on doors where occupant load is 100 or
more persons.

Section 13.2.2.3.1

Stairs: Comply with 7.2.2.

Section 13.2.2.6

Ramps: Comply with 7.2.5.

Section 13.2.3.2

Table 13.2.3.2 Capacity Factors for theater type seating:
Clear width per seat served.
Stairs
0.3"
Passageways, Ramps & Doors
0.22"

Section 13.2.3.5

Bleacher Aisles: Maximum of 66” if existing row spacing is 28” or
less.

Section 13.2.3.6.1

Every assembly must have main entrance/exit.

Section 13.2.3.6.2

The main entrance must accommodate one-half of the total
occupant load.
Half the egress capacity of the gym would be as follows:
Calculated Load: 8,730 sf ÷ 7 sf/person = 1,247 people.
624 people x 0.22” = 11’-6” of egress capacity > 8’-6” provided.

Section 13.2.3.6.3

The main entrance shall be at level of exit discharge or shall
connect to a stair leading to a street.

Section 13.2.3.6.5

Main lobby as exit – can count all lobby exits to be used for
assembly exit.

Section 13.2.3.6.6

If no well defined entrance then exits can be distributed around
the perimeter of the building.

Section 13.2.3.7

Each level of an assembly occupancy shall have access to the main
entrance/exit and shall have additional exits to accommodate not
less than one-half of the total occupant load served by that level.

Section 13.2.4.1

Occupant load: Comply with Section 7.4.

Section 13.2.4.2

Assembly occupancies of 600 or less: 2 separate exits.

Section 13.2.4.3

Assembly occupancies between 600 and 1000: 3 separate exits.

Section 13.2.5.1.1

Arrangement of Means of Egress: Comply with 7.5.

Section 13.2.5.1.2

Common path of travel for any occupant load: 20 feet.
Common path of travel for less than 50 occupants: 75 feet.
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Section 13.2.5.1.3

Dead end corridor not to exceed 20 feet.

Section 13.2.6

Travel Distance: Maximum 250’ if sprinklered.

Section 13.2.7

Discharge from Exits: Comply with Section 7.7.

Section 13.2.8

Illumination of Exits: Comply with Section 7.8.

Section 13.2.9

Emergency Lighting: Comply with Section 7.9.

Section 13.2.10

Marking of Means of Egress: Comply with Section 7.10.

Section 13.3: Protection
Section 13.3.1

Protection of Vertical Openings: Comply with Section 8.6.
Exception 3: If protected by an approved automatic sprinkler system,
unprotected openings are permitted in accordance with 8.6.8.2.

Section 13.3.3.1

Interior Finishes: Comply with Section 10.2.

Section 13.3.3.3

Assembly Areas: Class A or B if occupant load is more than 300.

Section 13.3.3.4

Projection Screens: Class A or B.

Section 13.4: Special Provisions
Section 13.4.5.5

Stage Ventilation is not required since stage is less than 1,000 sf.

Section 13.4.5.10

Fire Protection: Every stage shall be protected by an approved
automatic sprinkler system.

Section 13.4.5.12.1

Standpipes are not required since stage is less than 1,000 sf.

Section 13.4.9.2

Bleacher Seating: Rows not less than 22”

Section 13.4.9.2.5

Maximum number of seats between farthest seat and aisle: 9

Sections 13.4.9.3.1

Railings or guards not less than 42” required at ends of bleachers
that are open and more than 48” above the floor.

Does not comply.

Not required if ends of bleachers are
against a wall.

Section 13.7: Operating Features
Section 13.7.4

Decorative fabrics, films and stage curtains: Comply with Section
10.3.1.

Section 13.7.9.3.1

Every assembly occupancy without fixed seats shall have the
occupant load posted near the main exit from the room.

Section 13.7.12

Clothing and personal effects shall not be stored in corridors
unless they are in metal lockers.

Chapter 15: Existing Educational Occupancies
Section 15.1 General Requirements
Section 15.1.1.1

This chapter applies to existing building or portions of existing
buildings currently occupied as an educational occupancy.
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Section 15.1.2.2.1

Spaces subject to assembly occupancy shall comply with Chapter
13 which provides that, where gymnasium egress leads through
corridors or stairs also serving as egress for other parts of the
building, the egress capacity shall be sufficient to permit
simultaneous egress from gymnasium and classroom sections.

Section 15.1.5

Classification of Hazard Contents: Comply with Section 6.2.

Section 15.1.7.1

Occupant Load: Comply with Table 7.3.1.2.

Section 15.2: Means of Egress Requirements
Section 15.2.1.1

Means of Egress: Comply with Chapter 7 and Section 15.2.

Section 15.2.2.2.1

Doors: Comply with 7.2.1.

Section 15.2.2.2.3

Panic hardware required on doors where occupant load is 100 or
more persons.

Section 15.2.2.3.1

Stairs: Comply with 7.2.2.

Section 15.2.2.6

Ramps: Comply with 7.2.5.

Section 15.2.3.1

Capacity of Means of Egress: Comply with 7.3.

Section 15.2.3.2

Minimum Corridor Width: 6 feet clear.

Section 15.2.4

Minimum Number of Exits: 2 separate exists on every story that
are accessible from every part of every story.

Section 15.2.5.1

Arrangement of Means of Egress: Comply with Section 7.5.

Section 15.2.5.2

Dead end corridor not to exceed 50 feet if building is sprinklered.

Section 15.2.5.3

Common path of travel: 75 feet.
Common path of travel if building is sprinklered: 100 feet.

Section 15.2.5.4

Every room larger than 1,000 sf or with an occupant load of more
than 50 persons shall have a minimum of 2 exits. Exits permitted
to open into a common corridor provided the corridor leads to
separate exist in opposite directions.

Section 15.2.5.5

Every room subject to student occupancy shall have an exit leading
directly to an exit corridor.
Exception: One room may intervene between a student occupied room
and the corridor provided the travel distance does not exceed 75’, clothing
and personal effects are stored in lockers and the intervening room has an
approved fire detection system or an approved automatic sprinkler system.

Section 15.2.5.6

Doors that swing into the corridor shall not interfere with the exit
corridor travel. (See 7.2.1.4.4.)

Section 15.2.5.7

Minimum aisle width: 30”.

Section 15.2.5.8

Maximum number of seats between any seat and an aisle: 6.

Section 15.2.6.2

Travel Distance: Maximum 200’ if sprinklered.

Section 15.2.6.3

Approved existing travel distances shall be permitted to continue
in use.
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Section 15.2.7

Discharge from Exits: Comply with Section 7.7.

Section 15.2.8

Illumination of Exits: Comply with Section 7.8.

Section 15.2.9.1

Emergency Lighting: Comply with Section 7.9.

Section 15.2.9.2

Approved existing emergency lighting systems shall be permitted
to continue in use.

Section 15.2.10

Marking of Means of Egress: Comply with Section 7.10.

Section 15.2.11.1

Windows for Rescue: Not required if building is sprinklered.

Note: Existing windows do not
comply since building is not
sprinklered.

Section 15.3: Protection
Section 15.3.1

Protection of Vertical Openings: Comply with Section 8.6.

Section 15.3.2.1

Protection from Hazards:
1-hour rating or sprinklers required: boiler rooms, storage
of combustible supplies, and janitor’s closets
1-hour rating plus automatic extinguishing systems:
maintenance shops, woodworking and painting shops.

Section 15.3.2.2

Cooking facilities shall comply with Section 9.2.3. Openings
between food preparation areas and dining rooms are not required
to be protected.

Section 15.3.2.3

Stages: Comply with Chapter 13.

Section 15.3.3.1

Interior Finishes: Comply with Section 10.2.

Section 15.3.3.2

Interior Wall and Ceiling Finishes:
Exits: Class A
Corridors and Lobbies: Class A or B

Section 15.3.4.1.1

Provide a fire alarm system in accordance with Section 9.6.

Section 15.3.6

Corridors: Not required to be of rated construction if the building
is fully sprinklered. Corridor walls shall be smoke partitions in
accordance with Section 8.4.

Section 15.3.7.1

Subdivision of building spaces is not required if the building is
fully sprinklered.

Section 15.5 Building Services
Section 15.5.3

Elevators shall comply with Section 9.4.

Non-compliant per Maine
standards..

Section 15.7: Operating Features
Section 15.7.4.1

Draperies, curtains and similar decorations: Comply with Section
10.3.1.

Section 15.7.4.2

Clothing and personal effects shall not be stored in corridors
unless they are stored in metal lockers.

Section 15.7.4.3

Artwork and teaching materials attached to the wall shall not
exceed 50% of the wall area if the building is fully sprinklered.
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NFPA 101, 2006
Chapter 43: Building Rehabilitation
Section 43.1: General
Section 43.1.2.1

Any building undergoing repair or renovation shall comply with
Chapters 13 and 15.

Section 43.1.2.3

Any building undergoing an addition shall comply with Section
43.8.

Existing Assembly and Educational
Occupancies.

Section 43.2: Special Definitions
Section 43.2.2.1.1

Repair: The patching, restoration, of painting of materials or
elements, equipment of fixtures for the purpose of maintenance.

Section 43.2.2.1.2

Renovation: The replacement of load-bearing elements; or the
refinishing, replacement or upgrading of existing materials,
elements, equipment or fixtures without the reconfiguration of
spaces.

Section 43.2.2.1.3

Modification: The reconfiguration of any space; the addition,
relocation or elimination any door or window; the reconfiguration
or extension of any system; or the installation of any additional
equipment.

Section 43.2.2.1.4

Reconstruction: The reconfiguration of space that affects an exit
or a corridor.

Section 43.2.2.1..7

Addition: An increase in the building area or aggregate floor area.

Section 43.3: Repairs
Section 43.3.1.4

Repairs shall not make the building less conforming than required
by other sections of this code.

Section 43.4: Renovations
Section 43.4.1.3

All new work shall comply with the requirements for existing
buildings.

Section 43.4.1.4

Renovations shall not make the building less conforming than
required by other sections of this code.

Section 43.4.2

New interior finish materials shall comply with the requirements
for new construction.

Section 43.5: Modifications
Section 43.5.1.3

Newly constructed elements and systems shall comply with the
requirements for new construction.

Section 43.6: Reconstruction
Section 43.6.2

Means of Egress: Comply with the requirements for existing
buildings.

Where the work involves more than
50% of the aggregate floor area, the
work shall comply with the
requirements for new construction.

Section 43.8: Additions
Section 43.8.1.1

Additions shall comply with the requirements for new
construction. Existing portions of buildings shall comply with the
requirements for existing buildings.
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NFPA 101, 2006
Section 43.8.1.2

An addition shall not create or extend a non-conformity with
regards to fire safety or means of egress in the existing building.
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Accessibility: ADA
Introduction

Effective January 1, 1994, the Barrier-Free Design Code adopted by reference
the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and
Facilities (ADAAG)." The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was enacted
into law on July 26, 1990. The purpose of ADA is "to provide a clear and
comprehensive national mandate to end discrimination against individuals with
disabilities, and to bring persons with disabilities into the economic and social
mainstream of American life." Disabilities provided for include visual, hearing
and mobility impaired individuals.
ADA allows a choice of design standards to be followed. These two standards
are: Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) and Americans with
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).
Both UFAS and ADAAG originate from model accessibility standards and are
very similar, ADAAG is generally the stricter standard. There are some
complications which result from following UFAS as the accessibility standard at
a school facility. These would arise in the event of substantial additions or
renovations to any part of an existing school facility. There is a possibility that
the high school will eventually need to be substantially renovated, therefore
ADAAG Guidelines will eventually have to be adhered to.
We have reviewed the facilities for accessibility and compared existing conditions
with the requirements of the ADAAG Guidelines. We have listed the major
Code items of concern and noted the condition of the high school and
recommendations in italics at the end of each section. The series of numbers at
the end of each title refer to the Sections in the ADAAG, Title II, Guidelines.
Observations and Recommendations

Review of the school facilities was determined on the basis of the present use
observed. Since accessibility of a school facility is associated with the program
offered, changes in use may require greater or lesser accessibility. Therefore, a reevaluation of accessibility requirements should be performed whenever program
changes are implemented.
Our recommendations for upgrading non-complying items in a school facility are
based on minimum ADAAG Guidelines. These guidelines will aid the WellsOgunquit Community School District towards meeting ADA mandated
accessibility requirements.
Disclaimer

The ADA is a complex piece of legislation, whose consequence will impact many
aspects of the social standards in this country. Regulations relating to ADA are
constantly being challenged in our courts. Legal interpretations are causing
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Accessibility: ADA
design standards to change. At this time ADA is still evolving; standards are still
being revised or added to. Harriman has made a substantial effort to ensure the
accuracy of the information and of our conclusions.
However, Harriman does not warrant that all conclusions and recommendations
submitted in this analysis are correct, or that different interpretations of the
statute are not possible.
Moreover, information in this analysis is advisory, and in many cases, must be
refined and developed before being implemented. In some instances, such as
where a platform lift is installed, bathroom created, or stair modified, a qualified
professional will need to be retained to design the new work, to ensure
compliance with ADAAG Guidelines; as well as, Building and Fire Prevention
Codes. Any alteration to Life Safety components, such as egress corridors, exit
stairs, exit doorways, etc. should be reviewed with local authorities having
jurisdiction.
Accessibility Standards

NUMBER OF PARKING SPACES 4.1.2
Parking requirements for staff and visitors are according to the chart below. It is
required that one in every eight accessible spaces, but not less than one, shall be
sized for "van accessible." These spaces shall be designated with a sign as
reserved for individuals with disabilities.
Total Parking in Lot
1 to 25
26 to 50
51 to 75
76 to 100
101 to 150
151 to 200
201 to 300
301 to 400
401 to 500
501 to 1000
1001 and over

Required Minimum Number
of Accessible Spaces
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2 % of total
20 plus 1 for each 100 over 1000

The total parking count is 235; three designated handicap spaces are provided and none are
designated “van-accessible”. The required number of accessible spaces is seven, one of which shall
be designated “van accessible”. One of the spaces marked accessible is nearest to the main
entrance. Additional spaces should be in adjacent to this space.
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AREAS OF RESCUE ASSISTANCE 4.1.3 (11)
A portion of a stairway landing within an exit enclosure which is vented to the
exterior and is separated from the interior of the building with not less than a
one hour fire resistive door.
Portions of stairways #1, #2 and #3 are apparently compliant with fire separation ratings per
original construction documents. Signage, instructions and two-way communication is not
provided per IBC 2009 requirements.
PROTRUDING OBJECTS 4.4
Objects projecting into corridors from walls (for example; drinking fountains and
telephones) with their leading edges between 27" and 80" above the floor shall
protrude no more than 4" into walks, corridors, passageways. Objects mounted
with their leading edges at or below 27" above the floor may protrude any
amount. Free-standing objects mounted on post or pylons may overhang 12"
max. from 27" to 80" above the ground or floor.
Some drinking fountains in the classroom wing are new accessible fixtures that have been
mounted flush to walls and protrude more than 4” into corridors. These need to be properly
recessed into walls in order to meet the requirement.
FLOOR SURFACES 4.5
Flooring is required to meet certain criteria such as being slip resistant; changes
in level of 1/4" may be vertical and without edge treatment, changes in level
between 1/4" to 1/2" requires beveling with a slope no greater than 1:2, carpet
pile height is 1/2" max., grating on walking surfaces shall have no greater than
1/2" wide in one direction, etc.
Flooring appears to meet accessibility criteria.
SITE ACCESS 4.6.2
Accessible parking spaces shall be located on the shortest accessible route to the
main entrance of the building. The accessible routes are required to be stable,
firm, slip-resistant with minimal slopes and changes in level.
Refer to “Number of Parking Spaces” comments above.
PARKING SPACES 4.6.3
The site shall have designated handicap parking spaces in sufficient numbers
properly sized (96" minimum width) and with a 60" wide access aisle adjacent to
accessible spaces. A minimum of one van accessible space shall be required,
properly sized with a 96" wide access aisle adjacent to the accessible space.
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Parking spaces and access aisles shall be level with surface slopes not exceeding
1:50 (2%) in all directions.
Refer to “Number of Parking Spaces” comments above.
PASSENGER LOADING ZONES 4.6.6
Passenger loading zones shall provide an access at least 60" wide and 20' - 0"
long adjacent and parallel to the vehicle pull-up space. If there are curbs between
the access aisle and the vehicle pull-up space, then a curb ramp shall be provided.
There is no designated passenger loading zone other than bus drop-off; i.e. parent drop-off. In
the event of a major renovation/expansion, a passenger loading zone is recommended.
CURB RAMPS 4.7
Curb ramps are transition elements between vehicular surfaces and/or pedestrian
crossings and sidewalks which lead to the main entrance of the building. They
shall conform to max. slopes, clear width, sides, cross slopes, detectable warning,
etc. Flared sides of curb ramps shall conform to Fig 12 and built-up curb ramps
shall conform to Fig 13 (not shown here).
Where curbs appear on the site, appropriate curb ramps are provided.
RAMPS 4.8
Any slope greater than 1:20 shall be considered a ramp. The maximum slope of a
ramp shall be 1:12 (with exceptions for existing ramps) with a maximum rise for
any run to be no greater than 30". Clear width shall be 36" with handrails on
both sides extending 12" beyond top and bottom of ramp. If used as an element
of egress such as a corridor NFPA requires the clear width of 72". Other
handrail details are required such as gripping surface, continuity, size, etc. There
are a variety of requirements for handrail mounting heights, details and
terminations. Also there are landing requirements at the top and bottom of ramp
runs, changes in direction and at doorways.
Ramps occur in the auditorium and are at approximately 1:10 slope, which is greater than the
1:12 maximum slope allowed. Also, handrails are not provided at side walls of the auditorium.
Modifications to achieve compliance with slope would require major structural changes and may
make remedial work an exception due to being “Technically Infeasible” or may also be
considered grandfathered in. Code compliant handrails should be installed at side walls, one of
which is a movable partition and would require a floor-mounted handrail. Also, the stage is not
accessible by ramp, but a chairlift is not accepted as part of an accessible route by the Maine
State Fire Marshal and the condition is grandfathered in.
STAIRS 4.9
All new stairs are required to be accessible. Under section 4.1.3, (4) interior and
exterior stairs connecting levels that are not connected by an elevator, ramp, or
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other accessible means of vertical access shall comply with 4.9. If existing stair
alterations require major structural changes, said alterations may be exempt under
section 4.1.6, (j) "Technically Infeasible".
There are specific requirements for risers and treads (11" min.) with nosing
radius no greater than 1/2" and projecting no more than 1-1/2", etc. All
handrails are required on both sides of the stair, top of rail shall be between 34"
and 38" and shall be continuous. Handrails are to extend beyond the bottom and
top of stair runs with dimensional and spacing requirements. Open risers are not
permitted.
There are three main stairwells in the high school with two additional stairs accessing second
floor spaces in the Technology area and one in the music room to a costume storage area above.
None of the stairs have open risers. Stair treads and risers are non-compliant but may be
“Technically Infeasible” due to major structural changes required to bring into compliance.
Handrails at all stairs are non-compliant and should all be replaced with compliant handrail
assemblies (see also IBC/NFPA requirements).
MULTI STORY BUILDING ACCESS 4.10
A minimum of one passenger elevator is required in multi-story buildings with
floor areas exceeding 3000 SF per story. 4.1.6 (k) EXCEPTION. In buildings
less than three stories accessible ramps may be used. Platform lifts may be used
to access incidental occupied spaces and rooms where existing constraints make
use of a ramp or an elevator impractical such as a stage in an auditorium. 4.1.3
Passenger elevators in Maine must be able to accommodate the transportation of a person on an
ambulance stretcher at least 76 inches long by 24 inches wide placed horizontally in the elevator.
The current elevator does not meet the requirement and a compliant elevator should be installed
in the event of a major renovation.
DOORS AND DOORWAYS 4.13
At each accessible entrance or space there shall be at least one door conforming
to accessibility requirements. All egress doors shall also meet accessibility
requirements. Doors are required to meet criteria relative to the following:
Clear width opening of 32". 4.13.5
Max. doorway depth of 24". Fig 24
Maneuvering clearances. Fig 25
Thresholds max. 3/4" ht. for exterior & 1/2" ht. for interior. 4.13.8
All designated accessible entrances have requirements for the following:
Maneuvering clearances: 18" on hinge/latch side, etc. 4.13.6
Two doors in series: 48" min. clearance plus door swing, etc. 4.13.7
Thresholds: 1/2" height for swing doors, etc. 4.13.8
Door hardware: Lever handles, latches, grasp, etc. 4.13.9
Door closures: Open position, time delay, etc. 4.13.10
Door opening force: Maximum force for pushing or pulling a door. 4.13.11
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Doors with cylindrical locksets should be replaced with lever locksets. Many doors, including
many classroom entrances do not have adequate maneuvering clearances; these may fall into the
category of being “Technically Infeasible”. Doors to the main entrance of the Library do not
individually have the clear width opening of 32” and should be replaced with a compliant
assembly.
DRINKING FOUNTAINS 4.1.3 (10) (a) & 4.15
Where only one drinking fountain is provided on a floor, it shall be a drinking
fountain that is accessible. Where more than one drinking fountain is provided
on a floor, 50% of those shall be accessible. Accessible fountains are required to
meet criteria for mounting height, clear floor space, knee space, and controls
requirements.
Less than 50% of drinking fountains per floor are accessible, and those intended to be accessible
do not meet requirements for “protruding objects” (see section 4.4 above). Protruding drinking
fountains should be modified and additional drinking fountains replaced to meet the number
required per floor.
SHOWER STALLS 4.21
Shower stall size and clear floor space shall comply with Fig 35(a) and shall be
36" by 36". A seat shall be provided in the stall as shown in Fig 36 and mounted
17" to 19" from the floor, located on the wall opposite the controls. Grab bars
and controls shall be located as shown in Fig 37. The curb in shower stalls shall
be no higher than 1/2".
Provide accessible shower stalls in each locker room in the event of a major renovation, due to
being “Technically Infeasible” to provide under current conditions.
TOILET AREAS 4.22 & 4.23
It is the intent that all public and common use toilet rooms are accessible. Where
it is technically infeasible to comply with the above, it is required to install at least
one unisex toilet per floor, located in the same area as the existing toilet facilities.
This will be permitted instead of modifying existing toilet facilities to be
accessible per 4.1.6, (3), (e). Accessible toilet facilities require water closets,
lavatories and urinals to be mounted at specific heights with clear floor space
requirements. Also all toilet accessories such as; mirrors, dispensers, receptacles
or other equipment shall be provided at specific mounting heights. Shower room
areas are also required to have a ratio of shower stalls accessible.
Toilet rooms have been retrofitted with accessible fixtures in the classroom wing on first and
second floors. The third floor does not have accessible fixtures or required maneuverability area,
nor do other areas of the building. A toilet room adjacent to the nurse’s office is 4’-7” wide and
does not provide a 5’-0” diameter turning radius for maneuverability. Faculty toilet rooms on
the second floor are not accessible. Toilet rooms should be made accessible or unisex restrooms
should be installed in the same area as existing facilities.
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CONTROL DEVICES 4.27
Control devices consist of; switches, call buttons, locks, thermostats, electrical
outlets, etc. These devices are required to meet mounting height, clear floor
space and approach of reach criteria. Existing devices may be relocated where
economically reasonable, but any new devices are required to meet the
requirements.
Fire alarm pull stations have been relocated to accessible heights.
ALARMS 4.28
If provided, visual signal appliances shall be in each of the following areas: rest
rooms and any other general usage areas (i.e., cafeterias, gym, corridors, lobbies,
and any other area for common use.)
If audible emergency alarms are provided, they shall produce a sound at a certain
level and duration.
If single station audible alarms are provided, then single station visual alarms
shall be provided integrally into the facility alarm system. Visual alarm signals
shall be required to follow minimum photometric and location features.
Appliance to be 80" above floor or 6" below the ceiling, whichever is lower.
In general spacing not to exceed 50' apart horizontally.
In large rooms exceeding 100' across without obstructions 6' above the floor,
devices may be placed around the perimeter, spaced a maximum of 100' apart,
instead of suspending appliances from the ceiling.
Appliances in corridors shall not be spaced more than 50' apart.
The fire alarm system does not have visual notification devices. The fire alarm system is
recommended to be replaced with a new addressable system, per electrical review comments.
SIGNAGE 4.30
Signage is required to meet certain criteria such as raised character proportions,
mounting height, finish and contrast, braille, and symbol of accessibility. Signs
shall be installed on the wall adjacent to the latch side of the door. See sketches
at the end of this section.
There is minimal signage at restrooms; the signage meets accessibility requirements.
ASSEMBLY AREAS 4.33
In places of assembly with fixed seating, accessible wheelchair locations are
required with the following accessible components: approaches and maneuvering
spaces to access the assembly area, floor surface limitations, availability and
placement of assistive listening devices, and access to performing areas.
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A minimum number of wheelchair locations shall be provided as follows:
Capacity of Seating
in Assembly Areas
4 to 25
26 to 50
51 to 300
301 to 500
over 500

Number of Required
Wheelchair Locations
1
2
4
6
6 plus 1 for each additional
100 seats

Note: When the seating capacity exceeds 300, wheelchair spaces shall be
provided in more than one location.
The auditorium has seating for 290 and there should thus be four wheelchair spaces provided.
The area closest to the stage is down non-compliant ramps so spaces could be provided (by
removal of existing chairs and installation of level surface) at the top of ramps near the center
aisle.
CAFETERIAS 5.1
In cafeterias, accessibility shall consist of any, or all, of the following
components: approaches and maneuvering spaces to access the serving and
seating areas, floor surface limitations, food service lines with a minimum width
of 36", tray slides no higher than 34", at least 50% of self-service shelves
accessible by forward or side reach (4.2.5 & 4.2.6), access aisles at least 36" clear
between parallel edges of tables or between a wall and a table edge, and
accessible vending machines.
The cafeteria is not currently configured with service lines or tray slides. In the event of
renovations, new equipment will need to follow ADA guidelines.
LIBRARIES 8.1
In libraries accessibility shall consist of any, or all, of the following components:
approaches and maneuvering spaces to the reading and study areas, stacks,
reference rooms, reserve areas, and special facilities or collections. At least 5% or
a minimum of one of each element of fixed seating, tables, or study carrels shall
be accessible. Any traffic control or book security gates or turnstiles shall be
accessible. Aisle space at card catalogs and magazine displays shall be 36" max.
with reach between 18" to 48" from the floor.
Tables in the library are not fixed and there are no security gates or turnstiles. Aisle spacing is
in excess of 36”.
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Structural Systems
Existing Structural Systems

General

Limited visual observations were performed to review the existing structure and
identify any major structural concerns. Since there are ceilings in the majority of
spaces, the floor and roof framing was typically not visible. Wells High School
personnel also pointed out several areas of potential concern. These were
typically some minor cracking that has occurred in the masonry walls and
concrete floors.

Roof Framing

The existing roof framing generally consists of open-web steel joists spaced at
approximately 4 feet on center. The joists span to steel wide flange beams,
which in turn are supported by interior steel tube columns and exterior masonry
bearing walls. The roof decking is a standard 1 ½” metal deck.
The roof framing in the gymnasium consists of 48” deep long-span steel joists
spaced at 7 feet on center. These joists span approximately 86 feet to the
perimeter masonry bearing walls. The roof deck consists of a 2” thick
cementitious plank (Tectum) and steel bulb tees that span between the joists.

Gymnasium
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It is our understanding that the third floor was added in 1988. It encompasses
only a portion of the classroom wing. There is a steel framed platform that is
adjacent to the high/low transition on the roof. There is no documentation but
it appears that this was added at some point to support the snow drift loading
that occurs at these locations.
Snow Drift Platform

Floor Framing

The second floor framing consists of a 3” concrete slab on open-web steel joists.
The joists are spaced between 2’-0” and 2’-6” on center and span to steel wide
flange beams. The beams are supported by interior steel tube columns and
exterior masonry bearing walls.

Foundations

The building foundation consists of exterior concrete frost walls and strip
footings along with interior concrete spread footing at all column locations.
There is a 4” thick concrete slab on grade in all areas of the building.

Exterior Lintels

There are numerous steel lintels that support the brick veneer on the exterior of
the building. Some minor rusting was evident, and there is noticeable cracking in
the brick at the bearing point of one lintel near the main entrance.
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Structural Systems
Brick Cracking at
Main Entrance

Recommendations




Remove rust and repaint exterior lintels
Repair brick at front entrance lintel bearing
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Fire Protection Systems
Existing Fire Protection Systems

Existing Conditions
Sprinkler

Description

There currently is no sprinkler system installed in the high school, with the
exception of a few isolated sprinkler heads located in Janitor’s rooms, which are
connected to the domestic water system and are not supervised.
Dry standpipes are installed in each of the stair towers with hose valves located on
the intermediate landing, as required per NFPA 14.
Analysis

N/A
Baseline Recommendations

Priority 2:
 Tie into the existing 6” water main at or near the hydrant located on site,
to bring in a new 6” water service main designated for fire protection.
Install a complete sprinkler system per NFPA 13 and the Authority
Having Jurisdiction.
o Sprinkler Occupancy Hazard Classifications:
1. Building Service Areas: Ordinary Hazard, Group 1.
2. Electrical Equipment Rooms: Ordinary Hazard, Group 1.
3. Mechanical Equipment Rooms: Ordinary Hazard, Group 1.
4. Office and Public Areas: Light Hazard.
5. Stage: Ordinary Hazard, Group 2.
 The dry standpipe system may be left as is; it is not required per NFPA
101 and NFPA 14 once the building is fully sprinkled. However, it would
be beneficial to remain for fire department access in the event of a fire.
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Fire Protection Systems
Existing Utility
Plan
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GIS located water
mains
(Kennebunk Water
District);
Red = 6” diameter
Turquois = 4”
diameter
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Plumbing Systems
Existing Plumbing Systems

Domestic Cold
Water
Kennebunk Water
District
PO Box 88
92 Main Street
Kennebunk, ME
04043
tel: 207 985 3385
fax: 207 985 3102
e-mail:

Description

The water supply to the high school enters the building on the northeast side of
the school through the floor of a closet in the Bridges Room. The 4” main is
equipped with a water meter and a bypass. The system does not have a back flow
prevention device, nor were any gauges present to determine what the existing
water pressure is. The 4” main splits beyond the gymnasium locker rooms to
two three inch mains, one routed to the boiler room and the other serving the
remainder of the fixtures throughout the school.

info@kkw.org

Hours: 8:00 am 4:30 pm, M - F
Analysis

The piping and equipment are over 30 years old and may be heavily scaled,
reducing the efficiency of the system. Copper solder joints prior to 1985
contained lead, which can leach into the drinking water.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Test domestic water for lead and copper. If more than 10% of tap water
samples exceed the EPA action level, water systems must take additional
steps. For copper, the action level is 1.3 mg/L, and for lead is 0.015
mg/L. The following steps can minimize lead in drinking water during
the interim while test results are pending; these precautions should be
brought to the attention of staff, especially kitchen staff:
1. Flush pipes before drinking. Anytime the water in a particular
faucet has not been used for six hours or longer, "flush" your
cold-water pipes by running the water until it becomes as cold
as it will get. (This could take as little as five to thirty seconds if
there has been recent heavy water use such as showering or
toilet flushing. Otherwise, it could take two minutes or longer.)
The more time water has been sitting in pipes, the more lead it
may contain.
2. Only use cold water for consumption. Use only water from the
cold-water tap for drinking, and cooking. Hot water is likely to
contain higher levels of lead.
3. Install a whole house water filter and point of use filters at each
drinking fountain locations if lead content is present. The
following two sites can help determine the correct type of filter
to use, depending upon water conditions:
 The Water Quality Association http://www.wqa.org
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(Continued)

NFS International
http://www.nsf.org/consumer/drinking_water/dw_tre
atment.asp?program=WaterTre

4. Put a plan in action to replace all domestic piping if lead content
is above EPA action level standards.
 Install backflow prevention device.
Priority 2: None
Priority 3:
 Perform a hydrostatic pressure test on the domestic hot and cold water
systems:
1. Cap and subject piping to static water pressure of 50 psig above
operating pressure, without exceeding pressure rating of piping
system materials.
2. Isolate test source and allow to stand for a minimum of 15
minutes.
3. Leaks and loss in test pressure constitute defects that must be
repaired.
4. Repair leaks and defects with new materials and retest piping or
portion thereof until satisfactory results are obtained.

Wells High School
Site
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4” Water Entrance
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Water meter and
bypass

Water on left to
Fitness Center and
field irrigation;
Water on right for
future
(valve is currently in
off position)
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Domestic Hot
Water

Description

The main domestic hot water system consists of a 680 gallon water heater with a
steam heat exchanger, located in the boiler room. The 160 degree hot water
delivered from the heater is tempered by a master mixing valve; the downstream
thermometer measuring the temperature is not functioning. The hot water is
recirculated through an electric pump, also in the boiler room.
A gas boiler, now disconnected, was once used to provide domestic hot water to
the school during the warmer months when the steam boilers were shut down.
Twenty gallon electric water heaters, located in janitor’s rooms on the first and
second floors, currently serve the public restroom lavatories and the janitor’s
mop sinks in Area A.
Analysis

The main water heater for the school uses steam to produce hot water. The
water heater itself is in adequate condition to continue to serve the school’s hot
water demand with regular inspections and maintenance for a few more years,
however, the recommendation to discontinue the use of steam in the school is
made under the mechanical report, and would include the water heater as part of
the demolition.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Replace with a 1,000 MBH Cleaver Brooks Clearfire-C condensing
boiler and a 500 gallon storage tank. Reconnect to existing piping
system.
Priority 2: None
Priority 3: None
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Existing
Conditions
Boiler room water
heater
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Master tempering
valve

Twenty gallon electric
water heater located
in janitor’s room
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Recirculation Pumps

Gas

Description

An above ground 1000 gallon liquid propane tank, located in the rear of the
school, serves gas to the science and life skills rooms. The kitchen equipment is
electric and the existing boilers are steam.
Analysis

The gas piping system is in satisfactory condition. There are no emergency shut
off valves in any of the science rooms in the event of an emergency. This is a
safety precaution that should be incorporated; refer to National Science
Teachers’ Association.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Install emergency gas shut off valves in Science laboratories and in
Consumer Science room.
 Provide additional LP gas tank(s) for the domestic and heating boilers.
Priority 2: None
Priority 3:
 Convert kitchen equipment to natural gas fired equipment. Coordinate with
Unitil for cost of the main installation.
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Existing Conditions
High School gas
supply
Above ground 1000
gallon LP tank
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Gas service from the
tank to the building.

Typical laboratory
gas turret and faucet
in Science rooms.
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Gas main serving
typical science labs
with shut off valves
below the instructor’s
tables.

Compressed Air

Description

The compressed air system is delivered from two air compressors located in the
boiler room. Both compressors are reciprocating/piston type air compressors,
approximately 15-20 years old. One is a Kellogg and the other is a Quincy. The
compressed air is used mainly for power tools in the automotive shop and for
pneumatic controls for the HVAC system.
Analysis

The Kellogg air compressor is leaking oil but is operational. The Quincy
compressor has been rebuilt and appears to be in relatively good condition. The
expected life span of these types of air compressors is between 20 and 30 years.
Existing Conditions

Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1: None
Priority 2: None
Priority 3:
 Determine the amount of compressed air that the high school is using.
Evaluate if two compressors are needed and if so, what size is required
to meet the current demands. If the existing compressors are oversized,
more energy than is necessary is being utilized.
 Replace the two compressors with one rotary screw type compressor
sized to fit the current conditions. This is a much quieter compressor
and more efficient system and will save in yearly energy costs. A new
compressor will provide another 20 years of reliable service to the high
school.
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Kellogg air
compressor

Quincy air
compressor
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Sanitary Sewer

Description

The sanitary waste system is original to the building and drains through a 6” main
out to a manhole on the southeast corner of the school parking lot. There are
three gravity type grease interceptors located below ground in the kitchen area
which collect waste from one or two fixtures each. All other kitchen equipment
and kitchen plumbing fixtures drain directly to the sanitary waste system. The
automotive shop floor drains to an exterior oil separator, located outside the
technology area. The automotive floor drains back up when a large quantity of
water is used during car washing due to either blocked piping or possibly a flow
restricting device for the oil separator. The science rooms drain through an acid
waste piping system. The acid waste piping ties into the sanitary waste system
without a means of neutralizing the acid waste. The darkroom sink waste also
drains directly to the sanitary waste system without pretreatment.
Analysis

The underground piping has been reported to be in poor condition in some areas
of the school. The kitchen grease interceptors are in very poor condition and are
serviced once at the end of the school year. Acid waste and waste from the dark
rooms should be pretreated prior to draining to the municipal system.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Replace grease interceptors in kitchen.
 Investigate underground oil storage tank outside the technology center.
Pump out if found full.
Priority 2:
 Power snake and high pressure water jet clean existing underground
piping system mains to remove roots, sludge, grease, sand, scale, etc. due
to years of buildup.
Priority 3:
 Provide solid interceptors at each art room sink.
 Camera survey all underground piping to locate any existing deficiencies
in the system. Verify routing of existing piping. Depending upon the
results of the inspection, the following system repairs or modifications
may be necessary:
o Pipe bursting breaks old pipe and replaces it with new HDPE
pipe with no trenching required.
o Repair sleeves for short length of damaged pipe.
o Pipe relining with fiberglass or epoxy with no trenching
required.
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Existing Conditions
Sewer manhole

Kitchen
interceptor

grease
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Technology Center
oil separator and
underground storage
tank.

Acid waste piping.

Waste from the
darkroom and
chemical storage in
55 gallon drum.
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Storm Drainage

Description

The storm drainage system consists of a series of roof drains that flow to a storm
system exterior to the building.
Analysis

Storm system was reported to have no known issues.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1: None
Priority 2:
 Replace damaged domes on roof.
 Clean sumps of existing roof drains.
 Clean underground piping system.
 Inspect and verify that the open end of the storm drain pipe is
effectively draining at the rip rap.
Priority 3: None
Existing Conditions
Roof leader in
gymnasium

Fixtures

Description

The plumbing fixtures are in operable condition, and if maintained consistently,
they may continue to serve the school for many more years. There was evidence
of retrofits and repairs done throughout the group restrooms and locker rooms,
creating an overall appearance of non-uniformity. Many of the lavatories set up
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to be ADA compliant, were missing the insulation on the traps and water
supplies below the fixture that is required by code.
 Locker Rooms
1. The showers in the locker rooms are built in place, tiled, with a
floor drain in the center. The showers have a threshold of
approximately 4”-6” high.
 Group Restrooms
1. The water closets, urinals and lavatories in the group restrooms
were wall hung. All fixtures were equipped with manual type
flush valves and faucets. Several restrooms did not have ADA
compliant fixtures.
Analysis

The performance of the flush valves appeared to be adequate, though due to the
age of the fixtures, the water consumption per use far exceeds todays acceptable
standards. The showers all had a threshold height over ADA standards. The
shower valves and shower heads showed a significant amount of scaling on the
surface, which may be a result of hard water conditions. The sinks in the science
labs and art room were not ADA compliant due to the overall depth. Each room
should have one ADA station.
There were several emergency eyewash units throughout the school which were
mounted on faucets. This creates a potential for harming the eyes if hot water
was used in an emergency situation. The 2009 ANSI Z358.1 standard states that
the water temperature delivered by emergency equipment should be tepid, or
between 60 and 100 degree F.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Inspect lavatories intended to be ADA compliant and replace or repair
insulation on drain and supplies under fixture.
 Remove faucet mounted emergency eyewash units and provide counter
mounted, wall mounted or other type of emergency eyewash equipment
where potential hazards occur, equipped with tempering valves set to the
desired temperature. A combination emergency eyewash/drench hose
unit can provide a broad range of emergency equipment.
Priority 2:
 ADA compliance, coordinate with architectural report.
o Modify each restroom/locker room to include one of each type
of fixture in compliance with ADA standards.
o Modify individual restrooms serving the kitchen, library or
classroom staff to be handicap accessible.
o Modify one lab station in each science classroom to be ADA
compliant.
o Provide an ADA compliant sink in each art room. Side
approach is acceptable, but depth of sink cannot exceed 6 ½”.
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o
Priority 3: None

Replace water coolers with ADA compliant dual height water
cooler/bottle filling stations.

Existing Conditions
Mens restroom
urinal;
Non ADA height.

Typical restroom
lavatories;
Trap and supplies
are not insulated for
ADA compliance.
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Typical restroom
ADA toilet stall;
one fixture was
removed to
accommodate the
turning radius
required to meet
ADA guidelines.

Boys locker room
showers;
Non ADA
compliant.
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Boys locker room –
water closet and
urinal;
Non ADA heights.
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Girls locker room
showers;
Non ADA
compliant.
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Girls locker room
lavatories;
Trap and supplies
are not insulated for
ADA compliance.

Girls locker room
water closet; Non
ADA compliant.
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Gym drinking
fountain;
Non ADA
compliant.
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Faucet-mounted
emergency eyewash
does not meet
OSHA
requirements.

Faculty restrooms;
Non ADA
compliant.
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Art Room sinks do
not have solids
interceptors.

Art Room sinks
introduce water
supply to drainage
piping to assist in
solids draining to
sewer system.
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Existing Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
Description

The mechanical system currently serving the 89,000 net square foot school is a
combination of equipment provided and installed during the original construction
project in 1977 and a third floor classroom addition completed in 1988.
Analysis

The existing mechanical system is quite simple in its approach to heating and
ventilating the facility yet is quite inefficient as illustrated by the FY’07 – FY’11 oil
consumption numbers ranging from 37,601 to 47,358 gallons per year which
calculates to a range of 0.42 to 0.53 gallons of oil per square foot over the five
year period. Based on the average oil consumption of 42,387 gallons per year, we
can estimate the building net heat loss of 3320.4 MBH or approximately 37 Btuh
per square foot. The fuel consumption numbers of new schools, of similar size,
that utilize oil typically see numbers ranging from 0.23 to 0.28 gallons per square
foot per year depending on systems being implemented in the school design and
the operational profile of the facility. It was reported that the boilers are on-line
through the entire school year and remain off during the period of summer school
break.
During the school year, domestic hot water generation is provided through the
steam heat exchanger in the domestic hot water boiler tank. During the summer
months, the domestic hot water is generated directly by the hot water boiler.
In general, steam systems are less efficient than hot water systems in both the
energy consumed as well as the overall level of control and personal comfort.
All of the heating and ventilation systems show signs of their age yet appear to be
functional on some level of performance. Of the units reviewed, two units are in
need of repairs. In the rooftop unit serving the Classroom Wing Corridors
(H&V-1), the unit return and outside air dampers should operate perpendicular to
each other. In this unit, both sets of dampers were open. A similar situation
exists for the Gymnasium H&V-6 unit; both sets of dampers were partially open.
Some of the other units may show signs of disrepair.
Recommendations
Baseline

Priority 1:
 Remove the existing low-pressure steam boilers, burners and all
associated controls, condensate receiver tanks and boiler feed water
systems.
 Remove the existing galvanized fuel oil piping and associated safety
valves.
 Remove the existing boiler room ventilation fan and combustion air duct
systems.
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Remove the failing steam supply and condensate return piping where
possible. We would recommend the piping located in the pipe trenches
be abandoned in place.
Install new energy efficient modulating oil-fired hot water boilers. If
natural gas is made available, we would recommend the installation of
energy efficient gas-fired condensing hot water boilers.
Inspect the existing oil tank to ensure that it is suitable for continued use.
Install new fuel oil piping, accessories and safeties devices from the
existing above-ground tank.
Install new energy efficient boiler room ventilation and combustion air
systems. If low temperature gas-fired condensing boilers can be utilized,
the combustion air system may not be needed.
Install new variable speed heating hot water pumps and associated
controls.
Install new heating hot water supply and return piping throughout the
facility. If the natural gas-fired condensing boiler is utilized, piping
system suitable for the lower temperature water may be an option.
Replace all of the pneumatic automatic temperature control system with
an up-to-date Direct Digital Control system.
Replace all HVAC central and terminal equipment and revise or replace
associated duct systems.

Priority 2: None
Priority 3: None
Current High Performance Practices

Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code (MUBEC)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Maine Benchmark
U. S. Green Building Council (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED)
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Description of Systems

Fuel Oil Storage
and Supply System

No. 2 fuel oil is stored in the 12,000 gallon aboveground storage tank located
outside of the boiler room. According to Tanks Unlimited, the current doublewall aboveground fuel oil storage tank was installed in the summer of 1997.
According to the Maine DEP records, the original 12,500 gallon underground
storage tank is shown as removed as of 1997.
Collision barriers are located at the fuel delivery end of the tank and along the
right side of the tank (as viewed from fill end). Barriers are not located along the
left side of the tank.

Aboveground Fuel
Oil Storage Tank
Collision Barriers
are shown at End
and Side of Chain
Link Fenced-in
Area

Fuel Tank High
Level and Leak
Detection Alarm
Panel.

A Pneumercator high fuel level and fuel leak detection system is installed. The
alarm panel is located near the tank fill enclosure.
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Fuel Tank High
Level and Leak
Detection Alarm
Panel.

Tank leak detection
sensor pipe at end of
tank.

Fuel Oil Supply into
Boiler Room

The fuel oil is supplied to the building through galvanized piping. Typically,
galvanized pipe is not used for fuel oil piping due to the interactive nature of the
fuel oil and the galvanized lining of the pipe. Fuel oil systems are typically
installed with black iron or copper piping.

Exterior view of
Boiler Room showing
Combustion Air
and Boiler Room
Ventilation Louvers
and Fuel Tank and
Fuel Oil Piping.

Fuel Oil Storage
Shut-off Valves

A thermal shut-off valve is installed where the oil lines enter the boiler room and
thermal melt-away oil shut-off valves are installed at each set of filters.
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Boiler Room Fuel
Oil Piping and
Thermal Shutoff
Valve

Boiler Filter
Thermal Fuel Oil
Shutoff Valve

Fuel Oil Filters

The original burner-mounted fuel strainers have been replaced with duplex filters
at each burner. The new the filters were installed to help prevent the galvanized
coating, flaking away from the piping, from entering and clogging the burners.
Typically, galvanized pipe is not used for fuel oil piping due to the interactive
nature of the fuel oil and the galvanized lining of the pipe. Fuel oil systems are
typically installed with black iron or copper piping.

Boiler #2
Replacement
Duplex Fuel Filters

Steam Cast Iron
Boilers

The two HB Smith Mills 450 17-section cast iron steam boilers are original and
are showing their age. It was reported boiler maintenance is being provided by
Honeywell. Both boilers are operational. The current efficiency of each boiler is
unknown.
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(2) HB Smith Mills
450 17-Section
Steam Boilers

Steam Cast Iron
Boilers

The right-hand Boiler #1 continues to operate with the original Preferred Utilities
rotary cup burner retrofitted to fire on No. 2 fuel oil.

Boiler #1 with
Original Burner.

Steam Cast Iron
Boilers

The original burner of left-hand Boiler #2 was replaced with a Cleaver-Brooks
ProFire burner in May 2006.
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Boiler #2 with
Replacement Burner

Boiler Nameplate

The boiler nameplate indicates a net steam capacity rating of 3307.5 MBH

Boiler Nameplate
(17-section Boiler)

Ongoing Boiler
Repairs

During the review, Honeywell technician was onsite changing a few of the pipe
connections between the cast-iron sections and the common return mud drums
near the base of the boiler. It was reported this is a common occurrence and
appears to be an ongoing concern. It was reported the mud drums show signs of
age and the lack of chemical treatment. Currently, the boilers are not being
chemically treated. Due to an extended lapse in normal routine chemical
treatment and maintenance, the chemical suppliers have recommended not to
introduce chemical treatment into the systems based on the potential of
complications in system functionality.
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Typical Boiler
Return Mud Drum
Connections

Draft Inducer Fans
and Controls

The original draft induced fan controls appear to be operational and appear to
function.

Boiler and Induced
Draft Fan Control
Panel adjacent to
each Boiler
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Boiler Induced Draft
Fan

Breeching at
Chimney

The breeching insulation appears to be in good condition. According to the
Maintenance Director, the boiler breeching and pipe insulation has been tested
and was found not to contain asbestos. Based on findings in the asbestos testing
report and the appearance of the insulation, the insulation may be constructed
from calcium silicate materials.

Breeching at
Chimney
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Combustion Air

Natural ventilation combustion air is provided through a 48” x 30” open-ended
duct attached directly to a wall-mounted louver and the open duct serving the
supply fan. The current 48” x 30” (1440 in.2) combustion air system does not
meet current code requirements for oil-fired systems of this size. Based on the 1
in.2/3,000 Btu/h requirements of the current 2009 Uniform Mechanical Code, the
single permanent opening would need to be 2205 in.2 to meet the requirements
based on the total steam boiler nameplate rating of 6615 MBH. The louver
opening was specified to be 48” x 62”. It may be possible to replace the current
open permanent opening method with a two permanent opening method
arrangement in accordance with current mechanical codes.
Combustion air systems installed in new facilities may incorporate an engineered
combustion air system that is controlled through a boiler room space
pressurization system. During boiler operation, the combustion air controller
would monitor the boiler room static pressure and adjust the speed of the
combustion air fan to match the firing rate of the burners. The goal is to maintain
a slightly negative setpoint in the range of -0.001” to -0.002”.

Combustion Air
Duct
The single
combustion air duct
does not meet the
requirements of
current codes.

Boiler Room
Ventilation

Ventilation for the boiler room is provided through a wall-mounted paddle fan
supply fan. The boiler room ventilation fan operates based on a wall-mounted
switch and the boiler room thermostat located adjacent to the fan. Fan operation
was confirmed by the switch. Operation based on the space thermostat is
unconfirmed.
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Boiler Room
Ventilation Fan
and Space
Pneumatic
Thermostat

Original Heavy Oil
Heater

Originally, the boilers were fired on heavy oil requiring pre-heating of the oil prior
to entering the boilers. The old heater and some of the original fuel oil piping has
been disconnected and abandoned in place.

Original Heavy Oil
Heater

Condensate Receiver
Tank in Boiler
Room

Condensate from the steam heating system is returned to the condensate receiver
tank located in the boiler room. The duplex pump set appears to be original to
the tank system and were reported to operate properly. The tank insulation
appears to be in good condition and may be of a calcium silicate material. The
tank is vented directly into the boiler room.
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Condensate Receiver
Tank in Boiler
Room
Duplex pump set
and control panel

Condensate receiver
tank vent pipe.

Boiler Feed Water
(Make-up)

Boiler make-up water is provided to each boiler from the condensate receiver tank
through the respective boiler feed valves located behind the boilers.

Boiler Feed Valves
Gauges behind
valves indicate the
respective flue
temperatures.

Remote Condensate
Tank and Pump Set

A second condensate receiver tank and duplex pump set is installed in the first
floor Custodial Closet of the “A” Classroom Wing. It was reported the pumps
were replaced after the floor cavity had flooded out. The pumps appear to
function properly. Condensate from this tank is pumped to the receiver tank in
the boiler room. The location of the tank vent is unknown.
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Remote Condensate
Tank and Pump Set
Access through
Janitor Closet in
“A” wing

Automatic
Temperature
Controls

The original Powers Automatic Temperature Control system is entirely
pneumatic; operating based on an air pressure range of approximately 15 psi
during the day time or occupied periods and 20 psi during the night time or
unoccupied periods. Air pressure for the ATC system is provided from a singlestage air compressor and through a refrigerated air drier located in the boiler
room. The air compressor is original and appears to be in satisfactory condition.
The blue Hankinson air drier, located adjacent to the air compressor, removes the
moisture and residual oils from the compressed air in an effort to reduce damage
to the pneumatic room thermostats and other heating system controllers. It was
reported the air drier was replaced within the past 5 or 6 years and appears to be
in satisfactory condition. In 1988, the existing ATC system was expanded to
include the additional equipment installed as part of the third floor classroom
addition.

Pneumatic
Automatic
Temperature Control
System Air
Compressor
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Original Pneumatic
Automatic
Temperature Control
System Panel
Located in Main
Office
Pressure switches
along lower portion
of panel are
connected to the
Honeywell DDC
System

Direct Digital
Controls

In 2009, Honeywell installed a Direct Digital Control (DDC) or Building

Automation System (BAS) system to monitor and control various aspects of the
HVAC systems.
According to the sequence of operation, the DDC system monitors the steam
header pressure.
According to the Honeywell sequence of operation, dated 10/2/09, six time
programmed schedules are provided for occupied/unoccupied modes of the six
pneumatic zones as follows: (1) the Office areas, (2) First Floor Classrooms, (3)
Second and Third Floor Classrooms, (4) the Auditorium, Cafeteria and Kitchen
areas, (5) the Gymnasium and associated areas and (6) the Shops areas including
the Special Education areas. The DDC system controls the individual steam zone
valves and enables the lead or lag boiler to satisfy the building heating load as
needed. When enabled, each boiler will operate to maintain the steam header
pressure control. The control system also monitors the status of each boiler as
well as the domestic hot water heater controls.
The DDC system controls five zone control steam zone valves based on the
outside air temperature, occupied and unoccupied modes schedules and the space
temperatures sensors located with each of the five zones as follows:
(A) Auditorium, (B) Second Floor North (Rm. 204), (C) Second Floor South (Rm.
212/213), (D) Gymnasium and (E) Shops Area (SPED). The new electronic zone
valves, serving the Gymnasium and the Shops area zones, are located in the boiler
room as pictured below. The existing pneumatic zone valve serving the first and
second floors of the Classroom wing is located in the steam piping trench. The
existing pneumatic zone valve serving the third floor of the classroom wing and
H&V units 2, 3, 4 and 5 is located above the ceiling of the second floor. The
existing pneumatic zone valve serving the first and second floors of the south side
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of the classroom wing and H&V-1 is located above the ceiling of the second
floor. When the outside air temperature is below 32°F, the valves remain open.
When the outside air is above 35°F, the valves cycle open and closed based on
each respective occupied/unoccupied modes and the readings of the respective
zone space temperature sensors (closed with space above 75°F and open with
space below 73°F).
According to the sequence, the system will notify the remote monitoring service
via email in case of any alarms associated with boilers and low temperature in the
building at the space temperature sensor locations. Actual operation of the alarm
indication system is unknown.
Honeywell Direct
Digital Control
Panel
Located in Main
Office Area
A similar panel is
located in the Boiler
Room

New Electronic
Steam Pressure
Monitor Transmitter
for Honeywell
Control System
(Left)
New Motorized
Steam Zone Valve
(Right)
Valve serves
Technical Shops
areas Zone “E”
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Variable Frequency
Drives

Variable Frequency Drives (VFD) are installed in the boiler room. The VFD’s are
labeled Special Education (H&V-8) and the Auto Technology (H&V-9). The
sequence of operation for the VFD’s was not shown on the Honeywell DDC
Manual.

Variable Frequency
Drives Serving
H&V-8 and
H&V-9 Fans
(Located in Boiler
Room)

Administration and
Guidance Office
Areas

Ventilation for the Administration and Guidance Areas is provided through
exhaust fan EF-7 and the Corridor unit H&V-5. The exhaust air is ducted directly
from the Administration and Guidance Office and perimeter office areas through
the ceiling exhaust grilles. The make-up air from the H&V unit is ducted into the
adjacent corridor and then pulled into the Office Areas through door-mount
transfer louver grilles as shown in the photo below. Based on the design
documents, the amount of airflow supplied to the Corridor was a fraction of the
exhaust air drawn out of the Office Areas. This is a highly inefficient method of
ventilation, likely increasing the potential of infiltration though the exterior walls
of the building and does not meet requirements of current standards. Based on
current standards, the mechanical ventilation systems would be designed,
constructed and installed to provide a method of supply air and exhaust air and
the system would operate so that all rooms are continuously provided with the
required ventilation rate while occupied. Typically, the ventilation air would be
supplied directly into each office or occupied space and the proportionally less
return air from each space would be ducted back to the unit and either mixed with
outside air or relieved proportionally to the outside air intake requirements. The
outdoor air ventilation rates would be determined based on current code
requirements and controlled through the Direct Digital Control System.
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Heating in the Office Areas is provided through perimeter steam baseboard
radiation installed in the small individual offices along the perimeter. It was
reported, when the doors to the perimeter offices are closed, the lack of heat in
the Office Areas becomes very evident.
Air conditioning is provided in the perimeter offices through the use of windowmounted air conditioning units. The window units were in place at the time of
review and may be a source of outside air infiltration and heat loss through the
cabinets.
Administration
Reception Area
Note louvered
opening in door.
Ventilation air is
supplied into the
Corridor from
H&V-5.
Exhaust air is
removed from the
Offices through EF7.
Supply air does not
appear to be directly
ducted into the
Administration
areas.
Exterior view of
building showing the
window-mounted air
conditioning units
installed for the
Administration
perimeter offices.
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Typical Classroom
Heating and
Ventilation

Heating and ventilation of the Classrooms is provided though unit ventilation
units (unit vents) located in each room. During the occupied mode, the fan
operates continuously and the pneumatic automatic temperature controls
sequence the steam valve and dampers as needed to maintain setpoint. This
means of heating and ventilating a classroom was very typical for its time but very
inefficient in terms of energy use.
It was reported the unit vents installed during the third floor addition project are
equipped with a closure damper at the rear of the unit to help reduce the
infiltration of outside air during unoccupied periods.

Typical Classroom
Ventilation Unit
(Original
Construction)

Typical Classroom
Ventilation Unit
(Original
Construction)

The unit vents are equipped with steam coils and motorized dampers to mix the
outside air with air returned from the classroom and are controlled through a
pneumatic control system. The overall condition of the unit vents appear to be
satisfactory. According to the Honeywell service reports, regular preventative
maintenance was performed in June 2011. The reports would also indicate unit
ventilators are requiring attention on a regular basis such as fan shaft bearing
replacements.

Typical Classroom
Ventilation Unit
(Steam Coil Section)
Note condensate pipe
running above filter.
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Typical Classroom
Ventilation Unit
(End Sections)

In the unit pictured below, the steam piping within the unit is not insulated. The
condensate leaves the coil on the right side, passes above the filter through the
unit return and exits the unit near the steam pipe. The piping appears to be in
good condition but the bare steam piping may tend to overheat the space.

Typical Classroom
Ventilation Unit
(End Sections)
Note condensate pipe
running above filter
Steam piping is not
insulated and may
tend to overheat the
space.

The relief from the classrooms is accomplished by natural exfiltration through the
respective roof-mounted gravity ventilator. The flow at many grills is restricted
with room contents as shown below.
View of typical
classroom relief grill.
Partially obscured.
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Outside Air Intakes
at Ground Level
Classroom and
Library Unit
Ventilators

As a maintenance issue, during the winter months, it is necessary to routinely
remove snow from in front of the ground floor classroom and Library unit
ventilator outside air intake louvers.

Outside Air Intakes
at Ground Level
Classroom and
Library Unit
Ventilators

Additional Math
Classroom located
above Cafeteria and
Kitchen

An additional classroom (Math) was added above the Kitchen serving line and
Cafeteria. Heating and ventilation is provided through a typical classroom unit
ventilator. It was reported the outside air intake has been plugged with insulation
to reduce the infiltration of cold outside air. Relief from this space is unknown.

Additional Math
Classroom located
above Cafeteria and
Kitchen
View from outside
View through
Corridor window
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Consumer Science
Classroom

The heating and ventilation of the Classroom is provided through a single typical
unit ventilator. Two gas ranges and two electric ranges are located in the center of
the Consumer Science Classroom. Range exhaust hoods are not installed.
Current codes would require the installation of range exhaust hoods equipped
with fire suppression systems, similar to the system in the Special Education
Classroom, and proper make-up supply air.

Consumer Science
Classroom
Electric and Gas
Stoves
Range hood not
installed

Classroom Wing
Corridor
Ventilation
Rooftop Unit
H&V-1

Ventilation is provided into the Corridors of the Classroom wing through the
rooftop H&V-1. The location of the rooftop unit does not meet current code
requirements in relation to the distance from the edge of the roof. Current codes
would require the unit to be no closer than 10 feet from the edge of the roof for
roofs that are more then 30” above adjacent roof levels. The overall condition of
the H&V unit appears to be fair. The unit was operating with the outside and
return air dampers both open. This allows for very poor efficiency and, when the
unit is shut down, would allow for tremendous heat loss.
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Classroom Wing
Corridor
Ventilation Unit
H&V-1
Unit located very
close to the roof edge.

Typical Rooftop
H&V Unit
View of H&V-1
on roof of Classroom
Wing
.

H&V-1 Fan
Section and Mixed
Air Dampers

At the time of our review, the unit fan was operating with the fan belt guard
disassembled creating a potential safety hazard. The unit power disconnect is
located within the fan section making it necessary to open the fan section prior to
shutting the unit power off and stopping the fan. This is noncompliant with
current codes.
The return air and outside air dampers (mixed air dampers) are not gasketed lowleak type and appear to have failed in the full open position. In this position,
during fan operation, air is brought into the unit through the path of least
resistance; likely the outside air. Also, when the unit is indexed to the unoccupied
mode, the dampers likely remain in the current position, allowing the building air
to migrate out through the dampers creating a substantial heat loss. During
proper operation we would expect the return air damper operation to be
perpendicular to the outside air damper. When the unit is shut down, the outside
air damper would close.
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Rooftop Unit
H&V-1
View of Fan Section
and Filter/Mixed
Air Section
Disassembled fan
guard and power
disconnect.
Mixing dampers;
return damper at the
bottom of the unit,
outside air damper
at the right.
Dampers do not
appear to be
gasketed low leak
type.
Rooftop Unit
H&V-1
View of Steam and
Condensate Piping
Roof Penetration.

The building roof deck is visible through the return air damper pictured above.
The roof deck and the ceiling tiles, in the ceiling below the unit, are clearly visible
through the unit steam pipe chase as seen below. The pipe chase is not in
compliance with current mechanical or fire codes.

Rooftop Unit
H&V-1
View of Steam and
Condensate Piping
Roof Penetration.
Roof decking and
acoustical ceiling tiles
are visible through
roof penetration.
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View of Roof Deck
Penetrations Under
H&V-1

The picture below, taken with the camera dropped down through the return air
damper, shows the deck penetrations for the unit supply duct and the steam and
condensate piping as noted above. There does not appear to be an opening to
accommodate the H&V unit return air. The means of return air is not in
compliance with current mechanical or fire codes.

View of Roof Deck
Penetrations Under
H&V-1

Elevator Machine
Room Ventilation

During the time of review, the elevator machine room did appear to be over
heating. Based on the design documents, ventilation for the elevator machine
room is provided through a rooftop wind-driven ventilation unit. The movement
of the wind-driven mechanism appears to be unrestricted. However, the cross
winds may have been adversely affected by the third floor addition adjacent to the
ventilator. During the review, the ventilator remained motionless indicating
ventilation was minimal. Current designs would incorporate a means of
mechanically powered exhaust, controlled through a local temperature sensor,
based on the cooling load.

Elevator Machine
Room Equipment

Elevator Machine
Room
Wind-Driven
Ventilator
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Transformer located
in Second Floor
Storage Closet

During the review, the Storage Closet was very warm. A 75 KVA primary
transformer is located in the Second Floor Storage Closet across from Classroom
218. According to the original design documents, exhaust was not provided in
this space. A duct connection is installed at the rear of the transformer. The
airflow rate of this connection is unknown and is likely insufficient by current
standards. Based on the original design documents, this duct may be a return to
the Music Room H&V-2. Based on current design standards, the exhaust rate for
a 75 KVA transformer alone would be approximately 600 CFM.

Transformer located
in Second Floor
Storage Closet

Stair and Vestibule
Heating

The heating for the stairs and vestibule areas is provided through the wallmounted steam convectors. The overall condition of the convectors is fair with
the exception of the unit shown below. Due to the failure of underground piping,
operation of the unit has been discontinued.

Stair #2 Vestibule
Steam Convector
Note the right-hand
pipe is discontinued
and capped. It was
reported the pipe
developed a leak.
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Typical Corridor
and Vestibule
Ventilation

Fume Hood

The fume hood in the second floor Chemistry Classroom 208 does not show
signs of proper certification and may not meet current code requirements and may
pose significant safety and heath risks. Operation of the exhaust fan was
confirmed. Movement of the glass doors is not limited to designated heights to
provide for proper airflow and face velocity during operation of the hood. If
chemicals are regularly stored within the hood, code would require the fan to run
continuously.

Fume Hood
View of fume hood
and contents from
Chemistry
Classroom
View from adjacent
Prep Room.
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Special Education
Classroom Range
Exhaust Hood

A range exhaust hood is provided over a counter-top cook top and appears to be
a relatively recent installation. The hood is equipped with a fire suppression
system, insulated duct system and a ventilated roof curb. Operation of the hood
exhaust fan is unknown.

Special Education
Range Exhaust
Hood

Special Education

The Special Education Classroom is located in the former Wood Shop area. The
ventilation for the Classroom appears to be the original Wood Shop system. The
Classroom ventilation is provided through the original H&V-8 with natural relief
provided through two roof gravity vents. One of the wall-mounted supply
diffusers is shown in the exhaust hood picture below.

Return grille
partially obscured.
Both the ironing
board and both
boxes were located in
front of the grille.
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Special Education
Area
Heating

Heating of the large open Special Education Classroom space is provided through
two original steam vertical ceiling-hung steam unit heaters. Operation of each
unit heater is unknown.

Special Education
Steam Vertical Unit
Heater (Typical)

Cafeteria Heating
and Ventilation

Heating and ventilation of the Cafeteria is provided through H&V-8. Supply air is
provided to the space through the ceiling diffusers, return is provided through the
return grille located at floor level near the transformer. Relief from the space
appears to be provided through a single roof gravity vent.

Cafeteria Heating
and Ventilation
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H&V Unit Access
and Serviceability
Limited access to
heating and
ventilation units near
the Cafeteria

Service and maintenance access to the Cafeteria and Music Room heating and
ventilation units is provided through a wall-mounted access panel. Due to very
limited access, operation of the unit was not confirmed.

Access panel at 2nd
Floor

Kitchen Range Hood

Heating and ventilation for the Kitchen area is provided through heating and
ventilation unit H&V-11. Exhaust for the Kitchen areas is provided through a
large commercial range hood, dishwasher hood and three general exhaust fans.

Kitchen Range Hood
Exhaust
Appears to be a
recent upgrade.
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Kitchen Range Hood

The kitchen commercial range hood is a recent addition and appears to be in very
good condition. The hood is outfitted with an Ansul fire suppression system.
Make-up air for the kitchen hood appears to be provided through a roof-mounted
make-up air unit.

Kitchen Hood
View of inside of
hood. Surfaces are
very clean.

Dishwasher
Exhaust

The dishwasher exhaust is ducted directly to the entering and leaving sides of the
dishwasher and appears to be in good condition. At the time of review, the
dishwasher was not in operation. According to the Honeywell service reports, the
fan was shown to be in good working order.

Dishwasher
Exhaust
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General Toilet
Exhaust

Exhaust is provided in the General Toilets through a number of general toilet
exhaust fans. The exhaust is ducted to wall- or ceiling-mounted exhaust grills.
Exhaust air flow was confirmed at one toilet exhaust louver.

Typical Toilet
Exhaust Grille

Toilet Heating

Heating is provided in the Classroom Wing Third Floor Men’s toilet through a
local wall-mounted convector.

Toilet Heating
Wall-mounted
Convector
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Auditorium and
Music Room
Heating and
Ventilation

According to the design documents, heating and ventilation of the Auditorium is
provided through H&V-4. The ventilation and heating for the Music room is
provided through H&V-2. According to the original design documents, relief
from the space is provided through a single roof gravity vent.

Auditorium
Ventilation

Gymnasium
Heating and
Ventilation

Ventilation of the Gymnasium is provided through the heating and ventilation
unit H&V-6 located in the Mezzanine and the two rooftop gravity vents located
above the Gym.

Gymnasium
Ventilation
Large grill, at the
right of the photo, is
supply into Gym.
Smaller grill is
transfer from Gym
into Lockers.
Typical for other
side.
Gravity roof vent is
located at the roof
above netting.
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Gym H&V-6
Dampers

During the review it was noted the mixed air damper linkage was disconnected
and the outside air and return air dampers were partially open preventing proper
operation of the ventilation system and creating a substantial heat loss. As shown
below, the dampers are not gasketed low-leak type and are abnormally rusty.

Gymnasium
Heating and
Ventilation
H&V-6
View of rusty
Outside Air
dampers within unit
(photo taken through
filter opening)

Locker Room
Exhaust

Exhaust is provided in the Locker Rooms through room-mounted exhaust fans
EF-14 and EF-15. Operation of the Boy’s Locker exhaust fan was confirmed.
According to the design documents, Locker Room air is exhausted and made-up
from the Gymnasium through the H&V unit.

Men’s Locker Room
Showers
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Locker Room
Heating and
Ventilation

Heating of the Locker Rooms is provided through the heating and ventilation unit
H&V-7 located in the Mezzanine above the lockers. Operation of the H&V unit
was confirmed. According to the original documents, fresh air is not directly
ducted to this unit. The documents indicate the fresh air is provided into the
Locker spaces through transfer duct from the Gymnasium.

Locker Room
Heating and
Ventilation. Unit
H&V-7
Typical Trane
Climate Changer
Note steam coil and
face and bypass
damper
configuration.

Technology Shop

Heating and ventilation is provided to the Technology Shop through H&V-9.
The original shop equipment exhaust system is shown below.

Technology Shop
Wall-mounted Shop
Equipment
Exhaust Fan
Ceiling-mounted
Horizontal Exhaust
Fan
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Technology Shop
Equipment

There is a mix of metal working, welding and wood working equipment located in
the Technology Shop Classroom. A welding booth and machine tool equipment
are located along the perimeter of the classroom. A wood planer and table saw in
located closer to the classroom. The mixing of wood dust and the welding sparks
may create a substantial potential fire hazard.

Technology Shop
Wood Planer and
Table Saw in
foreground
Concern mixing of
wood dust and
sparks may be a fire
hazard.
Ventilation is
provided through
H&V-9. Relief is
provided through the
roof vent.
Welding Booth
Proximity to H&V
Return Grille

The welding booth is located directly in front of the H&V system return air grille
creating a potential health hazard. When welding is being done, the welding
fumes would be returned through the H&V unit and distributed through the
ventilation system.

Technology Shop
Welding Booth and
Machine Tool
Equipment
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Wrestling and
Classrooms

According to the original HVAC plans, the area used as a Wrestling room and the
adjacent English Classroom was the Mezzanine level for the Wood and Metal
Shops.

Wrestling and
Classrooms
Ventilation
Unit Ventilator
Unit serves adjacent
English Classroom
and Technology
Classroom below.
Thermostat is located
in lower Classroom.

Technology
Classroom

Ventilation and heating of the Technology Classroom is provided through the
ceiling-hung unit ventilator located above the Wresting Room. As originally
designed, the supply air is provided through linear ceiling diffusers along the
outside wall. The air is allowed to transfer out into the adjacent spaces through
wall transfer grills. At the time of review, one of the transfer grills was blocked.

Technology
Classroom
Ducted ventilation
provided at right of
door shown.
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Computer Lab
Cooling and
Ventilation

The spaces used as computer labs have insufficient ventilation and cooling. It was
reported, classes would alternate from lab to lab due to the overheating conditions
in each lab. Ventilation in the lab shown below is provided through the typical
classroom ventilator unit located at the outside wall. Current designs would
incorporate mechanical cooling capabilities to accommodate additional heat load
from the computers.

Computer Lab
Cooling and
Ventilation

IT Office

Heating of the IT Office is provided by a section of steam finned tube radiation.
It was reported the spaces are generally over heating. Air conditioning is provided
by a window-mounted packaged terminal air conditioning unit. During the
computer classes, the doors between the Classroom, Office and Server Room are
left open to help reduce the heat load. However, it was reported, after one class,
the main frame equipment would heat up enough that the following computer
class would be conducted in the other Computer Lab. Ventilation is not provided
into the room. Current codes would require conditioned ventilation air provided
directly into the space.

IT Office
View shows steam
radiation and
window air
conditioning unit.
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Main Frame Data
and Server Room

Exhaust is provided to the Main Frame Room by a small, ceiling-mounted exhaust
fan (EF-3). According to the original design documents, this space was the Dark
Room with a designed exhaust air flow of 200 cfm. There is no evidence of
ventilation provided for the server room. Current codes and standards would
require mechanical ventilation and mechanical cooling. Typically the cooling load
of a main frame server room would be accommodated by a dedicated ductless
split air conditioning unit.

Main Data Frame
and Server Room

Adult Education

The Adult Education Offices were created in the areas that were originally the
Athletic Director’s Office and the Chair Storage room off the Cafeteria.
According to the occupants, the space conditions are often warm, uncomfortable
and feel uneven between the offices. During the cooling mode, the inner office is
typically warmer then the outer office. According to the original design
documents, exhaust was provided from each room through a roof-mounted winddriven ventilator. It appears the original exhaust grills are still in place.
It was reported a rooftop air conditioning unit was installed and ducted to both
offices. Supply diffusers are installed in each office with a common return grill
located in the outer office. The system may benefit from the installation of an
additional return grill and proper testing and balancing of the airflow systems.

Adult Education
Supply diffuser
shown at upper right.
Return grill shown
above plant.
Exhaust grille
shown above wall
hanging.
Evidence of water
leakage near the
supply diffuser
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Adult Education
Local Thermostat

The thermostat is located in the outer office and is available for local control as
noted.

Adult Community
Education Offices
Local Cooling
Thermostat
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Electrical Service – High School
Description

The High School is fed with primary lines from pole number 24.1 underground to
a pad mounted utility transformer. There is one power company utility
transformer serving the high school building. There is secondary metering
mounted on the building. The High School transformer is rated at 300kVA at
480/277v, three phase, four wire with a maximum demand of 184.44kW. The
maximum demand in the last 12 months was 177kW. The school does not have a
generator for standby power.
Figure E1.
CMP owned
transformer
feeding the high
school.

The electrical service entrance switchboard is a General Electric AV line
switchboard original to the building rated at 480Y/277volt, three phase, four wire,
main circuit breaker rated at 700 amps with ground fault. The switchboard is
located on a mezzanine in the former wood shop which now houses the Special
Education program.
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Figure E2.
High School’s main
switchboard
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The electrical distribution throughout the building consists of GE panelboards
and dry type transformers. There are GE branch circuit panelboards and GE
transformers exposed to the public and employees.
Figure E3.
Panelboard &
transformer located
in the Cafeteria.

Figure E4.
Transformer located
on the mezzanine
(wrestling room)
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Analysis

The service and distribution equipment is past the industries standard 25-30 year
life span.
There are branch circuits that are causing nuisance tripping due to overloads. The
receptacle circuits are shared between classrooms which has overloaded the
branch circuit.
The exposed transformers and panelboards need to be labeled with the Arc flash
hazard information. The transformer in the cafeteria raises a concern on the feed
to the enclosed circuit breaker coming out high on the transformer which could
cause a chimney effect causing overheating of the conductors. The transformer’s
convection cooling on the mezzanine is compromised by storage.
Recommendations

The switchboard has capacity and space to add circuit breakers. For the short
term, additional panelboards can be added to supplement areas lacking power. Arc
flash hazard information needs to be added to the electrical equipment.
Any major expansion/renovations and the High School’s electrical service should
be replaced. Branch panels original to the building should be replaced along with
the panelboard feeders.
Lighting

Description

The School contracted with a company specializing in energy upgrades (believed
to be Sebago Energy) to perform an energy retrofit which included replacing
many of the fixtures, changing the ballast and lamps in some of the fixtures.
(Converting the fixtures using T12 lamps and ballast to T8 lamps and ballast). The
building is served by a variety of lighting fixtures. The majority of the fixtures are
fluorescent. The general classrooms have been relit under the energy retrofit with
Lithonia RT8 series of 2x4 fluorescent fixtures. The third floor light fixtures were
relatively new and not replaced. There are several classrooms that were upgraded
with 2x4 lens troffers before the energy retrofit. The special Ed room has high
bay fluorescent fixtures that use a compact fluorescent lamp. The auditorium has
fluorescent fixtures for general lighting and incandescent dimmable light fixtures
for theatrical performances. The gymnasium lighting fixtures are high bay
fluorescent fixtures with T5HO lamps. The cafeteria has parabolic recessed
fixtures in the lower ceiling and original fixtures on the high ceiling; the lighting
fixtures on the high ceiling have been reported as upgraded with lamps and
ballasts under the energy retrofit project. There are a few occupancy sensors in the
building. General classrooms do not have occupancy sensors.
The short exterior pole mounted light fixtures have been retrofitted to LED
fixture heads (a Beta fixture). The parking lot poles (tall poles) are rusting and the
light fixture heads appear to be original. The short poles appear to be aluminum.
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Figure E5.
LED fixture head
on a short pole.

Figure E6.
Parking lot lighting
pole showing rust.

Analysis

Even with the Energy retrofit there are still some opportunities for energy savings.
One energy savings item would be to install occupancy sensors in the classrooms.
Daylight harvesting for the classrooms with a high exposure to natural light could
be considered but the payback period would not be beneficial to do at this time.
There are numerous complaints about the lighting being bright and causing glare
resulting in headaches.
Recommendations

In the rooms with the complaints look at adding dimming ballast to control the
amount of lighting.
Add occupancy (vacancy) sensors to force lighting off to save energy.
Paint to preserve the parking lot poles for the short term and replace the parking
lot poles for the long term.
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Description

The building is served with exit signs and emergency life safety lighting
throughout the building. The emergency lighting consists of battery units and
remote emergency heads.
Figure E7.
Typical Emergency
Battery unit.

Figure E8.
Emergency remote
head
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Analysis

It appears the egress paths are marked and illuminated properly.
A record of testing of the emergency units was not observed.
Recommendations

Have a testing agency test all the emergency units and/or maintain a program to
test the unit per code.
Power Outlets

Description

The High School has receptacle branch circuits shared between classrooms
causing overloading of the branch circuits resulting in tripping of circuit breakers.
Analysis

The classrooms lack electrical branch circuits and receptacles.
Recommendations

Add electrical receptacles and branch circuits in the classroom.
Fire Alarm

Description

The fire alarm control panel is a Simplex 4010. The main control panel is located
in the main office reception area. The system communicates to a central receiving
station. The Simplex panel replaced an existing conventional fire alarm control
panel. The conventional zones are wired to addressable modules to interface them
to the Simplex 4010 control panel. The classrooms do not have visual notification
appliances; the corridors have a mixture of notification appliances some of which
do not meet the ADA. The corridor spacing of notification appliances does not
meet current codes.
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Figure E9.
Fire alarm control
panel.
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Figure E10.
Pull station

Analysis

The Fire alarm system does not meet the ADA for visual notification appliances.
The Pull stations have been lowered to meet the ADA requirements.
Recommendations

Upgrade the fire alarm system with new notification appliances throughout the
building.
Intrusion Detection
System

Description

The intrusion detection system consists of Ademco (now Honeywell) Vista 128FB
control panel with motion detectors in the corridors, science rooms, and some
offices. There are door contacts for exterior doors. The system is monitored by
Protection One.
Analysis

The system appears functional with no reported problems.
Recommendations

Maintain the existing and add/replace as the need requires.
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Voice/Phone

Description

The phone system is an Avaya system.
Figure E11.
Avaya phone system

Analysis

The system is relatively new.

Recommendations

Maintain the existing system and upgrade as required.
Intercom system.

Description

The intercom system is a Rauland system. This system is original to the building.
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Figure E12.
Intercom headend.

Analysis

The system is not functioning properly. A call can be placed from a classroom to
the administration; administration has to respond using the phone system. An all
page call is placed through the intercom system via the phone system. Sitting on
top of the intercom system, are two modules, one for announcements and the
other for class change. The module for announcements allows the phone system
to make all calls through the intercom system.
Figure E13.
Interface Modules.

Recommendations

Replace the existing intercom system.
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Clock System

Description

There is a Simplex 2350 clock system. The clocks through out the school are a
Simplex product.
Figure E14.
Master clock system.

Figure E15.
Clock.
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Analysis

The existing system is now an older system that has served since the construction
of the school. The clocks throughout the school are failing (about six or seven per
year have been reported as failing) and are expensive to replace.
Recommendations

Provide new clock system.
Information
Technology

Description

The fiber optic cable comes into the building in the Special Ed room and runs
through the building to terminate into the same rack which has the phone system.
The rack is labeled as having 12 single mode fiber from the superintendent’s
office.

Figure E16.
Rack with fiber
optic, phone, and
data.

Classrooms/teaching spaces have data run to the rooms. Several classrooms have
interactive white boards (two on the first floor, one on the second floor, and two
on the third floor).
There is wireless access in the building.
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Figure E17.
Cisco wireless access
point

Analysis

There are programs that require a switch or hub to be added in the teaching space
to allow all of the computers to interface to the network. The computers then all
share the same bandwidth.
Recommendations

As the school prioritizes the need; continue adding projectors and Interactive
white boards. Upgrade data to support the educational programs as required.
Security Surveillance
System

Description

There is a closed circuit camera system for the building consisting of both interior
and exterior cameras. The camera system has a Bosch head end (DVR’s) with 36
cameras, three of the cameras are pan-tilt-zoom.
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Figure E18.
Typical exterior
camera

Figure E19.
Typical interior
camera

The interior cameras cover the gym, cafeteria, central office, stairs, halls, library,
and music room. The exterior cameras cover the entrances to the building and
parking lots.
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Analysis

The installation of the cameras was in response to the fire department working
with homeland security for a grant.
Recommendations

If the community feels the need for greater security then the system should be
expanded. (Higher resolution cameras are available; in certain locations it would
be advantages to use a high resolution camera for facial recognition.)
Door Lock Down
System

Description

There is no door lock down system. Visitors are to report to the main office
upon entering the building.
Analysis

Not Applicable
Recommendations

Add a door lock down system to the building.
Door Card Access
System

Description

There is no door card access system.
Analysis

Not Applicable
Recommendations

Add card access system.
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Facility Analysis
Recommended Repairs and Replacements & Opinion of Probable Costs

The following is an opinion of probable costs associated with
some of the recommended renovations or upgrades described in
the respective narrative sections of the Facility Analysis. The
probable costs are based on the configuration of the building
remaining as it currently exists and do not account for the
possibility of expanding or reorganizing the building. Fully
renovating and expanding the building to address the educational
programming deficiencies may change these costs.
All items listed are considered important and necessary to bring
the building up to current standards and code requirements or are
replacing systems/components that are expecting the end of their
useful life within the next ten years. The numbers in the right hand
column are intended to assist the WOCSD in prioritizing the work
in the order they should be addressed, with “1” being the highest
priority. Should the work be performed in phases, careful
coordination of the work should be considered to minimize the
impact of later work on work performed during the earlier phases.
Architectural

Priority

1.

Replace Remaining
Windows

Approximately $200,000

3

2.

Repair Rated Doors,
Frames, and Hardware

Approximately $10,000

1

3.

Add Access Control
System (software only)

Approximately $40,000

2

4.

Re-roof EPDM,
Tapered insulation

Approximately $750,000

3

5.

Install accessible
Door Hardware

Approximately $5,000

2

6.

Upgrade Stair
Handrails

Approximately $20,000

3

7.

Auditorium Handrails

Approximately $3,000

3

9.

Auditorium Wheelchair
Spaces

Approximately $3,000

3
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Site

1.

Handicap parking
striping and signage

Approximately $5,000

Fire Protection

1.
2.

New Fire Sprinkler
System
New Sprinkler Service
Main approximately
250 feet of 6” diameter

Approximately $275,000
Approximately $25,000

Priority

1

1
1

Plumbing

1.
2.5

Domestic water testing
for
Lead

Approximately $1,000

1

Approximately $3,200

1

Install backflow preventer
on domestic water
entrance

2.

Filter if lead is present

Approximately $10,000

1

3.

Hydrostatic pressure
testing allowance

Approximately $4,000

3

4.

Replace steam water
heater
with condensing boiler
and storage tank
Install emergency shut off
valves in science rooms
4 places

Approximately $22,000

1

Approximately $3,500

1

Piping from additional
LP tanks (tanks
provided by LP
company) to new boilers

Approximately $7,000

3

Approximately $40,000

3

5.

6.

6.5 Convert kitchen
equipment to natural gas
when gas main is made
available
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7.

Replace Air Compressor
with rotary screw type

Approximately $12,000

3

8.

Replace three
underground grease
interceptors

Approximately $15,000

1
Priority

9.

Investigate underground
oil interceptor/pump if
required

Approximately $2,500

1

10. Solids interceptors at art
room sinks

Approximately $1,000

3

11. Jet clean sanitary waste
mains

Approximately $5,000

3

12. Camera survey
piping/repair as needed
Contingency for repairs

Approximately $10,000

3

13. Replace damaged roof
drain domes/clean

Approximately $1,000

3

14. Provide insulation at
ADA lavatories

Approximately $1,000

1

15. Replace faucet mounted
emergency eyewash units
with counter mounted
units; provide eye wash
In janitor’s rooms

Approximately $5,000

1

16. Provide ADA compliant
fixtures in all group
restrooms, in each locker
room, private restrooms
serving the kitchen area,
library and staff,
classrooms and drinking
fountains in corridors.

Approximately $50,000

2

17. Test water closet and
urinal flush times

Approximately $1,000

3
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Mechanical

Priority

1.

Mechanical Controls

Approximately $225,000

1

2.

Demolition

Approximately $225,000

1

3.

Mechanical System

Approximately $2,520,000

1

Electrical

1.

Replace intercom
system
2. Upgrade classroom
lighting
3. Upgrade office
lighting
4. Upgrade power
distribution system,
add branch circuit to
classrooms
5. Add occupancy
sensors to classrooms
6. Add occupancy
sensors to offices
7. Add fire alarm strobes
to meet ADA
8. Replace four Parking
lot lighting poles
9. Replace clock system
10. Add front vestibule
door locking/card
access system
11. Label panelboards and
transformers
12. Upgrade building with
informational
technology equipment

Approximately $ 90,000.00

1

Approximately $ 50,000.00

3

Approximately $ 8,000.00

3

Approximately $ 58,000.00

1

Approximately $ 18,000.00

2

Approximately $ 5,000.00

2

Approximately $ 64,000.00

1

Approximately $ 12,000.00

3

Approximately $ 58,000.00
Approximately $ 24,000.00

2
3

Approximately $ 1,600.00

1

Approximately $ 480,000.00

3
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Summary by Priority

Priority 1

Approximately $3,561,800

Priority 2

Approximately $176,000

Priority 3

Approximately $1,631,000
Total

Approximately $5,368,800
Notes on the Opinion of Probable Costs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

The work identified above is based on the existing building as it
currently exists. It assumes there are no changes in the building
configuration.
Should the building be fully renovated, reorganized or expanded
to address all the educational deficiencies, then these costs may
not be valid.
The costs shown for each item are the estimated construction
costs only for that particular item and are based on an opinion of
current estimates of probable costs.
Actual costs may be higher to account for additional costs such as
soft costs for various fees and services that are over and above
the construction costs shown.
If the objective is to develop packages of work that could be done
over several years, then the costs would need to be adjusted to
reflect the packages as well as inflation and the timeframe within
which the work would be completed.
Some of the work may be accomplished during summer vacations
but those specific items have not been identified. Other work may
need longer time to be completed.
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Educational Program Analysis
Introduction

Wells High School

Harriman, Architects and Engineers, of Auburn has been retained by the WOCDS
to evaluate the educational programming needs of the existing Wells High School
and to determine potential future needs. The analysis was prepared by Dan
Ellingson, AIA, with the assistance of Elaine Tomaszewski, Superintendent; Bruce
Rudolph, Director of Finance and Human Resources; and Jim Daly, Principal.
In addition, the following tasks were performed:
1. Toured the existing high school to verify the condition and configuration
of existing program spaces.
2. Prepared questionnaires for distribution to all school staff, students and
parents of students.
3. Conducted interviews with staff to evaluate the educational needs of the
school relative to existing conditions and future needs.
4. Created a staff matrix to track the staff meetings and document the
questionnaires that were completed and returned.
5. Generated a program of existing spaces and developed a comparative
listing of proposed spaces for the school.
History of the Building

The existing Wells High School was constructed in 1977 on a 31.7 acre site off of
Sanford Road in the town of Wells. The high school serves the towns of Wells and
Ogunquit and is part of the Wells-Ogunquit Community School District. The
original building was designed for about 400 students in grades 9 through 12.
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First Floor

Third Floor

Second Floor

The high school is about 89,600 sf, with three overlapping sections. The central
area consists of an entry lobby alongside administrative offices, a central
multipurpose section with cafeteria, band room and auditorium organized around a
central stage, and second floor classrooms. A classroom/library section adjoins the
central area and was expanded with a partial third floor of classrooms and an
addition to the library in 1991. Opposite the classroom section, the third area
includes the gymnasium and lockers, kitchen, custodial and technology spaces. The
Bridges program is located in the original woodworking classroom and a classroom
and wrestling area have been enclosed in what was originally an open storage
mezzanine for wood and metal shops.
The central multi-purpose area is a key feature of the building and has a central
stage with circular dividing curtains to allow it to be shared by the band room,
cafeteria and auditorium, resulting in unwanted sound transmission between the
spaces. There is also a movable partition that allows the auditorium to be opened
up to the cafeteria for increased seating capacity and a “theater-in-the-round”
function, which hasn’t been used with much success.
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Several of the classrooms were originally designed as larger spaces with the
capability of subdividing into smaller spaces with folding curtains. The curtains
have since been removed and replaced with hard walls, resulting in undersized
triangular classrooms.
The current high school houses approximately 450 students in grades 9 through 12.
Enrollment has remained stable over the past several years but has been in the
neighborhood of 550 prior to that.
Goals

Mission Statement

The stated mission of Wells High School is “to empower all students through
individualized instruction to become literate critical thinkers and problem solvers
committed to civic engagement".

Analysis Goal

The goal of the program analysis is to provide a comprehensive evaluation and
recommendation of the educational program needs of the high school to satisfy the
intent of the mission statement and to provide direction and guidance for the
school to meet the educational and visionary needs of the 21st century. In
particular, the study will examine where the existing facility is inhibiting fulfillment
of those goals and can be improved to enhance them.
Educational Adequacy

Overview

The administration, faculty and staff of Wells High School strive to provide a
comprehensive education for all students regardless of the level of their learning
abilities. The primary objective of the educational team is to provide a variety of
strategies to allow students to aspire to a higher level of learning. The overall
educational experience is designed to prepare students for a post-secondary
education or other career opportunities.
Following is an area-by-area evaluation of the program deficiencies that were
identified through a visual tour of the facility along with the staff interviews and
questionnaires.

Administration

The general administrative office area is the central core of the school and requires
high visibility, visual control and easy access for students, teachers, parents and
other visitors. While the existing office area is centrally located within the building
and has good visibility from the entry lobby, there is not good visual access or
control over people entering the building. The building was designed when security
was not a consideration.
The secretarial area is generous for the two staff, but the waiting area is congested
and there is no separation between students in the office for disciplinary reasons
and other visitors. The principal, assistant principle and DSA offices are all
inadequately sized and there is no nearby private conference room. There is
inadequate sound isolation for private conversations at offices, including the
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guidance area. The mail area also includes a copier and a refrigerator and is
congested. The intercom system is original to the building and in poor condition.
Office doors throughout the administrative area need glazing for visibility and the
principal’s secretary does not have a visual connection to the principal.
One small restroom serves the entire administrative area, including guidance, and
lacks ventilation. Storage area is inadequate and some supplies are located on the
second floor. Overhead lighting produces glare and there are complaints of
resulting headaches, as is the case throughout the school building. There is a
shortage of electrical outlets for today’s technology. The administrative area lacks
air-conditioning.
Health Center

The nurse’s space is in need of an office for private conversations, as well as an
exam room. There are two small rest areas, one of which is crowded with storage
supplies due to lack of storage. Hearing screens can be conducted during lunch and
band periods due to poor sound isolation. Additional wall space is needed for a
bulletin board, eye chart, etc. A handicap-accessible restroom is needed, with a
shower.

Guidance

The guidance area is in need of an enclosed space for students filling out college
applications and using laptops. The social worker is located on the third floor, apart
from the rest of the guidance department. The department should have better
separation from the rest of the administrative area. Additional file storage space is
needed (files currently in hallway), including fireproof storage for records. One of
the offices lacks direct visibility from the secretarial area.

General Classrooms

There are currently eighteen general classrooms for English, Math and Social
Studies. All but three of the rooms are undersized by current standards – general
classrooms should be a minimum of 800 sf; the rest range in size from 540 sf to
755 sf and average about 620 sf. In addition, six of the rooms are awkwardly
shaped triangular spaces.
The classrooms are deficient in many features and services common to modern
classrooms. Electrical service is inadequate and there are not enough outlets for
current technology. Heating and ventilation is inadequate, with some spaces to hot
and others too cold, which is a distraction to the learning process. Overhead
lighting, which was replaced several years ago, has received many complaints due to
glare. Sound transmission through walls and through vents to floors above creates
distractions from other spaces. There is a general lack of storage space for books
and supplies. There is a lack of collaborative work rooms or department meeting
space and the English department is in need of a dedicated classroom for a writing
lab.

Science Classrooms

Properly designed high school science classrooms should be about 1,200 sf and
should have additional space for preparation and storage. One science classroom is
1260 sf and the rest are undersized, including one physics classroom with just 640
sf. There are only two small storage/prep rooms.
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Power is inadequate for current needs and two of the six plumbing stations are not
working. Chemistry and Biology are in need of fully equipped benches. Some
cabinets are outdated and in disrepair and additional fume hoods are needed (only
one currently). Showers or eye washes are needed in the chemistry classroom.
Collaborative meeting space for the science department is lacking.
Foreign Language

The school currently offers students classes in French and Spanish. The three
classrooms are undersized and lack adequate technology. It is desirable to have a
lab dedicated to foreign language and equipped with audio technology and booths
for twenty students. Some of the classrooms are long and narrow and lack natural
light.

Physical Education

The existing gymnasium includes a regulation basketball court and original
manually-operated bleachers. The bleachers are difficult to operate and do not
meet current code requirements or provide handicap seating. The gym is in great
demand by outside programs and community needs. Lack of storage is one of the
greatest needs and equipment is sometimes stored along the edge of the gym floor.
The gym floor itself is a hard surface of rubber directly on a concrete slab rather
than wood, which increases likelihood of injuries.
One half of the original girls’ locker room is dedicated as a visitors’ locker and
coaches’ offices are used as referee changing rooms. Locker rooms have been
repainted with volunteer effort and an outside fitness building has been
constructed to supplement needs, through donations. The boys’ locker room has
been remodeled with a gang shower but there are no privacy showers provided.
The football field has poor drainage in spite of re-sodding this past year. Fields are
overused to the point that there is no growing season for game fields. A home-run
fence is installed in the baseball outfield during baseball season, which runs
through the football field. Ideally, there would be two game fields and two practice
fields. The track is cracked and needs reconditioning. The track, which was
donated 10+ years ago, hasn’t been maintained.

Art

The art program includes painting and drawing as well as darkroom photography
and computer graphics. Jewelry is currently taught in the Industrial Arts program
and sculpture would be nice to add to Industrial Arts. Film and video is desirable
to add/expand and would require another space or at least a blank wall for filming.
The art program is limited by lack of classroom space and storage, evident in the
crowded classroom. There is a kiln in the classroom which is not enclosed in a firerated space as required by code. Additional electrical outlets are needed for spot
lights and there is a shortage of wall space for display of artwork. Cabinet storage is
outdated and insufficient. Ceiling height conducive to hanging artwork would be
helpful. Darkrooms should be located adjacent to the art room.
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Industrial
Technology

The Industrial Technology program includes metalworking and automotive work.
The original wood shop was replaced by the Bridges program and there is a desire
to bring back a dedicated shop for woodworking. The shop area is in need of a lift
for vehicles. Floor drains back up occasionally, exterior doors are leaky and there is
insufficient power.

Music

The music program is limited by the size of the band room, music office, lack of
practice rooms and instrument storage. There are five points of entry into the band
room, creating an impractical situation with disruptions. Sound transmission to
adjacent spaces, including the library, is a challenge as well.

Auditorium/drama

The auditorium has many deficiencies, such as poor layout and acoustics, and an
impractical divider curtain. Seating for about 300 is insufficient for a school-wide
assembly and other community events and the gym is used for larger meetings.
There is no dedicated classroom for drama and the stage does not have backstage
spaces. There is also no overhead fly space and stage sets must be constructed to
make up for what is lacking in the facility. The stage is not handicap-accessible.

Life Skills

The Consumer Science classroom is adequate in size but the Health classroom
should be larger. Cabinetry is original and worn. Hoods are not provided at
cooking stoves.

Special Education

Special Education services have had a significant impact on general education
classroom space over the years, as it has with all schools nationwide, as adjustments
have been made to provide appropriate instructional space for students with
various learning disabilities. Special education was not a consideration when the
school was originally designed. As programs have been added to address the
different needs of the students, other rooms have been carved up and subdivided
to provide space for a variety of services. These spaces have typically been created
by taking away classrooms from general education.
The amount of space provided for special education services is adequate, including
the Bridges space, although some handicapped students do not have access to art
and science classes since they are on the second floor and the elevator is not large
enough to accommodate someone in a wheelchair. The Bridges space should be
located near the rest of special education spaces. Additional technology would be
helpful to the special education program. The Bridges space has bright lights and
hard shiny surfaces which are difficult for autistic students.

Library

The vision for the library is a place of “technology and information literacy
governed by an open and welcoming culture”. The library is seen as a “media
center” rather than a traditional library. Group activities with space to
accommodate two classroom-size groups with multi-media feature, is envisioned.
An additional quiet study room would be needed for a group of fifteen.
There is inadequate power for current needs and flexibility will be needed for
future changes in technology. The library is located near the heart of the school but
is adjacent to the band room.
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Cafeteria/Kitchen

The food service program currently serves 200-300 students per day, which is
considered good participation for a school of about 450. There are currently three
lunch periods at 25-30 minutes each; a larger cafeteria that could reduce that to two
periods would reduce disruption from the daily schedule. During warmer months
outdoor tables are sometimes used.
There are two food serving lines and a “cook to order” feature is desired but there
is not adequate space to accommodate it. Queuing for the serving lines is
uncontrolled and crowded and without an adequate funnel through the cashier
there is a theft problem. Power is inadequate and there is a problem with
overloaded circuits. The kitchen and storage area is adequately sized but equipment
is all electric; gas is desired for greater efficiency.

Technology

Technology at the high school is nearing the ceiling of what can be done with
current power capabilities; not much additional storage, charging, etc., can be
handled. There are infrastructure limitations such as climate-control challenges for
the IMAC lab.
There are currently smart boards in a few classrooms, although they may not
always be utilized to their full capability and are not as flexible with changing
technology as other applications. Ceiling mounted projectors in each classroom
would be preferable and would allow full multi-media capabilities for audio and
video and would take advantage of the latest educational technologies for the 21st
century. Flexibility is paramount.
There are 135 net books available to students through the school, including fifteen
for use in the library. WIFI as provided by the state is supplemented by the school
to meet current demands.
There is desire for a TV studio as well as a large space dedicated for access to
current equipment. The Technology classroom is used for CADD instruction;
currently an old version of AutoCad is used.

Adult Education

The adult education program serves adults pursuing their G.E.D./ high school
diplomas and community education programs. The day students currently have one
small classroom; two are needed and should be accessed via a dedicated entrance
separated from the main school entrance. The current storage space needs to be
expanded. One of the classrooms should be outfitted as a computer lab with PC’s
and the other would be used for Adult basic education/G.E.D. Additional
classrooms are typically used during evening community education courses. The
office suite for Adult Education needs a separate testing area.

Teacher’s Room

A teacher’s room located on the second floor. It is a long, narrow space prone to
be too hot which results in jamming of the copier. There are two small restrooms
located across the hall which are unventilated. Another space that functions as a
faculty break room, the “math office” on the first floor, is small and lacks daylight.
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Educational Program Analysis
Community Usage

The high school and grounds are used continually by the wider community of
Wells and Ogunquit. Playing fields are always at a shortage in the area and are
commonly used when available. The auditorium is used for community gatherings
and the gymnasium is in continual demand for athletic activities, voting, etc.
Organization

The existing building lacks a clearly defined organization for the departments or
teaming of the various grade levels. Departments are generally organized with
classrooms in the same vicinity but some rooms are remote due to configuration of
the building. In addition, the angular layout of the building and stair #2 in
particular can be disorienting.
The Department of Education’s template for preparing Educational Specifications
could be used as a tool to guide the administration in developing the organization
of the building.
Summary

Following is a summary of the needs by department or area:














Administrative office area needs to be larger and reconfigured to provide
improved building security and better visual control, including visibility to
private offices.
Guidance needs an additional room for student applications and laptop
usage.
Administrative and Guidance areas are in need of two conference rooms.
The health center needs to be larger, including an enclosed office and exam
room.
The Number of general classrooms is adequate but many of the classrooms
are undersized or awkwardly shaped. Resizing of the classrooms would be a
limitation of the existing building. An additional writing lab space is desired.
Four of the science classrooms need to be larger and equipment and
cabinetry updated.
Foreign language classrooms are undersized and lacking technology. An
audio lab is desired.
The music room is inadequate in size and lacks sound isolation from other
spaces.
The art room needs additional space for storage and display and needs a
rated room for the kiln.
A dedicated classroom is needed for drama.
The school and community are lacking a quality performance space for
music and drama programs.
The gym needs bleachers to be replaced, additional storage and wood
flooring.
Locker rooms need to be renovated and expanded.
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Educational Program Analysis





Additional Technology spaces are desired.
Library spaces need to be reconfigured.
Additional technology spaces are needed.
The cafeteria needs to be expanded.

Following are general needs throughout the facility:




Storage space is minimal.
Electrical infrastructure is lacking throughout the facility for current needs.
Lockers are too narrow (7 ½”) and need to be replaced.

Recommendations

A space program has been developed to provide a complete listing of all of the
existing spaces in the high school: see Part 1. This provides a quick overall picture
of the existing facility and whether or not it was sized appropriately for the current
student population. Refer to the existing floor plans included under Part 1.
The existing facility has a gross area of about 92,000 sf, including the Fitness
Center and Adult Education spaces. With a current population of about 450
students, the existing building has about 204 sf per student. The student population
has been as high as about 550 students, which puts that number at 167 sf per
student. For comparison, the state recommendation, for state funding purposes
only, is a minimum of 165 sf per student. However, the state does acknowledge
that that number may not be adequate to provide the educational programming
space needed for a new high school. Recently completed high schools have actually
averaged closer to 192 sf per student, which are achieved through a combination of
state and local funds.
Meetings with administrators, faculty and staff provided input to determine what
type of spaces were needed to improve the high school’s overall learning
environment. The information gathered from those meetings was added to the
existing space program to create a listing of proposed spaces that would
compensate for most of the educational program deficiencies.
The proposed list of spaces suggests that the building needs to increase in size by
about 28,500 sf to provide enough area of the appropriate type to deliver the
required educational programs. Increasing the building to about 120,500 sf and
assuming a potential increase in population to about 475 students, the proposed
facility would provide about 241 sf per student.
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SPACE PROGRAM
Wells High School
WOCSD

HIGH SCHOOL
EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

Room
Size

sf

Total Area Staff Member(s)

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES

Notes

Administration

Room
Number

Room
Number

Quantity

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES

Subject

Quantity

1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

Room
Size

sf

Staff
Total Area Member

Notes

Difference

Administration

Waiting

1@

100 sf

100

Waiting

1@

200 sf

200

General Office

1@

440 sf

440

Webster/Perry

General Office

1@

400 sf

400

Principal

1@

170 sf

170

Daly

Principal Office

1@

200 sf

200

Assistant Principal

1@

150 sf

150

Sheehy

Vice Principal Office

1@

150 sf

150

DSA

1@

105 sf

105

Molloy

DSA

1@

120 sf

120

Principal's Secretary

1@

100 sf

100

Lagasse

Conference Room

1@

300 sf

300

Toilet

1@

25 sf

25

Conference Room

1@

150 sf

150

Work Room/Mail

1@

110 sf

110

Work Room

1@

200 sf

200

Conference

1@

405 sf

405

Admin Staff Toilets

2@

50 sf

100

Storage

1@

100 sf

100

SRO

1@

120 sf

120

Sub-Total

Needs to be near Administration

1,505

Sub-Total

Guidance

2,040

535

Guidance

General Office

1@

320 sf

320

Quint/Matthews

Waiting

1@

100 sf

100

Counselor

1@

110 sf

111

Newton

General Office

1@

400 sf

400

Counselor

1@

135 sf

100

Anderson-Wormwood

Counselor Offices

2@

150 sf

300

Records Storage

1@

50 sf

50

Records Storage

1@

150 sf

150

Social Worker

1@

195 sf

195

Social Worker Offices

2@

120 sf

240

Work Room

1@

100 sf

100

Sub-Total

Ericson

776

Needs to be near Guidance

Sub-Total

Health Center

1,290

College applications/ laptop space

514

Health Center

Nurse's Office/Waiting

1@

150 sf

150

Waiting

1@

100 sf

100

Exam/Rest

2@

35 sf

70

Nurse's Office

1@

120 sf

120

Storage

1@

10 sf

10

Exam Room

1@

100 sf

100

Toilet/Shower

1@

120 sf

120

Storage

1@

50 sf

50

Sub-Total
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HIGH SCHOOL
1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES

English Department

English Department

102

English Classroom

1@

585 sf

585

Follansbee

English Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

105

English Classroom

1@

630 sf

630

Selsberg

English Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

202

English Classroom

1@

730 sf

730

Murphy

English Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

310

English Classroom

1@

560 sf

560

Bell

English Classroom

1@

710 sf

710

Lopez

3,215

Sub-Total

English Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

Needs to be near other

English Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

English classrooms

Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Sub-Total

Social Studies Department

4,200

One classroom used for Drama

985

Social Studies Department

104

Social Studies Classroom

1@

630 sf

630

Brayson

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

106

Social Studies Classroom

1@

980 sf

980

O'Shaughnessy

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

303

Social Studies Classroom

1@

615 sf

615

Brann

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

304

Social Studies Classroom

1@

615 sf

615

Baker

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

305

Social Studies Classroom

1@

600 sf

600

Thyng

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

306

Social Studies Classroom

1@

575 sf

575

Madden

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

309

Social Studies Classroom

1@

840 sf

840

Bechan

Social Studies Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

311

Social Studies Office

1@

195 sf

195

Kayser

Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Sub-Total

5,050

Sub-Total

Math Department

5,800

750

Math Department

103

Math Classroom

1@

590 sf

590

Elwood

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

108

Math Classroom

1@

755 sf

755

Bridge

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

109

Math Classroom

1@

620 sf

620

Gilpatrick

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

110

Math Classroom

1@

540 sf

540

Audet

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

111

Math Classroom

1@

540 sf

540

Stirk

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

Math Classroom

1@

825 sf

825

Fox

Math Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

Math Office

1@

330 sf

330

Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Sub-Total

3,610

Sub-Total

Science Department

5,000

1,390

Science Department

208

Chemistry

1@

950 sf

950

Scontras

Chemistry

1@

1,200 sf

210

Biology

1@

980 sf

980

McGlashan

Prep/Storage

1@

200 sf

200

211

Physics/Chemistry

1@

1,025 sf

1,025

Magdon

Biology

1@

1,200 sf

1,200

212

Biology

1@

1,260 sf

1,260

Parrott

Prep/Storage

1@

200 sf

200

217

Physics

1@

640 sf

640

Cole

Physics/Chemistry

1@

1,200 sf

1,200

207

Science Office

1@

205 sf

205

Prep/Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Prep/Storage

2@

155

310

Biology

1@

1,200 sf

1,200

Greenhouse

1@

155 sf

155

Prep/Storage

1@

200 sf

200
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HIGH SCHOOL
1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES

Sub-Total

5,525

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES
Physics

1@

1,200 sf

1,200

Prep/Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Greenhouse

2@

150 sf

300

Sub-Total

Foreign Language Department

7,300

Foreign Language Department

203

French

1@

530 sf

530

Quinton

Foreign Language Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

205

Spanish/French

1@

625 sf

625

Lagueux

Foreign Language Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

216

Spanish

1@

500 sf

500

Bartlett

Foreign Language Classroom

1@

800 sf

800

Sub-Total

1,655

Sub-Total

Fine & Performing Arts
220

1,775

2,400

745

Fine & Performing Arts

Art Classroom

1@

885 sf

885

Art Classroom

1@

1,000 sf

1,000

Art Storage

1@

45 sf

45

Art Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Dark Room #1

1@

215 sf

215

Kiln Room

1@

150 sf

150

Dark Room #2

1@

90 sf

90

Dark Room

1@

200 sf

200

Band Room

1@

1,240 sf

1,240

Downing

Band Room

1@

1,500 sf

1,500

Music Office

1@

110 sf

110

Martin

Practice Room

2@

100 sf

200

Music Storage/Practice Rooms

1@

300 sf

300

Music Storage

1@

150 sf

150

Drama Storage

1@

270 sf

270

Instrument Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Auditorium

1@

3,060 sf

3,060

Uniform Storage

1@

150 sf

150

Stage

1@

850 sf

850

Drama Storage

1@

200 sf

200

Stage

1@

2,000 sf

2,000

Auditorium - 500 seats

1@

5,500 sf

5,500

Backstage Spaces

1@

2,000 sf

1,500

Sub-Total

White-Capelluti

7,065

Sub-Total

PE & Health

12,950

5,885

PE & Health

Gym

1@

8,730 sf

8,730

Gym

1@

9,400 sf

9,400

Boys Lockers

1@

840 sf

840

Boys PE Lockers

1@

700 sf

700

Boys Showers

1@

350 sf

350

Boys PE Toilets/Showers

1@

150 sf

150

Boys Toilet

1@

120 sf

120

Boys Varsity Lockers

1@

900 sf

900

PE Office

1@

125 sf

125

Boys Varsity Toilets/Showers

1@

200 sf

200

Girls Lockers

1@

420 sf

420

Boys Visit. Lockers/Toilets/Showers

1@

300 sf

300

Girls Showers

1@

175 sf

175

Girls PE Lockers

1@

700 sf

700

Girls Toilet

1@

60 sf

60

Girls PE Toilets/Showers

1@

150 sf

150

PE Office

1@

125 sf

125

Girls Varsity Lockers

1@

900 sf

900

Visitor Lockers

1@

420 sf

420

Girls Varsity Toilets/Showers

1@

200 sf

200

Visitor Showers

1@

175 sf

175

Girls Visit. Toilets/Showers

1@

300 sf

300
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HIGH SCHOOL
1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES
Visitor Toilet

1@

60 sf

60

PE Office w/ Toilet and Shower

2@

200 sf

400

Gym Storage

1@

430 sf

430

Officials Office

1@

300 sf

300

Training Room

1@

330 sf

330

Training Room

1@

200 sf

200

Wrestling Room

1@

995 sf

995

Remote 2nd floor space

Weight Room

1@

800 sf

800

Fitness Center

1@

2,400 sf

2,400

Remote Building

Fitness Room

1@

800 sf

800

PE Storage

1@

400 sf

400

Athletic Storage

1@

1,600 sf

1,600

15,755

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Technology
110

Computer Suite

18,400

1,090 sf

1,090

1,090

Computer Classroom

2@

800 sf

1,600

IT Office/Repair

1@

400 sf

400

Server Room

1@

300 sf

300

Control Room

1@

100 sf

100

Technology Equipment Lab

1@

800 sf

800

Sub-Total

Life Skills

3,200

One Classroom: Business

TV studio in space

2,110

Life Skills

219

Consumer Science

1@

1,085 sf

1,085

218

Health

1@

705 sf

705

Sub-Total

Haskell

Consumer Science

1@

1,000 sf

1,000

Cotty

Health

1@

1,000 sf

1,000

1,790

Sub-Total

Library

2,000

210

Library

Library

1@

2,590 sf

2,590

Library

1@

2,600 sf

2,600

Office

1@

110 sf

110

Library study room

1@

300 sf

300

Work Room

1@

490 sf

490

Library Office/Work Room/Storage

1@

700 sf

700

Sub-Total

Marchand

2,590

Sub-Total

Industrial Technology

3,600

2,110

Industrial Technology

Technology

1@

2,330 sf

2,330

Technology Classroom

1@

745 sf

745

Sub-Total

2,645

Technology
1@

Sub-Total

201

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES

3,075
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Campbell

Technology/Wood Shop

1@

2,000 sf

2,000

Logan

Classroom

1@

600 sf

600

Storage

1@

300 sf

300

Office

1@

150 sf

150

Sub-Total

3,050

-25
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HIGH SCHOOL
1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES

Cafeteria

Cafeteria

Cafeteria

1@

2,350 sf

2,350

Kitchen

1@

1,990 sf

1,990

Sub-Total

Goodwin

4,340

Cafeteria

1@

3,000 sf

3,000

Kitchen

1@

1,400 sf

1,400

Sub-Total

Special Education
1@

2,110 sf

2,110

Bridges Office

1@

90 sf

90

SPED Office

1@

300 sf

SPED Office

1@

155 sf

SPED Support Study

1@

SPED Testing

1@

Boisrond

4,400

Bridges

1@

1,500 sf

1,500

Bridges Office

1@

120 sf

120

300

SPED Office

1@

350 sf

350

155

SPED Office

1@

120 sf

120

500 sf

500

SPED Support Study

1@

600 sf

600

205 sf

205

SPED Testing

1@

200 sf

200

3,155

Sub-Total

Adult Education

60

2,890

Keep SPED central in school

-265

Adult Education

Office Suite

1@

470 sf

470

Classroom

1@

220 sf

220

Storage

1@

80 sf

80

Sub-Total

770

Other

Mills

Office Suite

1@

600 sf

600

Classroom

2@

600 sf

1,200

Storage

1@

400 sf

400

Testing

1@

150 sf

150

Sub-Total

2,350

1,580

Other

Teachers Room

1@

395 sf

395

Teachers Room

1@

600 sf

600

Misc. Storage Spaces

1@

775 sf

775

Resource Lab

1@

600 sf

600

Breakout

1@

205 sf

205

Resource Lab

1@

440 sf

440

Sub-Total

Three periods preferable

Special Education

Bridges

Sub-Total

108

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES

1,815
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1,200

-615
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HIGH SCHOOL
1/5/2012
1/23/2012
2/10/2012
2/24/2012

EXISTING FACILITY

PROPOSED FACILITY

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

450

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

475

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

GRADE CONFIGURATION

9-12

PROGRAM OF EXISTING SPACES

TOTAL STUDENT COUNT

46%

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED SPACES

450

475

TOTAL STUDENT COUNT

TOTAL NET SQUARE FOOTAGE

63,011

TOTAL NET SQUARE FOOTAGE

82,560

19,549

Gross Mark-up

28,989

Gross Mark-up

37,978

8,989

TOTAL Gross Square Footage

92,000

TOTAL Gross Square Footage

120,538

28,538

GROSS SF PER STUDENT

204

254

GROSS SF PER STUDENT

Additional Programs
Writing Lab

1@

800 sf

800

Language Lab

1@

800 sf

800

YCCC shared spaces

2@

800 sf

1,600

25-meter Swimming Pool, Lockers

1@

9,000 sf

9,000

Sub-Total
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M E E T I N G

To
From
Date

N O T E S

Jim Daly, Bruce Rudolph, Elaine Tomaszewski, DRE, DAB, FILE
Dan Ellingson
January 6, 2012

Project

Wells High School Study
Wells, ME
Project No. 11690

Subject

STAFF MEETINGS OF DECEMBER 16 – 22, 2011

Present

Dan Ellingson/ Harriman
See below for attendees at individual meetings
1. Food Service – Tyler Goodwin
a. The school currently serves 200 – 300 per day; with a student population of
about 450, the 50% rate is considered good participation. There is a desire to
increase participation.
b. Participation in the free and reduced program is 26%, compared with about
50% in some parts of the state. Cost per meal is $4.00+ and the charged rate
is $2.75, which the subsidized program helps to offset.
c. There are currently three lunch periods at 25-30 minutes each. The dining
area can accommodate about 130. During warmer months outdoor tables are
occasionally used.
d. Currently there are two food serving lines. A “cook to order” feature is
desired but there is not adequate space to accommodate it.
e. Queuing for serving lines is uncontrolled and crowded. The serving line does
not funnel through the cashier and there is a resulting theft problem.
f. Dirty dish drop-off conflicts with serving lines.
g. There is inadequate power and a problem with overloaded circuits. Only one
pot of coffee can be brewed at a time.
h. Kitchen equipment is all electric; gas desired for greater efficiency.
i. Kitchen equipment is adequate as currently set up. The dishwasher is
original.
j. The floor is in rough shape – difficult to adequately clean – and is settling.
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k. The manager’s office in the kitchen is inadequately sized.
l. State law requires free water available inside the dining area. The water cooler
is located outside the lunch room; bottled water has to be made available.
m. Kitchen equipment could use additional warmers and another oven (gas).
n. The Noble HS cafeteria was noted as a good example to emulate.
1. Art – Vanessa White-Capelluti
a. Lack of storage for student work and personal supplies, including books, and
artifact storage.
b. Students have independent studies – choose their coursework.
c. Computers: need more workstation space, inadequate power.
d. Darkrooms: lack of power; ideally adjacent to Art Room; disruption through
Math Room an issue; larger sinks needed, in center of room; “maze” entry
ideal.
e. The Kiln is used every couple of weeks. It is not in an enclosed fire-rated
space.
f. A third sink in the Art Room is desirable.
g. The natural lighting in the Art Room is good.
h. Additional outlets are needed for spot lights.
i. A tabletop booth for photographing projects is desirable.
j. Jewelry is currently taught in Industrial arts. Sculpture (ceramics, plaster,
cement, welding, etc.) would be nice to add to the program and would likely
take place in Industrial Arts.
k. Booths in the Art Room for control of spraying/dust/fumes is desirable.
l. A higher ceiling with adequate structure could be used for hanging artwork.
m. More wall space needed for drying and display of artwork as well as tackable
surface and marker boards.
n. Additional display outside the Art Room desired, in lockable cabinets in
corridors/ Library/ School Office.
o. Cabinet storage okay; could use more.
p. Film/ video would need a designated area such as a blank wall and/or
another room. An enclosed space with visibility would be ideal.
q. There are some percent-for-art pieces and other artwork installed in the
existing building that should be considered for salvage and reuse in the event
of a new building.
2. Library – Sally Marchand, Kristin Taylor
a. The approach toward the function of the Library is that of a “Media Center”
rather than a traditional Library. An article on “Learning Commons” was
submitted along with the questionnaires. The emphasis is on group activities
with multi-media features.
b. Seating for minimum two classrooms of 25 each would be ideal.
c. As a Media Center, a quiet space is needed for a group of up to fifteen. The
space should have glass for visibility for supervision.
d. The Library currently has fairly good visibility and adequate natural light. The
Circulation desk is in a good location.
e. Space lacking for storage and work area.
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Power for desktop computers suggested.
Flexibility will be required to anticipate changes in technology.
Interactive boards would be good.
Print sources continue to have a role. TV’s/ VHS becoming obsolete.
Current finishes are dated. Tile flooring is okay in areas of heavy traffic.
Roof leaks from the juncture of the addition; mold issues. Column at
addition is an obstacle.
l. Noise from adjacent Music Room an issue.
m. Inadequate power for current needs.
n. A lounge area with coffee and tables is envisioned.

3. Office/Guidance Secretaries – Lil Lagasse, Tari Matthews, Carol Perry, Karen
Quint, Terre Webster
a. Ventilation and Heating is inadequate.
b. Security is an issue – door near gym at parking lot sometimes propped open.
c. Front doors need better monitoring and a vestibule. Adult Ed. Seniors need
regular access – card access?
d. The intercom system is antiquated and insufficient.
e. Power supply is insufficient.
f. Some storage for office supplies is adjacent to Adult Ed. Office, but roof
leaks inhibit its use; storage used on second floor (inconvenient).
g. Overhead lighting produces glare; too bright.
h. Additional files storage and bookshelves needed.
i. Message board at desks would be helpful.
j. Teacher mail boxes/copier/refrigerator in a tight space. An office
equipment/ layout room shared by Office and Guidance would resolve
several issues.
k. More natural light needed in open office areas.
l. Waiting area should separate visiting parents from students in trouble.
m. Just one tiny restroom for entire Office/Guidance area.
n. Ideally, SRO/ Social Worker in same area as Admin/ Nurse.
o. Principal’s Secretary needs visual contact with principal. Door lites needed in
several doors, including Guidance.
p. Card access to classrooms suggested.
q. Guidance in need of secure/fireproof storage for records.
r. Guidance area needs a separate space for students with laptops, college
applications, etc.
s. One Guidance office lacking visual contact from entry.
t. Door hardware lockable from inside needed. Door hardware inaccessible.
u. Option to stand at workstation (such as bank teller) requested.
v. Roof leaks throughout office area.
4. Math – Meghan Elwood, Jay Audet, Andy Bridge, Kevin Fox, Bob Gilpatric,
Andre’ Mercier
a. Triangular classrooms dysfunctional.
b. Marker boards on multiple walls requested (for multiple students writing
problems).
c. Currently have “Epson Brightlink” smart pens – adequate.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.

Lighting too bright; should be dimmable or multi-zoned.
Power for laptop at each desk ideal.
Finishes fine – vc tile flooring preferable.
Sound issues: inadequate sound insulation between spaces and sound from
above through vent in Bob’s space.
Meghan’s space has visual distractions from buses. Higher windows
suggested.
Drips from Science rooms above.
Phone jacks currently at doors, across rooms from desks where they should
be.
Clocks not functioning.
Phones programmed to receive calls directly during off periods suggested.
Central math storage needed – currently in Faculty Room. Space about half
size of Rm 107 needed. Faculty room needs sink, microwave.
Math rooms should be grouped closer together (especially Kevin’s room on
second floor).
Several issues outside of math department noted:
i. Gymnasium floor, storage are inadequate.
ii. Classrooms generally too small
iii. Lack of Conference rooms, should be near main entry
iv. Lockers too narrow; not used
v. Restrooms: hands-free doors, hand dryers, etc., preferable
vi. Message board at main lobby suggested.
vii. Soccer field: half dry/ half wet. Shortage of playing fields in town.
viii. Parent drop-off needed

5. Ed Techs – Pat Casey, Julie Moore (OT/PT)
a. Concerns about accessibility: the elevator can’t be used due to evacuation
requirement to carry out someone in a wheelchair. With Art and Science
rooms on the 2nd floor, those classes are excluded from some students.
b. Not all “accessible” lavatories have accessible wing-type handles. There a few
students in the district with dwarfism that can’t access lavatories without a
step (provided).
c. Concern with doors swinging into corridors (not recessed).
d. Dumpsters are adjacent to the outdoor eating area.
e. Accessibility need to outdoor garden area.
f. The Bridges space has bright lights and noise with shiny, hard-surfaced VC
tile which is challenging for autistic students. The Bridges room was
originally the wood shop; a suggestion for expansion was to enclose a
second floor over the space.
g. A call button in the restroom is needed for students with seizures. An
intercom system within Bridges is needed as well.
h. The exterior door to Bridges (as with doors throughout the school) has a
non-accessible handle. The door has issues with ice and freezing in the
winter.
i. The Bridges space is generous in size but lacks storage space.
j. OT/PT/Speech needs an office; currently sharing an office with Athletic
Training.
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k. Vents needed in restrooms.
l. Lack of accessible parking stalls.
6. Allied Arts – Erin Bartlett, Arlene Haskell, Michelle Lageaux, Jackie Quinton,
Jay Audet, Nancy Cotty, Frank Lewis
a. Some Foreign Language rooms long and narrow, lacking natural light.
b. Insufficient storage for Foreign Language department.
c. Computers in the Business room lack sufficient power.
d. Recurring roof leaks. Worse in the past before flashing replace at 3rd floor
addition.
e. No inside lock for the Foreign Language office (as with many spaces
throughout the school). Sliding glass doors to adjacent Business room
unnecessary.
f. Industrial Technology: exterior doors are leaky, floor drains occasionally back
up, electricity is insufficient, roof leaks. A lift is needed for vehicles.
g. Request to bring back the woodworking program.
h. Smart boards desired in Foreign Language classrooms.
i. A Language Lab with sound technology would be ideal, with booths for
twenty students.
j. Adult Ed sometimes occupies classrooms at night, disrupting things in the
room.
k. In general, there is a shortage of space in classrooms and for storage.
l. There is no longer a restroom the Technology area. Students are sent with
restroom passes down the hall past the cafeteria.
m. The Teacher’s room on the 2nd floor is a cramped, uncomfortable
environment.
7. HS Administration/Services – Jim Daly, Eileen Sheehy, Jack Molloy, Sherri
Anderson-Wormwood, Steven Newton, Tim Ericson
a. Lockers very narrow (7 ½”).
b. Air quality concerns.
c. Conference rooms in the administrative area are needed. Currently, Room
107 is used and is far removed and has poor acoustics. A smaller room
seating 6-8 and a larger space are needed. The principal’s office should be
larger, with seating for four.
d. Sound transmission is an issue at offices, inhibiting private conversations.
e. Restrooms are not well located and are small. Only one small restroom
serves the administration area.
f. The Social Worker is on the 3rd floor, separated from Guidance; should be
part of the administrative suite.
g. Technology needed in conference rooms.
h. The main office should be air-conditioned.
i. Surveillance cameras are needed.
j. Ideally, spaces would be shared with YCCC.
k. The school logo should be more visible at the entrance.
8. Social Studies – Ann Bechan, Paula Brayson, Steve Kayser, Cathy Madden,
Kevin O’Shaughnessy, Kristen Thompson
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Glare from artificial lighting is distracting and many complain of headaches.
Some rooms are of inadequate size, unfunctional shape (triangular).
Carts with tv’s are in the way.
Two lunch periods would be much preferable.
A small drama room is desired.
A swimming pool would be a nice community feature.
The gymnasium could use additional wrestling space.
Security is lacking on several levels: better screening at entry, monitoring of
doors, unable to lock many doors from the inside.
i. Many phones don’t work, and are located away from desk areas.
j. Suggestion to grow vegetables in a greenhouse for the food service program.
k. Conference Rooms needed, better located.
l. VC tile flooring desired in classrooms.
9. Nurse – Pat Endsley
a. No ventilation in restroom.
b. Pat sees 20-44 students a day (25-30 average).
c. Space needed for private conversation – private office.
d. Two bays for students to rest, etc. Currently there are files in one space.
e. Files are kept for seven years – additional storage needed.
f. Sound transmittance is an issue; hearing screens can’t be conducted during
lunch and band periods.
g. More outlets are needed, as well as a private fax line. Many doctors’ offices
don’t fax to schools and have to mail.
h. Counter space is lacking
i. Hot water isn’t hot enough.
j. An ice maker is needed.
k. An additional sink is needed.
l. Wall space is needed for a bulletin board, eye chart, etc.
10. Special Education – Erin Boisrond, Karen Cronin, Rachel Stockwell, Cheryl
Oakes
a. Bridges space has handicap Restroom, full-size kitchen, full-size classroom all
are currently adequate.
b. Need lockable storage space for confidential files.
c. Distractions to autistic students due to acoustics in Bridges.
d. Bridges space should not be separated from other SPED rooms.
e. Testing room needed with one-way glass looking into the space.
f. Accessibility to Art/ Science/ Health classes lacking.
g. Video conferencing equipment would allow access to outside programs.
h. Adult Education occasionally leaves behind materials that are potentially
harmful to students with disabilities.
i. Note: Driver’s Education (Flanagan’s Driving) currently uses the Technology
Education space.
j. Wireless access for downloading e-books, etc., would be useful.
k. Charging stations, reading nook, projection all needed.
l. A smart board is desired for Bridges.
m. Landline phones in wrong location or don’t work.
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n. The Bridges office desk is in an open area for monitoring the space, but
secure storage is need for files, etc.
o. The Special Education office area is in need of a private phone conversation
area – “phone booth” with standing space only suggested (as seen at Google
office).
p. Modular tables for flexible configuration suggested.
q. Office area in need of counter space with locking file cabinets.
r. Special Education office is currently a long, narrow space with individual
cubicles. Cubicles fine, but a more central space would be preferable.
11. English – Ann Bechan, Elizabeth Bell, Becca Follansbee, Andy Lopez, Jody
Selzberg, Dawn Witham
a. Lockable space for personal items and technology needed.
b. Modular tables for flexible layout suggested.
c. Triangular rooms create difficulties with space layout.
d. An additional full-size classroom for use as a writing computer lab is
desirable.
e. The English department has a connection to theatrical productions/space.
f. Film editing/drama space would be useful.
g. The English department, along with Social Studies, have the strongest
connection to the Library.
h. Built-in bookshelves for storage are desired.
i. Restrooms aren’t large enough.
j. Inadequate power outlets results in cords which are susceptible to tripping
over.
k. Smart board with LCD projector hardwired in ceiling desired.
l. Glare from ceiling lights are distracting and cause headaches in some
students/teachers.
m. A swimming pool for community use was suggested.
n. Separate room for book storage needed.
12. Adult Education – Cheryl Mills
a. The office suite needs the function of desk space for (currently) three staff, a
testing space and meeting area. An office is currently used for testing.
b. Up to eight classrooms are used on a given night in the High School (along
with classrooms in the other schools, the public library, gyms, etc.).
c. Two dedicated classrooms are needed for use during the day, about half to
two-thirds the size of a typical classroom. One of the classrooms should be
outfitted as a computer lab with PC’s (rather than Macs as in the high
school), and one would be used for Adult basic education/ GED. Currently,
one small classroom is dedicated for Adult Education.
d. Adult Education is comprised of G.E.D./ HS diplomas for Adults and
community education classes. The community education courses (about 80%
of the program) pay for themselves and profits help fund the rest of the
program.
e. Community education classes are responsible for cleaning up school
classrooms after they leave.
f. Card access for seniors is not considered a good idea.
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g. Adult Education users are generally in two categories: younger parents with
children and older folks. During the day, the age group is mostly 17-50 yrs.
h. A separate, dedicated entrance is desirable, to avoid mixing with high school
students.
i. Custodians should be notified which rooms are being used.
j. GED testing is currently scheduled around noise from the cafeteria, etc.
Testing should be in a classroom with a window from an office.
13. Custodians – Jere Pierce, John Murray
a. A few years ago, cost for upgrading the electrical system in the building was
estimated to cost $60,000 (work not done).
b. Roof leaks are a current issue with the gym roof.
c. The school roof was replaced in about 1989/90.
d. Improper flashing at the third floor roof addition resulted in profuse leaks;
fixed a few years ago and much better.
e. Below grade steam pipes deteriorated in some areas. Below grade drainage
will need to be scoped in the event of a remodel.
f. Drains back up occasionally in the Technology Education space.
g. There is occasional back wash in the gym due to poor grading.
h. Gym bleachers are original and difficult to move.
i. The gym flooring is original rubber on concrete – prone to result in injuries.
j. Dimmable lights would be nice (i.e. stepped-down fluorescent).
k. There are no cleaning spaces provided on the third floor and no electrical
panel. Cleaning supplies and equipment need to be carried up stairs.
l. Due to movement in the building some gym doors are racking.
m. Movement at the floor is noted in rooms 218 and 208.
n. Pull stations were lowered a few years ago to accessible height.
o. The only sprinklered spaces in the building are janitor’s closets.
p. There is a standpipe at a three-story stairwell with a siamese connection on
the exterior for Fire Dept. access. There is no fire hose cabinet in the inside;
Fire Dept. brings their own.
q. Some acoustical tiles in the Auditorium are broken.
r. The elevator is undersized per current state standards.
s. Stairwells have double-hung windows.
t. Some fire doors don’t close fully and many don’t meet code due to
compromise of doors or frames.
u. There is a utility trench with a recently replaced sump pump.
v. Propane gas tanks for science labs are located at the back of the library.
w. The greenhouse at one of the science classrooms was reflashed recently; rust
was noticed behind brick.
x. There is asbestos-containing mastic at the cafeteria/ nurse’s office and other
isolated locations.
y. There is a ventilation hood in room 208.
z. There is no back-up generator for the school.
aa. Street lights are not in concrete bases and aluminum wiring is not in conduit
– only 8” deep in some areas.
bb. The metal library roof needs to be replaced.
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cc. Ducts were recently checked and were determined to be satisfactory with
only dry build-up.
dd. Insulation at rooftop units is breaking down.
ee. Air quality tests were done recently by ESH with good feedback.
14. Music – Larry Downing
a. The size of the student population has gone up and down during Larry’s
tenure and the size of the band has varied accordingly. There are currently
45-50 in the band and the rehearsal space was designed to accommodate
about 35.
b. Storage for instruments, etc., is lacking
c. There are sound issues with the band room/ auditorium/ cafeteria, due in
part to their close proximity, sometimes resulting in conflict with other
meetings.
d. HVAC for the band room is usually adequate. It has been too cold in times
past. Electrical service for the band room is adequate.
e. Two Practice rooms are needed – currently the instrument room is used.
f. There are five entry points into the band room, which is impractical.
g. Acoustics in the Auditorium are poor, including noise from HVAC. Drums
at the rear of the stage are not properly projected and clarinets at the front of
the stage are louder that desired.
h. The layout of the auditorium does not create good sight-lines.
i. Over the past few years, the divider between the cafeteria and auditorium has
been opened, with chorus performing in the dining area. The set-up is not
ideal, with seats not oriented toward dining.
j. Noble High School and Marshwood High School auditoriums were noted as
good examples to follow.
k. Larry suggested the use of the auditorium as rehearsal space in the event of a
new auditorium addition.
15. Students – Tim Roche, Student Council Members
a. Lockers were noted as too narrow. Only one student out of about fifteen
indicated that they actually used a locker.
b. A riser at a stairwell to the third floor was said to be an inch higher than
others and occasionally tripped over.
c. A suggestion was to locate the trophy case in the main entry lobby rather
than down an obscure corridor.
d. Chalkboards are out-dated.
e. There are not enough classrooms, in general.
f. Science rooms are “unusable”.
g. There are inconsistencies with heating – some rooms are too hot, others too
cold.
h. Program-wise, an additional foreign language class was desired.
i. Chairs attached to desks are undesirable for flexibility.
j. Natural light and renewable energy were suggested.
16. Physical Education – Mark Lewia, Jennifer Lewia
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a. The gym is in great demand by many programs, including outside uses such
as voting.
b. Storage space is minimal and rolled-up mats and chair racks are often out in
the open. Lack of storage is considered the biggest physical need.
c. Supplemental facilities – such as the exercise facility – and painting are often
the result of donations and volunteer efforts.
d. The sound system in the gym echoes.
e. There is no changing space for referees and they change in P.E. offices.
f. There are no individual showers in the boys’ locker room.
g. The football field has poor drainage, in spite of re-sodding this past year.
Fields are overused to the point that there is no growing season for game
fields. A home-run fence is installed in the baseball outfield during baseball
season, which runs through the football field. Ideally, there would be two
game fields and two practice fields.
h. The track is cracked and needs reconditioning. The track was donated 10+
years ago, but hasn’t been maintained.
17. Science – Jason Brown, Pierce Cole, Lee McGlashan, Pam Parrott, Bridget
Scontras
a. Four of the five science classrooms are large enough (Pierce’s room is too
small).
b. Power is inadequate for current needs.
c. Two of six plumbing stations are not working.
d. Acoustics are satisfactory.
e. Chemistry and Biology are in need of fully equipped benches.
f. Mobile table-top stations are desired.
g. Some cabinets are outdated and in disrepair.
h. An additional fume hood or two are needed.
i. Showers/eye washes needed at chemistry classroom.
j. Carpet in Jason’s room undesirable.
k. General note – copy machines with better access in each area of the school
are needed.
l. A copier in the Teachers’ Room on the second floor jams when the room
gets too hot.
m. The greenhouse is nice, but doesn’t have a transparent roof to act as a true
greenhouse. Additional greenhouses would be nice.
n. Solar panels, if implemented in a renovation or new building, could be
educational.
o. More smart boards, rather than marker boards, are desirable.
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M E E T I N G

To
From
Date

N O T E S

Jim Daly, Bruce Rudolph, Elaine Tomaszewski, DRE, DAB, FILE
Dan Ellingson
January 31, 2012

Project

Wells High School Study
Wells, ME
Project No. 11690

Subject

TOWN, WOCSD, YCCC INTERVIEWS

Present

Dan Ellingson/ Harriman
See below for attendees at individual meetings/ phone interviews and dates
1. Technology – Michael Richard, January 10, 2012
a. The high school is nearing the ceiling of what can be done with current
power and infrastructure; additional storage, charging, etc., is very limited.
The MAC lab is limited by available air-conditioning.
b. Smart boards are not ideal for all classrooms; ceiling-mounted projectors in
each classroom would be preferable and would allow for full multi-media
capabilities for audio and video. Technology enables interactive teaching.
c. Flexibility for technology is important in facility design.
d. There are currently 135 net-books available in the school, including 15 for
use in the library.
e. WIFI as provided by the state is supplemented by the school to meet current
demands.
f. There is a desire for a TV studio as well as a large space dedicated for access
to current equipment.
g. The Technology classroom is used for CADD instruction; currently an old
version of AutoCad is used.
2. Wells Public Library – Amy Anderson, January 13, 2012
a. The Library is beginning a study to assist with plans to renovate.
b. Current technology is an important consideration with the renovations and
there is a need for more space despite the increase in e-books.
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c. The library is intended to be a “community center” with free use available by
townspeople.
d. The library has a desire to work together with the school district’s plans for
the high school in order to compare need for spaces, etc.
3. York County Community College – Charles Lyons, January 31, 2012
a. YCCC has experienced rapid growth in recent years and the current facility
does not meet their needs; the college will need to expand in the near future.
b. YCCC owns 84 acres, of which 32 are buildable without mitigation and up to
about 50 acres with mitigation. The board would likely be hesitant to give up
land due to their future needs although the prospect of being adjacent to the
high school would be attractive.
c. There are no formal plans to share space with the High School although it
remains a possibility, such as an interim situation. Daytime use would be of
most interest to YCCC.
d. The dual-enrollment program, with high school students taking classes at the
college for both high school and college credit, is popular.
4. Town of Wells – Jon Carter, Dave Johnson, Tina LeBlanc, Mike Livingston,
Terry Oliver, Cindy Schilling, Tanya Freeman, Leo Ouellette, Jessica Keyes,
Chris Mayo, Jo-Ann Putnam, Daniel M. Moore, Jodine Adams, January 19, 2012
a. Dan Ellingson/Harriman and Dave Johnson described the process and
progress of the Wells High School study.
b. Reuse of the high school facility in the event of a new high school built offsite was discussed. The town of Wells has a keen interest in the current study
since several departments such as police, fire, and town offices are in need of
greater space and could potentially relocate to a vacant high school building,
if the option to construct a new high school at a remote location is pursued.
The elementary school acquired land from the town when it was built about
ten years ago, limiting expansion of town facilities at the current town hall
site. A study may need to be done of the town’s needs and plans for growth.
c. Harriman has talked with Amy Anderson about future plans for the Wells
Public Library. A study is planned for the Library next month and there are
no shared spaces planned with the high school.
d. A renovation of the high school would be very invasive, especially for school
use. There are major systems, including electrical and mechanical, that need
repair or replacement Also, the building is not sprinklered and doesn’t meet
many current codes or accessibility requirements.
e. Interior partitions are primarily metal stud with sheetrock covering, which
would allow for ease of remodeling.
f. Harriman is exploring “green” energy options in the study as well as life-cycle
costs for the building.
g. The age of the building at 35 years was questioned since that isn’t as long the
life expectancy of a typical school today. The building is still fairly sound in
many respects and has many years of use in it, apart from some of the major
building systems described
h. The town would like to have representation at school committee meetings
when the study is presented and is concerned that there may not be adequate
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space for all interested parties in the current meeting room at the district
office
i. The gymnasium at the high school is in continual demand for many events
including voting. There is also a shortage of playing fields town-wide. The
option of new construction could help alleviate some of the needs.
j. The Fire Department noted the problem of a single drive accessing the high
school. Harriman has noted a potential emergency exit location behind the
playing fields. The Fire Department also provided a report of concerns with
the school facility.
k. The high school study will be finished by the end of February and will be
made available for public viewing at the school district offices.
5. Town of Ogunquit – Tom Fortier, January 31, 2012
a. The Town of Ogunquit is aware of the Wells High School study and has no
comments at this time.
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Wells High School
Staff Matrix
January 6, 2012

Position

Staff Member

Questionnaire

Meeting Notes

Administration
Principal
Assistant Principal
Director of Student Activities

Daly, Jim
Sheehy, Eileen
Molloy, Jack

Secretarial
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary

Lagasse, Lil
Matthews, Tari
Perry, Carol
Quint, Karen
Webster, Terre







12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11

Guidance
Guidance Counselor
Guidance Counselor
Social Worker

Anderson-Wormwood, Sherri
Newton, Stephen
Ericson, Tim





12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11

Nurse
School Nurse

Endsley, Pat



12/21/11

English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Bechan, Ann
Bell, Liz
Follansbee, Becca
Lopez, Andy
Madden, Cathy
Murphy, Becky
Selsberg, Jody
Witham, Dawn







12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11




12/21/11
12/21/11

Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies

Bechan, Ann
Brann, Michelle
Brayson, Paula
Kayser, Steve
Madden, Cathy
O'Shaughnessy, Kevin
Thompson, Kristen



Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Audet, Jay
Bridge, Andy
Elwood, Meghan
Fox, Kevin
Gilpatric, Bob
Mercier, Andre'
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12/21/11
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12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
12/20/11
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Wells High School
Staff Matrix
January 6, 2012

Position

Staff Member

Questionnaire

Meeting Notes

Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science

Brown, Jason
Cole, Pierce
McGlashan, Lee
Parrott, Pam
Scontras, Bridget





12/22/11
12/22/11
12/22/11
12/22/11
12/22/11

Foreign Language
Foreign Language
Foreign Language
Foreign Language

Bartlett, Erin
Lagueux, Michelle
Quinton, Jackie





12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11

Fine & Performing Arts
Music (Band/Chorus)
Art

Downing, Larry
White-Capelluti, Vanessa




12/22/11
12/20/11

Lewia, Jennifer
Lewia, Mark
Cotty, Nancy
Haskell, Arlene



12/22/11
12/22/11
12/22/11
12/22/11

Health & PE
PE
PE
Health



Industrial Technology
Technology Education

Lewis, Frank

Computer Tech
Computer Tech

Adams, Jay



Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education

Boisrond, Erin Lee
Jortberg, Kristin
Oakes, Cheryl
Rachel Stockwell
Karen Cronin



12/21/11



12/21/11
12/21/11
12/21/11

Library
Librarian

Marchand, Sally



12/20/11

Ed Techs
SPED
SPED
SPED
Regular
SEP
SEP
SEP
SEP
SEP

Dyer, Brenda
Provencher, Brenda
Van Natta, Arlie
Taylor, Kristin
Casey, Pat
Dion, Judi
Koelker, Sarah
Phelan, Sheila
Roche, Tim
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Wells High School
Staff Matrix
January 6, 2012

Position

Staff Member

Questionnaire

Meeting Notes

Seawards, Rachel
Julie Moore
Myra Richard





12/22/11
12/20/11

Food Service
Food Service Director

Goodwin, Tyler



12/16/11

Custodial
Custodian
Custodian
Head Custodian
Custodian
Custodian

Hammond, Donna
Murray, John
Pierce, Jere
Stone, Dan
Therrien, Greg

Adult Education

Cheryl Mills

SEP
District PT
Speech Therapist

12/22/11
12/22/11

12/21/11

Notes:
 Questionnaire Completed by Individual
 Questionnaire Completed by Group

H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Program\02-space-program\WHS-staff-matrix.xls
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Enrollment Narrative
Review of Enrollment through 2020

The 2011-12 Enrollment Projections provided by NESDEC were taken into
consideration in determining the current and future needs of Wells High School.
See Part 4 Appendix for the report. With the current WHS enrollment at 435,
projections are that enrollment will likely hold steady and increase slightly through
2016-17 and then experience an overall decline over the subsequent five years. One
of the factors noted in the report as contributing to decline is the down real estate
market. In the event of a reversal in that trend, “enrollments may be flatter, with
less decline”. Due to the unpredictable nature of such factors, a cushion of 10% is
typically added to the current enrollment number in order to properly size a school
facility that will be adequate for decades to come. Based on that principle, a figure
of 475 students would be a good working number.
School buildings are comprised of two basic components: core spaces and
classrooms. Core spaces include the cafeteria, gymnasium (seating) and the
auditorium. Enrollment numbers are useful in determining the size of the core
spaces as well as the number of classrooms. The curriculum needs of individual
schools also come into play and may vary the number and types of classrooms
required.
Wells High School currently has some departments with one more faculty member
than the number of classrooms. The number of department classrooms listed in
this study for the proposed facility has not increased, for greater efficiency.

H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\B5a-EnrollmentNarrative.doc

Operations and Maintenance Costs

Wells High School
Operations and Maintenance

P&C Insurance

FY12 Budget
FY11 Actual
FY10 Actual
$
18,916 $
17,836 $
15,796

Electricity

$

77,389

$

76,814

$

94,788

Bottled gas

$

5,800

$

3,033

$

2,006

Heating oil

$

127,750

$

105,908

$

78,412

Facilities Manager

$

12,876

$

7,231

$

11,689

Custodians

$

275,361

$

257,685

$

251,654

water

$

6,000

$

5,443

$

4,728

sewer

$

9,000

$

5,586

$

5,763

repairs and maintenance

$

30,400

$

30,464

$

27,139

rubbish removal

$

9,925

$

7,390

$

9,309

misc

$

1,370

$

3,063

$

1,766

general supplies

$

16,000

$

14,273

$

8,111

cleaning supplies

$

17,412

$

17,336

$

9,060

maintenance contracted services

$

59,934

$

45,298

$

31,140

contracted mowing and fertilization

$

26,760

$

27,936

$

24,971

contracted snow removal

$

9,500

$

8,943

$

8,278

equipment maintenance & repairs

$

6,818

$

6,657

$

3,850

security

$

15,275

$

12,795

$

11,853

$

726,486

$

653,691

$

600,313

10 year exist

89,600 sq ft

Assumptions

2% per year

Wells HS
5%
Annual O&M dollars
Oil

Electricity
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Cumulative

Project # 11690
3%
Contracted Maintenance

Repairs & Maintenance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

76,814.00
78,350.28
79,917.29
81,515.63
83,145.94
84,808.86
86,505.04
88,235.14
89,999.84
91,799.84
93,635.84

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

105,908.00
111,203.40
116,763.57
122,601.75
128,731.84
135,168.43
141,926.85
149,023.19
156,474.35
164,298.07
172,512.97

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45,928.00
47,305.84
48,725.02
50,186.77
51,692.37
53,243.14
54,840.43
56,485.65
58,180.22
59,925.62
61,723.39

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,464.00
31,987.20
33,586.56
35,265.89
37,029.18
38,880.64
40,824.67
42,865.91
45,009.20
47,259.66
49,622.65

$

934,727.71

$

1,504,612.41

$

588,236.44

$

432,795.56

$

3,460,372.13

Total O&M Costs
Assumptions

2% per year

5%

Electricity
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

5%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Oil
0.86
0.88
0.89
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.97
0.99
1.01
1.03
1.05

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3%

Dollars per sq foot
Contracted Maintenance
1.18
1.24
1.30
1.37
1.43
1.51
1.58
1.66
1.74
1.83
1.92

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.51
0.53
0.54
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.61
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.69

5%

Repairs & Maintenance
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.34
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.53
0.55

Annual O&M Costs - 10 Year Existing
Electricity
$200,000.00
$180,000.00

Annual O&M dollars Oil

Annual cost

$160,000.00
$140,000.00

Annual O&M dollars Contracted
Maintenance

$120,000.00
$100,000.00

Annual O&M dollars Repairs &
Maintenance

$80,000.00
$60,000.00
$40,000.00
$20,000.00
$2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Years

2018

2019

2020

2021

H A R R I M A N

Identify Green Options
When indentifying cost saving measures and sustainable technologies,
consideration on how the options identified can be integrated into the existing
building and new buildings, its current utility infrastructure must be studied.
The following information has been utilized for the evaluation:
 Occupied day – 10 hours
 Unoccupied day – 14 hours
 Five (5) days/week – Occupied
 39 weeks per year – Occupied
 Existing fuel oil consumption (annual) – 47,358 gallons
 Existing electrical consumption (annual) – 427,880 kwh per year
 Existing water/sewer consumption (annual) – $15,000 per year
 Existing LP gas consumption (annual) – $5,800 per year
 Equipment maintenance contracts (annual) – $66,700 per year
 Occupied temperature set point (72ºF)
 Air conditioned space (2,000 sq. ft.)
Sustainable options considered:
 Solar thermal
 Biomass heating
 Geothermal heating/cooling
 Combined heat and power technologies
 Natural daylight harvesting with automatic lighting controls
 Natural gas conversion for heating plant
 Steam to hot water conversion
 Solar photovoltaic technology
Solar Thermal

Solar thermal energy (STE) is a technology for harnessing solar energy for
thermal energy (heat). Solar thermal collectors are classified by the United States
Energy Information Administration as low, medium, or high-temperature
collectors. Medium-temperature collectors are typically flat plates and are used
for heating water or air for residential or commercial use. STE is different from
photovoltaics, which converts solar energy directly into electricity. Successful
implementation of solar thermal systems has been provided for several of our
most recent school projects. We typically see paybacks in the 4 to 6 year range.
Biomass Heating

When considering biomass heating for the existing facility, the size of the
biomass boiler and the fuel storage location are primary focuses. The new
biomass plant capacity would be sized to provide between 2,500,000 btu/hr and
3,500,000 btu/hr. This capacity would serve building heating needs and
domestic hot water needs. The costs associated with the installation of a biomass
plant compared to a fuel oil plant would typically provide a seven or eight year
payback.
H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\C2-Identify_Green_Options.doc
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Identify Green Options
When a biomass plant is analyzed and compared to a natural gas fired boiler
plant, the payback period extends to 12 to 14 years. The advantage of biomass is
the fuel is a renewable local resource, which is not as potentially volatile as a nonrenewable source.
Geothermal Heating/Cooling

Geothermal heating and cooling is a very efficient option to consider when
buildings have a demand for heating and cooling on a year round basis.
Payback analysis typically shows a seven to nine year payback when at least 65%75% of a building is cooled seasonally and a fuel oil heating plant is the heating
source of comparison.
When compared to a natural gas fired heating plant, the payback lengthens to 1216 years.
If no cooling or a small percent of the building is cooled, paybacks for
geothermal could be as high as twenty years.
Normally geothermal systems are not integrated into existing buildings unless
substantial renovation completed and the facility plans on providing full air
conditioning.
Combined Heat and Power Technology

Applications:
The thermal energy recovered from distributed generators is typically in
the form of steam or hot water. This thermal energy can in turn be used
to meet thermal demands for the following applications:
Domestic Hot water production
Space heating
Hot air/steam for industrial process heat
Pool heating
Space cooling (requires an absorption chiller)
Dehumidification (reheat)
Pros and Cons:
Pros

Cons

Better economics (reduced energy consumption, reduced energy
costs)
Lower emissions (avoided energy consumption to generate heat)
Requires additional design/integration during installation
Higher overall efficiency.
The Magnitude of the efficiency increase depends on the ratio
of electric to thermal demand, the total energy utilization
Higher first cost
Increased maintenance costs
Applications are limited

Fit and utilization:
The ideal situation is a 24/7/352 thermal and electrical demand. Since
H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\C2-Identify_Green_Options.doc
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Identify Green Options
this is usually unlikely in schools, the application fit and utilization are
used for analysis and validation. It is usually safe to assume for the
winter (60% of the year) a 100% utilization factor for a base load. This
requires about 50% utilization during the summer and shoulder seasons
to reach the overall utilization of 80%
Economics:
The economics usually work out that for about a 7-10 year payback an
overall utilization of 80% is required.
Efficiencies:
Distributed generation systems producing only electric power will have
an electric efficiency of about 30%. Adding heat recovery, which
increases the useful energy (by utilizing the heat and power generated);
results in much higher total fuel utilization and efficiencies can range
from 70 - 90%.
Utility Efficiencies
Electric (33%)
Thermal (80%)
Overall 45%
Distributed generation
Overall 80-95%

Natural Daylight Harvesting

Day lighting control is a strategy that utilizes and integrates the use of internal
light shelves, external sun shades and automatic controllability of powered
lighting in a space. Sunlight that enters a space which is reflected off a light
shelve allows powered lighting levels to be automatically turned off while
maintaining proper lighting foot candles which adequately light the space. The
electrical savings seen by utilizing this strategy are significant. Payback periods
are estimated to be approximately five years. The existing building does not lend
itself to the implementation of daylight harvesting due to it’s current directional
exposures.

Natural Gas Conversion

The current market conditions for natural gas are very favorable when compared
to No.2 fuel oil. Natural gas costs are approximately 60% to 70% of the cost for
fuel oil. If natural gas is available, consideration should be given to converting
from fuel oil to natural gas. Payback can be from 1.5 years to 5 years depending
on the cost to extend natural gas. The market for natural gas will continue to
increase, consequently this fuel source, we believe, will begin to trend up in costs.
However, present day investments for conversions will most likely be recovered
prior to any significant change in natural gas cost increases.
H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\C2-Identify_Green_Options.doc
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Identify Green Options
Solar Photovoltaic Technology

The increasing cost of conventionally generated electric power is setting the stage
for the widespread transition to renewable sources. Within the past twelve
months, electricity generation by photovoltaic arrays has become the lowest cost
technology, either renewable or non-renewable, in many parts of the world.
Southern Maine, with abundant solar resource, produces more annual kilowatthours per square foot of array than Germany, a country at lower latitude and
with the highest adoption percentage of solar power in the world.
Increasingly, institutions will insulate themselves from the vagaries of the
purchased energy markets by producing as much power as possible onsite. As the
energy future evolves, electricity, produced from renewable sources, will
gradually replace both purchased power and purchased fuel, as heating plants
also transition from fuel-sourced to electricity, locally produced. Although even 5
years ago we would not have considered this technology, improvements in both
the technology and production capacities, we are now seeing paybacks that
require us to take a more serious look at its application. Current paybacks are
now within the 10 year range.

H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\C2-Identify_Green_Options.doc
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Debt Load and Scheduling
Debt Load

General

The current debt service for the Wells-Ogunquit Community School District is
listed on the following page. The current annual debt load of about $1.4m is due
to decline substantially after the final annual payment of $500,000 for the junior
high school is paid in the fall of 2014. In the fall of 2015, an additional $80,000
annual load for a revolving renovation fund will also be retired.

Sample Schedule

The timing of a high school project – either renovation/expansion or new
construction – should take into consideration the annual debt load and upcoming
reductions in order to coordinate timing of new project costs. A sample schedule
has been developed to give an idea of the time involved to take a project to
referendum and through construction documents, bidding and construction. The
schedule shown includes requirements for new construction, since that option
may require the most time due to land acquisition and additional site work.
1. Decision to move forward with either renovation/expansion or new
construction. Time required: undetermined.
2. Preparation for Referendum. Time required: 6 – 12 months
 Wetlands Study (vernal pools require observation in spring months)
 Geotechnical Study
 Topological Survey
 Environmental Assessment
 Traffic Study (if required)
 Conceptual Building Design
 Conceptual Site Design
 Preparation of Presentation Materials
 Communication of the project to the Public
3. Referendum submission prior to vote. Time required: 1 – 2 months
4. Design Development, production of Construction Documents. Time
required: 8 months+
5. Bid to General Contractors. Time required: 24 months
With a decision to move forward by the spring of 2012, a referendum could
potentially occur in spring or fall of 2013. Construction could then start in
summer 2014 with completion of construction conceivably by summer 2016.

H:\school\11690\3-Project-Dev\Reports\Comprehensive\Part1\C3a-DebtLoad_Scheduling.doc

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District
Current Debt Service Summary
(As of November 25, 2011)
BONDS ISSUED
1986 - Wells Junior High School Addition ($2,800,000)
2002 - New Wells Elementary School ($14,000,000) note: bond refinanced, credits reflected 10-6-11
2004 - Wells Junior High School Renovation Project ($5,000,000)
2004 - Revolving Renovation Fund ($800,000)
2002 Bond Issue
Principal
$700,000.00

Interest

Fall 2010
Spring 2011
Fall 2011
Spring 2012
Fall 2012
Spring 2013
Fall 2013
Spring 2014
Fall 2014
Spring 2015
Fall 2015
Spring 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2017
Spring 2018
Fall 2018
Spring 2019
Fall 2019
Spring 2020
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
Fall 2021
Spring 2022
Fall 2022

$700,000.00

$222,775.00
$208,250.00
$208,250.00
$193,375.00
$193,375.00
$178,150.00
$178,150.00
$162,225.00
$162,225.00
$145,950.00
$145,950.00
$127,837.50
$127,837.50
$109,725.00
$109,725.00
$91,612.50
$91,612.50
$73,500.00
$73,500.00
$55,125.00
$55,125.00
$36,750.00
$36,750.00
$18,375.00
$18,375.00

Total

$9,100,000.00

$3,024,525.00

$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00
$700,000.00

2004 Bond Issue
Principal Credit

Principal
$500,000.00

($56,072.70)
($50,424.61)

$500,000.00

($69,913.22)

$500,000.00

($45,611.33)

$500,000.00

($45,513.42)

$500,000.00

Interest
$48,750.00
$39,242.50
$39,242.50
$30,547.50
$30,547.50
$20,467.50
$20,467.50
$12,820.00
$12,820.00

($44,831.24)

2004 Revolving Renovation Fund
Principal
$80,000.00

$80,000.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$1,551,525.00
$191,419.80
$1,477,067.89
$223,922.50
$1,434,009.28
$198,617.50
$1,433,006.17
$175,045.00
$1,409,531.58
$145,950.00
$881,118.76
$127,837.50
$783,161.10
$109,725.00
$764,738.53
$91,612.50
$746,334.81
$73,500.00
$728,095.80
$55,125.00
$709,440.66
$36,750.00
$690,793.66
$18,375.00
$670,949.01

$480,000.00

$0.00

$14,727,652.05

$80,000.00
$80,000.00
$80,000.00
$80,000.00

($44,676.40)
($44,986.47)
($45,277.69)
($45,404.20)
($45,684.34)
($45,956.34)
($47,425.99)
($631,777.95)

$2,500,000.00
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Total
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Recommendations for Renovation & Expansion
Opinion of Probable Costs
Recommendations for Renovation and Expansion

General

The need for the increased size of spaces throughout the building, as well as
additional spaces, is highlighted in the Space Program in Part 1 of this study. The
majority of classrooms are below the state guideline of 800 square feet per regular
classroom, and there are inadequacies as well in the cafeteria, administration area,
cafeteria and auditorium as well as a shortage of storage space throughout the
school.
In addition to lack of space, the physical building is deficient in the many regards
described in the Facility Analysis. The mechanical system is in need of major
replacement and the electrical distribution system is deficient. The gymnasium
needs replacement of flooring and bleachers, the roofing is nearing the end of its
useful life and most windows need to be replaced. In the event of a major
renovation, the building will need to be brought up to current building codes and
accessibility standards. It is recommended that a sprinkler system be installed
throughout the building.

Expansion Scenario

In order to alleviate space shortages in classrooms, a likely renovation scenario
would be to remove walls between pairs of smaller classrooms, creating one larger
classroom and then creating a classroom addition with the displaced spaces. An
addition with about ten classrooms and a stairwell would be required to meet the
proposed program. Due to the extensive nature of required construction, full
renovation work cannot be completed over just the summer months and the use of
portable classrooms is very likely. It would be possible to phase renovations on
different floors in order to reduce the number of portable classrooms. For the
purposes of this study, sixteen portable classrooms are budgeted for one year, at a
rate of $30,000 for a two classroom unit per year (plus setup costs).
The Auditorium is deficient in size and also in many respects as an auditorium. The
music room and associated spaces could be relocated to the auditorium, with new
walls for adequate sound separation, and the cafeteria and library could then
expand into the current music room. A new auditorium addition is proposed, with
500 seats to accommodate the entire student body as well as other community
activities. A new wooden gymnasium floor would require replacement of the
existing concrete slab for the new floor to be at the correct level and with a vapor
barrier for the slab in order for the floor to be warrantied.
The Administration/Guidance area would need to expand outward in order to
adequately accommodate their needs. An expansion on the east side of the
gymnasium could allow for the needed expansion of locker rooms as well as special
education and adult education.
An option showing potential expansion areas of the building and expanded parking
are illustrated in Part 2. An expansion/renovation would not be as efficient in the
use of space as a new building, and would require about 30,000 additional square
feet - about 4,000 square feet more than new construction.
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Recommendations for Renovation & Expansion
Opinion of Probable Costs
Opinion of Probable Cost

Following this narrative is a Conceptual Budget for renovating and expanding the
existing high school, based on the area of expansion required by the space program
and on the options developed in this section, including necessary site work. The
budget amounts shown are based on winter 2012 costs, including an
estimating/escalation contingency.
Costs for renovations are categorized as major, medium and minor, due to how
extensive the nature of renovations is in different areas. Classrooms will require
major renovations due to removal of some walls to reconfigure some spaces,
replacement of cabinets, etc. Other areas, such as the kitchen will only require
minor work. Some work will be required throughout the school, such as
mechanical system replacement and a full sprinkler system. Some costs, such as
mechanical replacement work, is also included in the 10-year “Baseline”
recommendations since that work will need to be done regardless and for a
complete picture of costs to renovate the building.
Additional line items are listed at the end of the Conceptual Budget as add
alternates – for four additional classroom spaces and a 25-meter swimming pool.
These could be included as separate questions in a referendum.
Additional Factors

There are both advantages and disadvantages for the high school to remain at the
same site by renovating and expanding the existing building, apart from cost.
Following is a list of some of the pros and cons for this option:
Advantages





Disadvantages







The current location is part of a connected campus that also includes the
elementary and junior high schools.
The current location is central in Wells and within walking distance of
many residences.
The current building is a sound structure with durable brick facades.
A renovation of the existing building would be very extensive and would
need to accommodate school activities and the calendar year.
Expansion on the existing site is limited and would further displace
parking.
There is a shortage of playing fields at the current site with no room to
expand.
A renovation of the existing building would result in more overall square
footage than a new building.
The existing building has limitations that couldn’t be completely overcome
in a renovation; including layout, age, lack of insulation, etc.
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Project Budget
Harriman - Architects+Engineers
Conceptual Budget: Renovation/Expansion

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District
Wells High School
Grades 9-12

Capacity 475 Students

A CONSTRUCTION

February 24, 2012

Total

1a Renovation: 89,600 sf
1b Expansion: 34,300 sf
2 Site Costs

$9,500,000
$5,750,000
$1,500,000
$16,750,000

3 Estimating/Escalation Contingency (5%)
Subtotal

$837,500
$17,587,500

B ADMINISTRATIVE COST & RESERVE
4
5
6
7
8
9

Land
Moveable Equipment (6% of Building)
Technology (3% of Building)
Advertising/Legal
% for Art
Construction Contingency (7.5%)

$0
$915,000
$457,500
$50,000
$0
$1,319,063

Subtotal

$2,741,563

C FEES AND SERVICES
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Architect/Engineer
A/E Reimbursable
Permitting - Planning Board/DEP
Construction Testing & Allowances
Surveys/Soils/Traffic
Commissioning
Utility Fees - Water & Gas
Hazardous Abatement
Portable Classroom Rental
Owners Rep/Clerk (24 months)
Subtotal

D NET PROJECT TOTAL

1 Add Alternate #1 - Four Additional Classroom Spaces: $800,000 + additional site and soft costs
2 Add Alternate #2 - 25m Swimming Pool: $2,500,000 + additional site and soft costs

$1,393,000
$30,000
$10,000
$75,000
$20,000
$75,000
$40,000
$50,000
$250,000
$250,000
$2,193,000
$22,522,063

Concept Design
Opinion of Probable Costs

Project Budget
Renovations & Additions

Harriman -

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District
Wells High School
Grades 9-12

Concept Budget

Capacity 475 Students

Building Level - New or Existing

Architects+Engineers
February 24, 2012

Footage

Arch

Mech

Spklr

Elec

$/SF

Subtotal

1,050
2,250
2,000
3,000
13,000
13,000

$100
$100
$80
$100
$100
$120

$40
$40
$30
$40
$40
$40

$3
$3
$2
$3
$3
$3

$17
$17
$10
$17
$17
$25

$160
$160
$122
$160
$160
$188

$168,000
$360,000
$244,000
$480,000
$2,080,000
$2,444,000

New Additions
1
2
3
4
5
6

Admin/ Guidance Addition
Locker Addition
Gym Storage Addition
Special Ed/ Adult Ed Addition
Two-Story Classroom Addition
Auditorium Addition

Subtotal Construction - Bldg Area

$5,776,000

34,300

Renovations
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Minor Reno
Medium Reno
Major Reno
Gym Reno
Elevator
EPDM Roofing w/ Tapered Insulation
Stair Handrail Replacements

Subtotal Construction - Bldg Area

11,000
31,100
38,500
9,000

$22
$45
$60
$45

$25
$25
$40
$25

$3
$3
$3
$3

$10
$14
$17
$0

$60
$87
$120
$73

LS
LS
LS

89,600

$9,496,700
$15,272,700

Total Building Construction Costs

14 Site Development - New Additions, water main, misc.
15 Site Development - Exit drive
16 Site Improvements - New Parking Lots - 150 Cars

$660,000
$2,705,700
$4,620,000
$657,000
$84,000
$750,000
$20,000

LS
LS
LS

Subtotal Construction - Site Development
Total Construction Cost

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$1,050,000
$200,000
$250,000

$1,500,000
$16,772,700

Exclusions
1 Estimate is based on Design/Bid/Build Delivery Method - Alternative Delivery methods may impact cost.
2 Construction Costs are based on average costs for Winter 2012
3 Construction / Bid Contingencies to be carried as part of Administrative costs in total project budget.
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Existing Site Conditions
Site Conditions
Description

The existing High School occupies approximately a 20-acre section, not including
sports fields, at the westerly end of the High School/ Middle School parcel, which
is Tax Map 51 Lot 3A. The school is in the General Business zone of the Town of
Wells. The topography of the High School area is generally flat, with
approximately 10 ft. of grade change between the high ground to the northwest
and the lowest ground to the southeast. There is a low and wet appearance to the
native wooded and grassed areas wrapping around the northeast, east, and south
perimeter of the developed building and paved areas.
Soils & Wetlands

The soil on the northerly higher ground is Croghan Loamy Sand; on the east and
west sides is Lyman Fine Sandy Loam, which is typically a thin sandy soil over
shallow bedrock; and on the northeast and south sides is Naumburg Sand, which is
a Hydric-soil indicating wetlands.
Apparent wetland
North of
Parking lot.

Parking

The High School has approximately 235 parking spaces currently, with 3
designated handicap-accessible parking spaces. The Wells Municipal Code – Land
Use, Chapter 145, Section 39, regulates off-street parking for the High School. The
minimum required parking, according to the code, is three parking spaces per
classroom plus one space per five students; equaling 210 spaces (3 x 40 + 450/5).
The existing parking, therefore, meets the Town Code minimum. A school
administrator feels that another 125 parking spaces would be needed at certain
times. The existing bituminous paved parking and driveway pavement appears to
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Existing Site Conditions
be in reasonably good condition. There are several individual random cracks
throughout many of the paved areas, without associated heaves or depressions.
Overall, the pavement seems to still be in a very serviceable condition.
Aerial view of High
School site and
parking

Pavement cracking –
relatively minor.
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Existing Site Conditions
Traffic

The bus drop-off loop separated from the student/staff parking lot drive is an
effective segregation of different-use vehicles. However, traffic congestion at
morning and afternoon peak periods is a concern, since there is a single access
drive to the High School from Route 9. All traffic must pass through a four-way
driveway intersection, both busses and cars, to arrive and depart the High School.
The four-way intersection also serves as a secondary one-way in-bound driveway to
the adjacent Elementary School and overflow parking lot, to the west. Even
though this connection to the Elementary School could be considered a second
egress drive out of the High School, all traffic still must pass through the four-way
intersection. Finding a second point of exit from the High School parking lots
would help to relieve this ‘bottle-neck’ intersection, and enhance safety for
emergency vehicle access.
Four-Way
intersection can be a
bottle-neck for High
School traffic peak
periods
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Existing Site Conditions
Four-Way
intersection, looking
east toward High
School parking

ADA Site Accessibility

The exterior accessible routes from the parking spaces to the building entrances
appear to be appropriate, since the site grades are approximately 1%, which is
much flatter than the maximum allowable grades. The three existing accessible
parking spaces are not enough to meet the ADA requirement, which should allot
for seven accessible spaces out of the 235 spaces available.
Accessible Parking
stall and route to
Main Entry
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Existing Site Conditions
Potential Site Improvements
Parking

Two areas have been identified for potential parking lot additions. The northerly
lot would be an expansion of the existing north parking lot, possibly wrapping
around the north and east sides of that lot. The lot would be close to sports fields
and the gymnasium, but would be quite far from the main entry to the building.
The lot would share a traffic aisle with the potential new driveway connection to
the York Hospital facility, if that is constructed. One large negative factor for this
lot location is the high likelihood of wetlands, due to the mapped Naumburg sand
soil in this area of the property.
The second potential parking lot location is to the west of the High School bus
loop, on some of the higher ground on the property. This area is very close to the
main entry of the building, and could make use of the bus loop sidewalk for access.
Since this soil is mapped as Croghan Loamy Sand, there is less likelihood of
wetland impacts in this area. Access in and out of this lot would need to connect
to the ‘overflow parking lot’ and driveway between the High School and
Elementary School. This would help keep these vehicles from adding to the
congestion of the existing High School lots and bus loop. These vehicles would
need to exit the lot through the Elementary School drive to Route 9. Of the two
identified potential parking lot locations, this westerly location seems to be best.
Potential added
parking lot locations.
Potential added exit
drive.
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Existing Site Conditions
Traffic Congestion

Since the one-way entry/exit of the High School site through the four-way
intersection is a congestion concern, a second egress point would be worth
considering. One location for a second drive to Route 9 could be the nearby York
Hospital facility. The existing facility’s driveway is roughly 700 ft. from the High
School’s parking lot drive, through undeveloped woodland. The Hospital facility’s
entry/exit driveway on Route 9 is a wide, divided intersection with good sight
distance. If a second drive to the High School is deemed important, this appears
to be a very good possibility. The development of this drive would not be without
potential obstacles, however, as noted.
1. York Hospital may not accept the High School drive. Or it may need
to be one-way out from the High School to minimize conflicts with
Hospital occupant traffic.
2. Wetlands are highly likely throughout the undeveloped woodland,
since the soil is classified as Naumburg sand, which is a wetland soil
type.
3. Constructing the 700 ft. driveway could cost between $100,000 and
$200,000, depending on number of lanes and types of soil conditions.
ADA Accessibility

This deficiency is relatively easily corrected by the designation of four additional
accessible parking spaces. Of the seven spaces required to conform to the
requirements for the existing parking lots, four should be located near the main
building entry walk, where there is currently one space. One additional space
should be added near the Gym entrance door, where there is currently one space.
The space near the walk to the sports fields can remain there.
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Phasing Options
Phasing Options for Renovations and Expansion

A renovation and expansion of the existing high school building would involve
not only working around the school schedule, but also would require a careful
phasing of activities to allow the school to continue to fully function. One
scenario for phasing is illustrated in the diagram below and is described as follows:
PHASE I
An upgrade of mechanical equipment is a first priority and would be included in
Phase I. Also included in the initial phase would be all additions: classroom,
auditorium, locker rooms, special education spaces and administration. Once
completed and occupied, work can then begin in partially-occupied spaces in the
original building. Stairwell handrail upgrades can also take place during Phase I.
PHASE II
Renovations of interior spaces noted in the diagram as “Phase II” take place next.
The work would include enlarging of classrooms by removal of interior partitions,
installation of a code-approved elevator, installation of a sprinkler system and
electrical/mechanical modifications. Also, the music room would relocate to the
then vacant original auditorium. Due to the extensive nature of the work, timing
for Phase II work should begin at the summer break. Portable classrooms will
likely be necessary during construction.
PHASE III
After the music room is relocated to the old auditorium, expansion of the
cafeteria and library into the old music room.
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Educational Program Analysis
Renovation and Expansion
Introduction

The educational program has been thoroughly analyzed in Part 1 of this study. The
function of the educational program remains the same whether in a new building
or in a renovation/expansion of the existing one. The existing building is deficient
in many respects in regard to facilitating the educational program, including lack of
space, location of classrooms and lack of capacity for technology. A renovation and
expansion would be designed to best address those shortcomings and allow the
program to function as fully as possible.
Organization

The design of a renovation and expansion of the high school at the current site
would be driven somewhat by the building and site, rather than driven more purely
by the educational program, as the case would be for new construction. Some
shortcomings of the building layout could be remedied by a renovation, such as the
conflict between the music room and auditorium with the cafeteria and library, but
the building would still be limited particularly by the layout of classrooms. A
renovated and expanded school would likely continue to follow groupings of
classrooms by department rather than by grade. Teaming would be challenging to
clearly organize in the existing building, if that were a goal of programming.
A concept for expansion has been developed, as shown in Part 2 of this study. A
plan view of this concept is illustrated on the next page. In this scenario, school
functions such as athletics, classrooms and offices all expand outward from their
existing locations along with a larger, remote auditorium.
The additional room sizes follow the space sizes developed in the space program.
The total area of additions is approximately 34,000 square feet, which is about
6,000 more than what would be planned for a new building, due to some
inefficiencies in adding onto the existing building.
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Educational Program Analysis
Expansion Scenario
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30 year Expansion/Renovation

Assumptions

2% per year Escalation
Electricity

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
Cumulative

$
101,600.00
$
103,632.00
$
105,704.64
$
107,818.73
$
109,975.11
$
112,174.61
$
114,418.10
$
116,706.46
$
119,040.59
$
121,421.40
$
123,849.83
$
126,326.83
$
128,853.37
$
131,430.43
$
134,059.04
$
136,740.22
$
139,475.03
$
142,264.53
$
145,109.82
$
148,012.02
$
150,972.26
$
153,991.70
$
157,071.53
$
160,212.97
$
163,417.22
$
166,685.57
$
170,019.28
$
173,419.67
$
176,888.06
$
180,425.82
$
184,034.34
$ 1,985,150.43

Wells HS

Project # 11690

123,900 sq ft

5% per year Escalation
3% per year - Escalation 5% per year Escalation
Annual Dollars
Oil
Contracted Maintenance Repairs & Maintenance
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

105,315.00
110,580.75
116,109.79
121,915.28
128,011.04
134,411.59
141,132.17
148,188.78
155,598.22
163,378.13
171,547.04
180,124.39
189,130.61
198,587.14
208,516.50
218,942.32
229,889.44
241,383.91
253,453.10
266,125.76
279,432.05
293,403.65
308,073.83
323,477.52
339,651.40
356,633.97
374,465.67
393,188.95
412,848.40
433,490.82
455,165.36
4,235,957.39

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

63,189.00
65,084.67
67,037.21
69,048.33
71,119.78
73,253.37
75,450.97
77,714.50
80,045.93
82,447.31
84,920.73
87,468.35
90,092.40
92,795.18
95,579.03
98,446.40
101,399.80
104,441.79
107,575.04
110,802.29
114,126.36
117,550.15
121,076.66
124,708.96
128,450.23
132,303.73
136,272.85
140,361.03
144,571.86
148,909.02
153,376.29
1,572,509.43

Total O&M Costs
Dollars per sq foot
Oil

Electricity
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.82
0.84
0.85
0.87
0.89
0.91
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.06
1.08
1.10
1.13
1.15
1.17
1.19
1.22
1.24
1.27
1.29
1.32
1.35
1.37
1.40
1.43
1.46
1.49

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.85
0.89
0.94
0.98
1.03
1.08
1.14
1.20
1.26
1.32
1.38
1.45
1.53
1.60
1.68
1.77
1.86
1.95
2.05
2.15
2.26
2.37
2.49
2.61
2.74
2.88
3.02
3.17
3.33
3.50
3.67

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

42,125.00
44,231.25
46,442.81
48,764.95
51,203.20
53,763.36
56,451.53
59,274.11
62,237.81
65,349.70
68,617.19
72,048.05
75,650.45
79,432.97
83,404.62
87,574.85
91,953.59
96,551.27
101,378.84
106,447.78
111,770.17
117,358.67
123,226.61
129,387.94
135,857.34
142,650.20
149,782.71
157,271.85
165,135.44
173,392.21
182,061.82
1,694,342.73

$

9,487,959.98

Contracted Maintenance Repairs & Maintenance
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.51
0.53
0.54
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.61
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.69
0.71
0.73
0.75
0.77
0.79
0.82
0.84
0.87
0.89
0.92
0.95
0.98
1.01
1.04
1.07
1.10
1.13
1.17
1.20
1.24

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.34
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.53
0.55
0.58
0.61
0.64
0.67
0.71
0.74
0.78
0.82
0.86
0.90
0.95
0.99
1.04
1.10
1.15
1.21
1.27
1.33
1.40
1.47

Annual O&M Costs - 30 Year Expansion/Renovation
$500,000.00
$450,000.00
$400,000.00
Annual Cost

$350,000.00
Electricity
Oil
Contracted Maintenance
Repairs & Maintenance

$300,000.00
$250,000.00
$200,000.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$-

Years

30 year Expansion/Reno Wells HS

Project # 11690

123,900 sq ft

5% per year - Escalation 5% per year - Escalation
Annual Fuel Dollar Comparison - #2 oil vs Natural Gas
Oil
Natural Gas
Annual difference

Assumptions

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
Cumulative

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

105,315.00
110,580.75
116,109.79
121,915.28
128,011.04
134,411.59
141,132.17
148,188.78
155,598.22
163,378.13
171,547.04
180,124.39
189,130.61
198,587.14
208,516.50
218,942.32
229,889.44
241,383.91
253,453.10
266,125.76
279,432.05
293,403.65
308,073.83
323,477.52
339,651.40
356,633.97
374,465.67
393,188.95
412,848.40
433,490.82
455,165.36
7,452,172.59

Dollars per sq foot
Oil
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

73,720.00
77,406.00
81,276.30
85,340.12
89,607.12
94,087.48
98,791.85
103,731.44
108,918.02
114,363.92
120,082.11
126,086.22
132,390.53
139,010.05
145,960.56
153,258.59
160,921.51
168,967.59
177,415.97
186,286.77
195,601.11
205,381.16
215,650.22
226,432.73
237,754.37
249,642.09
262,124.19
275,230.40
288,991.92
303,441.52
318,613.59
5,216,485.43

Natural Gas
0.85
0.89
0.94
0.98
1.03
1.08
1.14
1.20
1.26
1.32
1.38
1.45
1.53
1.60
1.68
1.77
1.86
1.95
2.05
2.15
2.26
2.37
2.49
2.61
2.74
2.88
3.02
3.17
3.33
3.50
3.67

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31,595.00
33,174.75
34,833.49
36,575.16
38,403.92
40,324.12
42,340.32
44,457.34
46,680.20
49,014.21
51,464.93
54,038.17
56,740.08
59,577.08
62,555.94
65,683.74
68,967.92
72,416.32
76,037.13
79,838.99
83,830.94
88,022.49
92,423.61
97,044.79
101,897.03
106,991.88
112,341.48
117,958.55
123,856.48
130,049.30
136,551.77
2,235,687.16

Annual Difference
0.59
0.62
0.65
0.68
0.72
0.75
0.79
0.83
0.87
0.92
0.96
1.01
1.06
1.11
1.17
1.23
1.29
1.35
1.42
1.49
1.57
1.64
1.73
1.81
1.90
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.31
2.43
2.55

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.26
0.27
0.29
0.30
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.37
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.54
0.57
0.60
0.63
0.66
0.69
0.72
0.76
0.80
0.84
0.88
0.92
0.97
1.02
1.07
1.12

Annual Fuel Cost Comparison - Oil vs Nat. Gas - 30 Year Expansion/Reno

Annual Dollars

$500,000.00
$450,000.00

Oil

$400,000.00

Natural Gas

$350,000.00

Annual difference

$300,000.00
$250,000.00
$200,000.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$-

Years

Project Budget

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District
Wells High School
Grades 9-12

Harriman - Architects+Engineers

Conceptual Budget: New Construction, Existing Site

Capacity 475 Students

A NEW CONSTRUCTION

February 24, 2012

Total

1 New Construction: 120,500 sf @ $165/sf
2 Site Costs

$20,000,000
$2,600,000
$22,600,000

3 Estimating/Escalation Contingency (5%)
Subtotal

$1,130,000
$23,730,000

B ADMINISTRATIVE COST & RESERVE
4
5
6
7
8
9

Land
Moveable Equipment (6% of Building)
Technology (3% of Building)
Advertising/Legal
% for Art
Construction Contingency (7.5%)
Subtotal

$0
$1,200,000
$600,000
$50,000
$0
$1,779,750
$3,629,750

C FEES AND SERVICES
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Architect/Engineer
A/E Reimbursable
Permitting - Planning Board/DEP
Construction Testing & Allowances
Surveys/Soils/Traffic
Commissioning
Utility Fees - Water & Gas
Hazardous Abatement
Portable Classroom Rental
Owners Rep/Clerk (24 months)
Subtotal

D NET PROJECT TOTAL

1 Add Alternate #1 - Four Additional Classroom Spaces: $800,000 construction + additional site and soft costs
2 Add Alternate #2 - 25m Swimming Pool: $2,000,000 construction + additional site and soft costs
3 Sitework includes replacing one existing ball field - two fields total

$1,536,800
$30,000
$20,000
$75,000
$20,000
$75,000
$80,000
N/A
N/A
$250,000
$2,086,800
$29,446,550

H A R R I M A N

Recommended New Construction and Opinion of Probable Cost
Recommendations for New Construction

General

Construction costs for a new building on a new site are based on the space
requirements of the Space Program, Part 1 of this study. Although there is no
conceptual design developed on which to base costs, the square footage
requirements can be projected into a realistic picture of costs based on historical
experience with schools. Similarly, land area requirements for a high school are
about 25-30 acres and site work costs are derived from similar projects.
Opinion of Probable Cost

Following this narrative is a Conceptual Budget for new construction based on
winter 2012 costs, including an estimating/escalation contingency. In order to get a
picture of total project costs, typical administrative costs and overall project fees and
services are included as well.
Additional line items are listed at the end of the Conceptual Budget as add alternates
– for four additional classroom spaces and a 25-meter swimming pool. These could
be included as separate questions in a referendum.
Architect/Engineer fees are based on the Maine DOE standard for new school
construction of the cost of construction estimated.
Additional Factors

There are both advantages and disadvantages to constructing a new high school on a
new site, apart from cost. Building a new facility on the existing site and then
demolishing the existing structure could result in loss of already scarce playing fields
for a time and loss of a mostly sound structure for other use and is not considered a
viable option. Following is a list of some of the pros and cons for new construction:
Advantages







Disadvantages



New construction would not disrupt operations at the high school.
A new site that included adequate playing fields would be an improvement
for the school and would free up existing fields for more town usage.
A new school building would be designed for current codes, educational
programs and for greater energy efficiency.
A school in the vicinity of the community college could increase connection
with higher education.
If the new site is located west of railroad tracks there could potentially be
access to natural gas.
A remote site would have less connection with the other schools in the
district.
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H A R R I M A N

Recommended New Construction and Opinion of Probable Cost





If the new site is not in relatively close proximity to the current site,
transportation costs would be increased and there would be fewer students
within walking distance.
There may be an increase in the upfront cost of bringing natural gas to the
existing site.
Additional time would be needed to acquire a site.
Site acquisition costs may or may not exceed the resale of existing property.
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Site Selection and Site Evaluation
Site Selection & Site Evaluation

Establishing a new High School for the Town of Wells would require a detailed
exploration for appropriate parcels of land to accommodate the large facilities that
are needed for a complete high school complex. We estimate approximately 30
acres would be needed to construct the high school building, parking lots, bus and
parent drop-off loops, and numerous sports fields. It is important to judge
possible sites against an established list of criteria to quickly understand whether
an interesting parcel is actually usable for the intended development. The list
would be tailored to meet the specific community needs, and would most likely
include some major criteria such as: parcel size, parcel shape, soil types, ledge,
wetlands, proximity to good roads, traffic patterns, proximity to other schools or
municipal buildings, and proximity to public utilities and services.
Over many years, Harriman has developed and typically uses a three-step process
for site selection:
a.
Step 1 – Identification of Potential Sites
b.
Step 2 – Site Ranking
c.
Step 3 – Site Analysis and Comparison
Step 1: There may be several potential sites identified that school and municipal
officials feel would be suitable for the intended use. Harriman typically performs
a separate map-search for additional potential land areas(not necessarily within a
single property boundary), and follows up with initial visual drive-by verification.
This added search often brings to light parcels that are worth considering, that the
school personnel did not initially consider. Step 1 results in a Summary Table,
which outlines the major positive and negative aspects of each of the identified
sites.
Step 2: After discussing the results of the Step 1 preliminary evaluation with the
school personnel, in a meeting with most of the stakeholders, several potential
sites can be eliminated from the list due to general characteristics, such as remote
location, poor quality streets, poor utility access, etc. Then, Step 2 evaluates the
remaining sites, usually less than 10, for further comparison. These sites are
examined in the field by walking the parcels and reviewing against a customtailored list of criteria. Also, available mapping and utility information is reviewed.
The results of the analysis of each parcel are scored on a matrix of the evaluation
criteria, typically 15 to 20 criteria. The Excel spreadsheet matrix calculates the
comparative scores of each site and tallies the total, showing which sites rank
higher than others. A Site Selection Map and a Site Selection Matrix are
produced, which together are used to meet with the school personnel and
stakeholders to determine which site, or sites, should be studied further.
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H A R R I M A N

Site Selection and Site Evaluation
Step 3: Once the apparent best site or two has been selected, Harriman plans
further investigations to verify that they are viable sites, and which one should be
selected for development. Working with the school’s particular needs, several
detailed studies by specialty consultants are done to confirm the validity of the
site. A geotechnical engineering firm is often engaged to provide soil borings and
a preliminary soil/geotechnical evaluation. A wetland specialist is hired to
delineate the on-site wetland boundaries, check for the presence of potential
vernal pools, and evaluate the wetland types and associated permitting. A traffic
engineer would likely be retained to provide traffic consulting and prepare a
Town/MDOT Traffic Permit pre-scoping assessment. Harriman prepares several
site concept sketches to study the optimum layout of the needed building and site
features on the selected parcel. The results of this step are site condition reports,
a narrative of comparison of sites to the criteria and to each other, and conceptual
alternative site drawings. Based on this completed evaluation, the School
Department would negotiate to purchase the site.
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Educational Program Analysis
New Construction

General

Introduction

The educational program has been thoroughly analyzed in Part I, Tab B-1. The
function of the educational program remains the same whether in a new building
or in a renovation/expansion of the existing one. New construction provides the
opportunity to plan a building around the educational program. The building
would not be inhibited by some of the inherent design deficiencies of the current
high school building.
Organization

In the design of the new facility, the space program will be closely followed to
adequately size all spaces. Adjacencies will be taken into consideration from the
start to achieve a smoothly functioning building. Flexibility is an important feature
for long-term technology planning and would be implemented into the design.
“Core spaces” of the building – cafeteria, gymnasium, auditorium – would be sized
to allow for long-term enrollment projections and the number of classrooms would
be based on the number required by the program. A plan for future phasing would
work an opportunity for expansion into the building design.
Essentially, the opportunity to design a new school building would allow the
opportunity for a new high school to be driven by the educational program rather
than be somewhat limited by an existing building.
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30 year New Con. 120,500 sq ft

Wells High School, Project # 11690

Assumptions

5% per year - Escalation

2% per year

Electricity
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
Cumulative

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Oil

93,990.00
95,869.80
97,787.20
99,742.94
101,737.80
103,772.55
105,848.01
107,964.97
110,124.27
112,326.75
114,573.29
116,864.75
119,202.05
121,586.09
124,017.81
126,498.17
129,028.13
131,608.69
134,240.86
136,925.68
139,664.20
142,457.48
145,306.63
148,212.76
151,177.02
154,200.56
157,284.57
160,430.26
163,638.87
166,911.64
170,249.88
1,836,459.53

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

97,605.00
102,485.25
107,609.51
112,989.99
118,639.49
124,571.46
130,800.04
137,340.04
144,207.04
151,417.39
158,988.26
166,937.67
175,284.56
184,048.78
193,251.22
202,913.78
213,059.47
223,712.45
234,898.07
246,642.97
258,975.12
271,923.88
285,520.07
299,796.08
314,785.88
330,525.17
347,051.43
364,404.00
382,624.20
401,755.41
421,843.19
3,925,847.42

3% per year - Escalation

3% per year Escalation

Contracted Maintenance

Repairs & Maintenance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

60,250.00
62,057.50
63,919.23
65,836.80
67,811.91
69,846.26
71,941.65
74,099.90
76,322.90
78,612.58
80,970.96
83,400.09
85,902.09
88,479.16
91,133.53
93,867.54
96,683.56
99,584.07
102,571.59
105,648.74
108,818.20
112,082.75
115,445.23
118,908.59
122,475.84
126,150.12
129,934.62
133,832.66
137,847.64
141,983.07
146,242.56
1,499,370.04

Total O&M Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,970.00
42,199.10
43,465.07
44,769.03
46,112.10
47,495.46
48,920.32
50,387.93
51,899.57
53,456.56
55,060.25
56,712.06
58,413.42
60,165.83
61,970.80
63,829.93
65,744.82
67,717.17
69,748.68
71,841.14
73,996.38
76,216.27
78,502.76
80,857.84
83,283.57
85,782.08
88,355.54
91,006.21
93,736.40
96,548.49
99,444.94
1,019,571.63

$

8,281,248.62

Dollars per sq foot
Electricity
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Contracted Maintenance

Oil
0.78
0.80
0.81
0.83
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.97
0.99
1.01
1.03
1.05
1.07
1.09
1.11
1.14
1.16
1.18
1.21
1.23
1.25
1.28
1.31
1.33
1.36
1.39
1.41

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.81
0.85
0.89
0.94
0.98
1.03
1.09
1.14
1.20
1.26
1.32
1.39
1.45
1.53
1.60
1.68
1.77
1.86
1.95
2.05
2.15
2.26
2.37
2.49
2.61
2.74
2.88
3.02
3.18
3.33
3.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.50
0.52
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.61
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.69
0.71
0.73
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.83
0.85
0.88
0.90
0.93
0.96
0.99
1.02
1.05
1.08
1.11
1.14
1.18
1.30

Repairs & Maintenance
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.50
0.51
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.61
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.69
0.71
0.73
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.89

Annual O&M Costs - 30 Year New Construction
$450,000.00
$400,000.00

Annual Cost

$350,000.00
$300,000.00

Electricity

$250,000.00

Oil

$200,000.00

Contracted Maintenance
Repairs & Maintenance

$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$-

Years

30 year New Const.

Wells HS

Assumptions

5% per year - Escalation 5% per year - Escalation
Annual Fuel Dollar Comparison - #2 oil vs Natural Gas
Oil
Natural Gas
Annual difference
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

Cumulative

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Project # 11690

97,605.00
102,485.25
107,609.51
112,989.99
118,639.49
124,571.46
130,800.04
137,340.04
144,207.04
151,417.39
158,988.26
166,937.67
175,284.56
184,048.78
193,251.22
202,913.78
213,059.47
223,712.45
234,898.07
246,642.97
258,975.12
271,923.88
285,520.07
299,796.08
314,785.88
330,525.17
347,051.43
364,404.00
382,624.20
401,755.41
421,843.19
6,906,606.90

Dollars per sq foot
Oil
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

120,500 sq ft

68,685.00
72,119.25
75,725.21
79,511.47
83,487.05
87,661.40
92,044.47
96,646.69
101,479.03
106,552.98
111,880.63
117,474.66
123,348.39
129,515.81
135,991.60
142,791.18
149,930.74
157,427.28
165,298.64
173,563.57
182,241.75
191,353.84
200,921.53
210,967.61
221,515.99
232,591.79
244,221.38
256,432.45
269,254.07
282,716.77
296,852.61
4,860,204.85

Natural Gas
0.81
0.85
0.89
0.94
0.98
1.03
1.09
1.14
1.20
1.26
1.32
1.39
1.45
1.53
1.60
1.68
1.77
1.86
1.95
2.05
2.15
2.26
2.37
2.49
2.61
2.74
2.88
3.02
3.18
3.33
3.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

28,920.00
30,366.00
31,884.30
33,478.52
35,152.44
36,910.06
38,755.57
40,693.34
42,728.01
44,864.41
47,107.63
49,463.01
51,936.16
54,532.97
57,259.62
60,122.60
63,128.73
66,285.17
69,599.43
73,079.40
76,733.37
80,570.04
84,598.54
88,828.47
93,269.89
97,933.38
102,830.05
107,971.56
113,370.13
119,038.64
124,990.57
2,046,402.04

Annual Difference
0.57
0.60
0.63
0.66
0.69
0.73
0.76
0.80
0.84
0.88
0.93
0.97
1.02
1.07
1.13
1.18
1.24
1.31
1.37
1.44
1.51
1.59
1.67
1.75
1.84
1.93
2.03
2.13
2.23
2.35
2.46

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.24
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.31
0.32
0.34
0.35
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.45
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.55
0.58
0.61
0.64
0.67
0.70
0.74
0.77
0.81
0.85
0.90
0.94
0.99
1.04

Annual Fuel Cost Comparison - Oil vs Nat. Gas - 30 Year New Construction
$450,000.00
$400,000.00

Annual Dollars

$350,000.00
$300,000.00
Oil

$250,000.00

Natural Gas

$200,000.00

Annual difference

$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$-

Years

VFA Inc. Report
Prepared For
WOCSD

The July 2004 VFA Report on the following pages was prepared by an independent third
party hired by WOCSD to assess the condition of the existing Wells High School. Harriman
includes the information in this report for reference purposes only and takes no
responsibility for the accuracy of the data or estimated costs contained therein.

Air Quality Management Services, Inc.
“Discovering Solutions for Healthier Living”

January 27th, 2012
Harriman Associates
C/o Mr. Norman Varney
One Auburn Business Park
Auburn, Maine

Re: Limited IAQ parameter survey at the Wells High School, located at 200 Sanford Road in
Wells, Maine.
AQM Project #: 12-026
Air Quality Management Services, Inc. (AQM) conducted a limited survey of IAQ parameters
(carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide, temperature and relative humidity) on January 18th, 2012. It
was reported that there is a concern over odors near the Restroom in the Main Office area (1st
Floor) and on the 2nd Floor near Darkrooms and the Chemistry classroom / lab.
Note: AQM was retained to collect samples IAQ data in areas of concern. AQM was not
retained to draft a scope of work.
Actions to Date
No actions to date are known.
Testing
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) parameters: Carbon dioxide (CO2), Carbon monoxide (CO),
Temperature and Relative Humidity (%RH) were measured with a TSI Q-trak Plus Model 7565
meter (TSI Incorporated, Shoreview, MN).
Many data readings were taken on the 2nd and 3rd Floors before it was realized that the make-up
air supply had been deactivated. Readings were then repeated starting approximately 10 minutes
after the system had been re-activated.

OFFICE: PO Box 2491 – Lewiston, Maine 04241  Phone 207-657-7360  Fax 207-657-7361
www.aqmservices.com

Limited IAQ Survey
AQM Project #12-026 – Harriman Associates
Wells High School – Wells, Maine
Page 2 of 3
Results
Table 1. Indoor Air Quality parameter measurements
Location
CO2 (ppm)
Outdoor
360
Main Office Area
508
Restroom by Main Office
520
Principal’s Secretary Office
660
Guidance
620
Hall by Main Office & Guidance
750
222 Darkroom (by Room 216)
1208
222 Darkroom (by Room 216)
1010
Darkroom by Math Class
720
201 Special Ed Office
900
201 Special Ed Office
905
Hall by 201 and 202
960
206 Breakout
1185
206 Breakout
1040
Hall by 206 and 207
1380
Hall by 206 and 207
1050
207 Science Office
1222
207 Science Office
1070
208 Chemistry
1400
208 Chemistry
1290
Hall by 309 and 310
1035
Room 310
800
Key: ppm = parts per million

CO (ppm)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Temp (°F)
43.0
69.3
68.8
69.0
69.6
69.2
72.3
71.0
74.0
73.5
71.6
70.5
72.9
71.2
71.9
70.8
72.6
71.6
72.0
71.5
70.5
70.1

%RH
18.0
22.3
20.7
22.4
22.2
19.4
24.9
21.7
24.0
20.1
21.1
21.3
22.5
22.2
23.1
21.0
24.3
23.6
23.3
23.0
21.0
20.0

Comments
Reference
Occupied
None
Small Office - occupied
Occupied
None
Noticeable odor
After re-activating make-up air
Exhaust appeared strong
Unoccupied
After re-activating make-up air
After re-activating make-up air
Unoccupied
After re-activating make-up air
Unoccupied
After re-activating make-up air
Unoccupied
After re-activating make-up air
Occupied; noticeable odor
After re-activating make-up air
After re-activating make-up air
Unoccupied; has unit-ventilator

Temperature was within a normal comfort range for winter months, which is 68 to 76 degrees F (per
ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers). Relative
humidity was below ASHRAE comfort guidelines (30-60%) in all areas sampled. Low humidity can dry
mucus membranes and cause irritations to the eyes, nose, throat and upper air ways. It is difficult to
maintain recommended levels of relative humidity in the cooler months as outdoor air is very dry and
raising the temperature of the air (via heating the building for occupants) further reduces the relative
humidity. No immediate risks anticipated (other than potential discomfort as noted). Avoid use of
humidifiers or use only under carefully controlled conditions.
Carbon monoxide was below the detection limit for all areas sampled. Carbon dioxide levels varied
indoors from 508 to 1400 ppm. Carbon dioxide levels, although below the OSHA upper limit (5000 ppm),
were somewhat elevated in some areas likely due to occupancy and/or lack of local air supply and
exchange. Elevated carbon dioxide levels such as the ones measured do not pose any immediate or
specific health risks. Past ASHRAE guideline documents specified an upper (comfort) limit of 1000 ppm
for carbon dioxide, but this is not stated in current guidelines. The 1000 ppm limit has never been
considered a requirement and is neither a ceiling nor a time weighted average value. Rather, it has been
considered a target concentration level based on adequate removal of human bioeffluents / odors. Since
comfort (odor) criteria are likely to be satisfied when the CO2 does not exceed 1000 ppm the converse is
also likely to be true, i.e., when the CO2 level exceeds 1000 ppm, the comfort (odor) criteria may not be
satisfied.

OFFICE: PO Box 2491 – Lewiston, Maine 04241  Phone 207-657-7360  Fax 207-657-7361
www.aqmservices.com

Limited IAQ Survey
AQM Project #12-026 – Harriman Associates
Wells High School – Wells, Maine
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Discussion & Recommendations
It was reported to AQM by Wells High School Maintenance Staff that the 1st Floor does not have
a make-up air system – only exhausts, with fresh air being supplied from the outdoors through
natural building leakiness (and the slight negative pressure created by the exhausts). The
restroom in the Main Office area has an exhaust vent but not an on-demand, high-flow exhaust.
Also per Maintenance Staff, the 2nd and 3rd Floors have exhausts as well as make-up air. Overall,
the ventilation system for these areas appears to be made up of many varying components and
systems. Maintenance Staff reported that the make-up air for the 2nd and 3rd Floors often
becomes “tripped” or de-activated, and there does not appear to be an immediate notification
system for when this happens. Also, Darkrooms and other areas where chemicals are stored or
used do not appear to have dedicated, high-flow ventilation systems (although there was some
speculation by Maintenance Staff as to whether the Darkroom next to the Math Classroom did
have a keyed, dedicated vent system).
AQM recommends that all areas / rooms where chemicals are used or stored (as well as
Restrooms) be well-ventilated when not in use. Where not already present, install dedicated, ondemand, high-flow exhaust systems in these areas. These exhausts should be clearly labeled and
their use mandated when chemicals are being handled or used.
Ensure that make-up air systems are adequate to supply fresh air per current ASHRAE
guidelines, where possible. Make-up air systems should have some form of warning system such
that Maintenance Staff can be conveniently and quickly notified when the systems are down.
AQM appreciates this opportunity to have aided in this project. In the event you have questions
or require further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Nick Ferrala, B.A., CIEC
Industrial Hygienist

OFFICE: PO Box 2491 – Lewiston, Maine 04241  Phone 207-657-7360  Fax 207-657-7361
www.aqmservices.com

2011-12 Enrollment Projections

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Ms. Elaine Tomaszewski, Superintendent of Schools, Wells-Ogunquit, ME CSD
Donald G. Kennedy, Ed.D., Demographic Specialist
December 13, 2011 Revised January 11, 2012
Enrollment Projections

We are pleased to send you the enclosed documents displaying the past, present, and projected enrollments for the
Wells-Ogunquit Community School District. We have used the figures given to us by the district and we assume
that the method of collecting the enrollment data has been consistent from year to year.
NESDEC’s enrollment projection totals from fall of 2010 came within four students of the actual Grade 1-12
enrollment total for fall, 2011 (1,287 projected v. only 1,283 actual). In Grades K-4, 483 pupils were projected v.
476 enrolled. In Grades 5-8, 458 students were forecast v. 449 enrolled. At the high school level, 428 pupils were
projected v. 434 enrolled.
The two factors at work which will have the greatest effect upon future enrollments are: a decline in the number
of births to Wells-Ogunquit residents and, to a lesser degree, b. a continuing lack of in-migration (due to the real
estate slowdown). In the decade from 1996-2005, Wells-Ogunquit averaged 90 births per year; more recently (and
expected over the next 6-7 years) are about 58-79 births annually, about 21 fewer births per year.
The ever-changing relationship between Wells-Ogunquit births and Kindergarten enrollments is displayed on the
B-K graph. Wells-Ogunquit, over the past seven years, has registered about 104 Kindergarteners for every 100
births (five years previous), a relationship which has been quite stable…this fall there were 101 Kindergarteners
for every 100 births five-years-previous, the third-lowest in over a decade…and the source of NESDEC’s “overprojection”. Note on the graph, however, that there was one year (2007) in which there were 130 Kindergarteners

for every 100 births. Grade 1 is expected to continue to be about 2% smaller than the previous year’s
Kindergarten class.
Like many nearby communities Wells-Ogunquit continues to experience enrollment fluctuations of in/outmigration in Grades 1-12. Over the past ten years, there were six years with 1-2% net in-migration (+2% in 2010),
two flat years (including 2011), and two years of 1% out-migration (including 2009).
In the short run, over the next three school years, K-4 enrollments are expected to decline; Grades 5-8
should grow in 2012, then decline; whereas the high school is expected to remain steady for five years. K-12
enrollments are forecast to decline by about 24 students in 2012 and by about 34 pupils in 2013…driven
primarily by fewer Kindergarteners entering to replace the seniors who had graduated each June. The
2014 school year is expected to experience a smaller decline. The shrinkage may resume by the fall of 2015,
however the cycles of employment and availability of real estate may be altered by that time, thereby affecting
student enrollments.
Will these patterns really last for as long as ten years? Perhaps not. Also, as soon as the economy and real
estate situation improve in the region, even more in-migration could return to Wells-Ogunquit. Many
communities in the region sold during 2007 through 2011-to-date only about 60-80% as many homes as in 20052007. Building permits have generally kept pace as well; see the “Additional Data” table below. The real estate
slowdown may reverse itself in Wells-Ogunquit before the 2017-18 school year, thus school enrollments
may be flatter, with less decline. See also the description on Page 4 below regarding “reliability of projections”.

As noted above, the number of births is an important variable in projecting future school enrollments,
thus changing trends in births can be of special interest. U.S. births steadily increased from 2003
onward, reaching the highest peak in two decades, in 2007. However, U.S. births dropped 2% in 2008
(compared with 2007) and declined by an additional 2.6% in 2009 (compared with 2008). The Pew
Research Center analyzed data from 25 states and found that the states hit hardest by the Recession
(such as Michigan) had the greatest decline in births. Although additional factors may be involved,
during times of substantial and prolonged economic difficulty, persons expecting to lose their
employment and/or their homes, may postpone having children. The Pew Center estimates that 14% of
Americans aged 18-34 postponed having a child because of the recent recession (2% with incomes
above $75,000 postponed having a child, with higher rates of postponement in lower income brackets).

Among the six New England states, hard-hit Connecticut dropped by 8.6% over the two-year period
from 41,684 births in 2007 to 38,083 in 2009; similarly, Rhode Island experienced an 8.1% decline from
12,503 births in 2007 to 11,494 births in 2009; mothers in Vermont gave birth to 6,492 children in 2007
and 6,118 babies in 2009, a 5.8% decline; Maine dropped by 4.7% from 14,177 children in 2007 to
13,506 babies in 2009; New Hampshire experienced a 4.4% decrease from 14,397 births in 2007
compared with only 13,764 children born in 2009; lastly, Massachusetts declined by only 3.9% from
77,731 births in 2007 to 74,643 children born in 2009. Overall, in the 275+ enrollment projections
prepared by NESDEC during 2009-10, about 2/3 of districts were continuing to shrink in enrollment;
whereas about 1/3 of districts appeared to be experiencing flat enrollments or some growth (of 0.5% or
more per year) in the K-12 student population. Because of the higher median ages among the New
England population, births in the region generally have been declining over the past several years; thus
the Recession has accelerated an on-going trend. The rate of unemployment also indirectly affects the
number of births and school enrollments. Although these rates may change monthly, recent rates of
unemployment have been about 10.5% in RI; 8.9% in CT; 7.5% in ME; 7.3% in MA; 5.8% in VT; and
5.4% in NH.
If your district has need for further assistance in the area of long range facilities planning, we would urge you to
call so that we might discuss our planning services which include our Demographic and Long-Range Enrollment
Projection Studies.
We have enclosed suggestions for interpreting the printout and a brief description of the modified cohort survival
methodology used in preparing the projections. As always, we would be delighted to hear from you regarding
ways in which we might make the enrollment forecasts more useful to you. Please don’t hesitate to call or email
us at ep@nesdec.org. Best wishes for the school year.

Analyzing Your Enrollment
Historical Public Enrollments
1. After the "YEAR" column can be found the "BIRTHS" column. The number of births to residents for each of
eleven years is displayed. Note any trends, e.g., have births been decreasing? increasing? leveling off?
Kindergarten and Grade 1 enrollments are normally quite responsive to these fluctuations.
2. Look down the K and 1 columns and note the direction of the trend. This affords a comparison of these
classes over a ten-year period. Add the K and Grade 1 enrollments of the first school year recorded, and
compare them with the sum of the current K and Grade 1 enrollments.
3. Take the first K class and follow it diagonally to trace its movement to Grade 1, 2, etc. up to its current 10th
grade status. This comparison (which can be accomplished for other classes also) gives some measure of the
effects of migration in your school district. If a sixth grade class today is larger than it was as a K class six
years ago, then in-migration has probably occurred; if it is smaller, then out-migration has probably occurred.
4. Compare each K class with the previous year's graduating class. Note which is larger and by what amount
one surpasses the other. Larger graduating classes generally reflect declining enrollments; larger K classes
generally indicate increasing enrollments.
5. In the "Grade Combinations" section, note the trends of elementary, middle school/junior high, and high
school enrollments. A significant and consistent trend in these summaries usually results in the corresponding
trend for projected enrollments. If enrollments are leveling off in the elementary grades after a period of
decline, then the secondary enrollments might be expected to continue to decline for several years until the
leveling off experience has had time to take hold at the secondary grades.
Enrollment Projections
1. Note the trends exhibited in the total K-12 (or 1-12) projection for the next five years as well as the
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projections for various grade combinations. The trends on this page should generally exhibit a continuation
of the trends mentioned above for historical enrollments, although the rate of change may be quite different.
2. Look at the births in the most recent years and note whether the trend is up, down, or level.
3. Make similar comparisons as appropriate on this page as were suggested for the "Historical
Public Enrollments" page.

PROJECTION METHODOLOGY
The cohort survival technique is the most frequently used method of preparing enrollment forecasts. NESDEC
uses that technique, but modifies it in order to move away from forecasts which are wholly computer or formula
driven. Such modification permits the incorporation of important, current town-specific information into the
generation of the enrollment forecasts. Basically, percentages are calculated from the historical enrollment data to
determine a reliable percentage of increase or decrease in enrollment between any two grades. For example, if
100 students enrolled in Grade 1 in 2010-11, increased to 104 students in Grade 2 in 2011-12, the percentage of
survival would have been 104% or a ratio of 1.04. Such ratios are calculated between each pair of grades or years
in school over several recent years.
After study and analysis of the historical ratios and based upon a reasonable set of assumptions regarding births,
migration rates, retention rates, etc., ratios most indicative of future growth patterns are determined for each pair
of grades. The ratios thus selected are applied to the present enrollment statistics for a pre-determined number of
years. The ratios used are the key factors in the reliability of the projections, given the validity of the data at the
starting point. The strength of the ratios lies in the fact that each ratio encompasses collectively the variables that
account for increases or decreases in the size of a grade enrollment as it moves on to the next grade. Each ratio
represents the cumulative effect of the following factors:
1. Real estate turnover and new residential construction;
2. Migration, in or out, of the schools;
3. Drop-outs, transfers, etc.;
4. Births to residents;
5. Retention in the same grade.
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RELIABILITY OF ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
Projections can serve as useful guides to school administrators for educational planning. In this regard, the
projections are generally most reliable when they are closest in time to the current year. Projections six to ten
years out may serve as a guide to future enrollments, and are useful for facility planning purposes. However, they
should be viewed as subject to change given the possibility for change in the underlying assumptions/trends.

Projections based upon the children already in the district (the current K-12 population only) will be the most
reliable; the second level of reliability will be for those children already born into the community but not yet
old enough to be in school. The least reliable category is the group for which an estimate must be made to
predict the number of births, thereby adding an additional variable. See these three multi-colored groupings on
the “Projected Enrollment” slide/page.

How often do the actual enrollments closely match the NESDEC projections? The research literature reports
the closest that enrollment forecasters are likely to come to actual enrollments is about 1% variance per yearfrom-the-known-data. That is, a 1% variance from projection-to-actual “one-year-out” into the future (2%
variance “two-years-out” … 10% variance “ten-years-out”). NESDEC reaches this “highest possible” standard in
about 90% of cases. When our NESDEC variance is greater, the reasons often are one of the following: a.
imbedded/intervening “hidden” variables (examples: a parochial school closed or other students returned from
non-public schools, a charter school opened, the Kindergarten program changed entrance age or to extended/fullday, the high school toughened its course credit/graduation requirements, the District set new attendance
boundaries for elementary schools, or the District had well-publicized budget/referendum difficulties); b. the
District size was below 500 students, thus subject to fluctuations; or c. the District has not done enrollment
projections on an annual basis.

Annual updates allow for early identification of recent changes in historical trends. When the actual enrollment in
a grade is significantly different (high or low) from the projected number, it is important (yet difficult) to
determine whether this is a one-year aberration or whether a new trend may be starting. In light of this, NESDEC
urges all school districts to have updated enrollment forecasts developed by NESDEC each October. This
service is available at no cost to affiliated school districts.
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Using This Information Electronically

If you would like to extract the information contained in this report for your own documents or presentations, you
can use Adobe Acrobat reader to convert the desired information to a “snapshot,” which can be inserted into
PowerPoint slides, Word documents, etc. Because the snapshot tool creates a graphic, the image is not editable.
Steps for Using The Snapshot Tool in Adobe Acrobat Reader 8.0:
1. Click on Tools Menu;
2. Choose “Select & Zoom;”
3. Choose “Snapshot Tool;”
4. Click and drag around the text, chart, and/or graphics that you would like to capture: your selection will
be copied to the clipboard automatically;
5. Click in the document where you would like the information to appear;*
6. Give Paste command.
If you have an earlier version of Adobe Acrobat and these instructions don’t work for you, contact your tech
support person, or NESDEC and we will try to assist you. Telephone (508)481-9444 or ep@nesdec.org. Ask for
Peggy, Don, or Carol.
*You may paste your snapshot onto a PowerPoint slide, onto an Excel sheet, or even into a graphics program to
save as a separate graphic file (in .jpg or other format), so that it is available for inserting into future documents.
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Wells-Ogunquit CSD, ME Historical Enrollment
School District:

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District, ME Rev.

1/11/2012

Historical Enrollment By Grade
Birth
Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Births
87
82
90
83
94
95
95
111
79
86
75

School
Year
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

PK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

UNGR

K-12

PK-12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

92
97
98
108
90
89
124
88
97
92
76

97
94
105
95
113
86
91
120
82
102
89

106
101
107
108
99
112
94
98
118
80
107

109
104
102
102
111
97
114
95
100
119
80

117
115
113
107
104
109
107
119
99
107
124

121
117
118
118
106
103
115
107
121
104
104

122
129
121
117
123
104
105
116
104
130
100

116
125
133
123
122
120
108
105
111
111
132

130
122
129
133
121
121
123
110
104
113
113

103
130
114
119
125
122
122
122
110
101
112

120
107
130
119
121
129
111
117
118
110
101

105
123
103
127
117
117
127
111
113
111
111

112
104
120
105
123
114
109
123
111
114
110

17
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1467
1489
1493
1481
1475
1423
1450
1431
1388
1394
1359

1467
1489
1493
1481
1475
1423
1450
1431
1388
1394
1359

Historical Enrollment in Grade Combinations
Year
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

PK-4
521
511
525
520
517
493
530
520
496
500
476

K-4
521
511
525
520
517
493
530
520
496
500
476

K-6
764
757
764
755
746
700
750
743
721
734
680

K-8
1010
1004
1026
1011
989
941
981
958
936
958
925

5-8
489
493
501
491
472
448
451
438
440
458
449

6-8
368
376
383
373
366
345
336
331
319
354
345

7-8
246
247
262
256
243
241
231
215
215
224
245

7-12
686
711
729
726
729
723
700
688
667
660
679

Historical Percentage Changes
9-12
440
464
467
470
486
482
469
473
452
436
434

Year
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
K-12 Change

K-12
1467
1489
1493
1481
1475
1423
1450
1431
1388
1394
1359

Diff.
0
22
4
-12
-6
-52
27
-19
-43
6
-35
-108

%
0.0%
1.5%
0.3%
-0.8%
-0.4%
-3.5%
1.9%
-1.3%
-3.0%
0.4%
-2.5%
-7.4%

Wells-Ogunquit CSD, ME Historical Enrollment
PK-12, 2001-2011
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Wells-Ogunquit CSD, ME Projected Enrollment
School District:

Wells-Ogunquit Community School District, ME Rev.

1/11/2012

Enrollment Projections By Grade*
Birth
Year

Births

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

75
75
67
79
58
71
70
69
69
67
69

(est.)
(est.)
(est.)
(est.)
(est.)
(est.)

School
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22

PK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

UNGR

K-12

PK-12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

76
83
74
87
64
78
77
76
77
74
76

89
75
82
73
86
63
77
76
75
76
73

107
89
75
82
73
86
63
77
76
75
76

80
108
90
76
83
74
87
64
78
77
76

124
84
114
95
80
87
78
91
67
82
81

104
126
85
115
96
81
88
79
92
68
83

100
104
126
85
115
96
81
88
79
92
68

132
101
105
128
86
117
97
82
89
80
93

113
133
102
106
129
87
118
98
83
90
81

112
112
131
101
105
127
86
117
97
82
89

101
111
111
130
100
104
126
85
116
96
81

111
98
108
108
126
97
101
122
83
113
93

110
111
98
108
108
126
97
101
122
83
113

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1359
1335
1301
1294
1251
1223
1176
1156
1134
1088
1083

1359
1335
1301
1294
1251
1223
1176
1156
1134
1088
1083

Based on an estimate of births

*Projections should be updated on an annual basis.

Projected Enrollment in Grade Combinations*

Based on children already born

Based on students already enrolled

Projected Percentage Changes

Year

PK-4

K-4

K-6

K-8

5-8

6-8

7-8

7-12

9-12

Years

K-12

Diff.

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22

476
439
435
413
386
388
382
384
373
384
382

476
439
435
413
386
388
382
384
373
384
382

680
669
646
613
597
565
551
551
544
544
533

925
903
853
847
812
769
766
731
716
714
707

449
464
418
434
426
381
384
347
343
330
325

345
338
333
319
330
300
296
268
251
262
242

245
234
207
234
215
204
215
180
172
170
174

679
666
655
681
654
658
625
605
590
544
550

434
432
448
447
439
454
410
425
418
374
376

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22

1359
1335
1301
1294
1251
1223
1176
1156
1134
1088
1083

0
-24
-34
-7
-43
-28
-47
-20
-22
-46
-5

0.0%
-1.8%
-2.5%
-0.5%
-3.3%
-2.2%
-3.8%
-1.7%
-1.9%
-4.1%
-0.5%

-276

-20.3%

See "Reliability of Enrollment Projections" section of accompanying letter.
Projections are more reliable for Years 1-5 in the future than for Years 6 and beyond.

K-12 Change

%

Wells-Ogunquit CSD, ME Projected Enrollment

PK-12 TO 2021 Based On Data Through School Year 2011-12
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Wells-Ogunquit CSD, ME Additional Data

Building Permits Issued
Year
2000

Single-Family
98W + 16O

Enrollment History

Multi-Units
8W

2007
37W + 12O
2008
36W + 5O
22W + 8O
2009
2010
89W + 14O
63W + 55O
2011
Source: HUD and Building Department

6W
10W
10W
0
4W

Year
2000-01

Voc-Tech
9-12 Total
n/a

Non-Public
K-12 Total
n/a

2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

9
18
17
15
17

Residents in Non-Public Independent and Parochial Schools (Regular Education)
Enrollments
as of Oct. 1

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

K-12 TOTAL

3

0

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

17

K-12 Home-Schooled Students
2011

16

K-12 Residents Enrolled in Charter or
Magnet Schools
2011
0

K-12 SpEd Outplaced
Students
2011
1

K-12 Choiced-In, Tuitioned-In, & Other
Non-Residents
2011
2

The above data were used to assist in the preparation of the enrollment projections. If additional demographic work is needed, please contact our office.

